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| Ht Special Molfoas prices 
THE BOOKS HERE OFFERED SUGGEST WELCOME ADDITIONS TO A MUSICIAN’S LIBRARY 
These prices are for cash with order and at these prices cannot be had “On Sale.” This offer expires positively on January 1,1919 
Reminiscences of a Musician’s Vacation 
By l. c, Eison AbrotdRegUilu. Brie. *1 .so I Pronouncing Dictionary of Musical Terms 
Holiday Cash Price 48 cents, postpaid 2 By Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc. Regular Price $1.2 
Ei^nrToneTfgthehfortumte the 1 Holiday Cash Price 80 cents, postpaid 
S No matter 
2? be complete witl 
te-“ 
always genial and witty, with a keen relish for 
the humorous aspect of things. 
Life Stories of Great Composers 
By R. A. Streatfieid Regular Price $1 
Holiday Cash Price $1.20, postpaid 
Thirty-five biographies of the Great Masters. 
As a book of reference, a book for the library 
and a book for study this will be found ideaL 
Illustrated with full-page portraits. 
The First Violin 
By Jesse Fothergill Regular Price $1.20 
Holiday Cash Price 60 cents, postpaid 
-this one. Here a clear and exact definition o: 
he pronunciation of all foreign musical, words. 
of birth and death and nationality of all the ir 
.a -1-, included ir 
Anecdotes of Great Musicians 
ByW.F. Gates Regular Price »1.8C 
Holiday Cash Price $1.00, postpaid 
To the average reader this is one of the most 
interesting musical books published. Contains 
I three hundred anecdotes of great composers, ■ players and singers. Lively and entertaining. 
Music Life and How to Succeed in it 
, By Thomas Tapper Regular Price *1.80 
j Holiday Cash Price $1.10, postpaid 
Standard History of Music 
By James Francis Cooke Regular Price $1.50 
* Holiday Cash Price $1.10, postpaid 
1 value to all seriously interested in ra 
is beautifully told and for a musical alone ai 
. rank. This romance, , ‘~ 
s are here furnished Interesting read- 
>sons in music lore. The illu 
d cloth. ’ ’ •— 
O hundred and fifty page book, containing one hundred and fifty illustrations, 
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stimulate the desire 
Pocket Dictionary of Musical Terms 
, By H. A. Clarke, Mus. Doc. Regular Price 30cent 
Holiday Cash Price 20 centa, postpaid 
all the musical *terms necessary for the averagi 
“ usician to understand and therefore makes “■ 
ideal g 
Interested in children studying _ _ 
remembrance as this dictionary 
' ' * .'ledge. 
H Splenbtb &ift for a (musician Gwo Excellent Volumes for (Sifts 
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces 
By Edw. Baxter Perry Regular Price $1.80 
Holiday Cash Price $1.20, postpaid 
, Giv“tlle Romance' Anecdote and Educational information that add zest to the pupil's 
lo son. The surest way to awaken the interest of the student ia to place in v:- 
a copy of this work, which describes the “inner meaning” o< the pieces he playi 
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Grove s Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
Five large volumes, bound in red cloth and stamped in gold 
Specially Priced, $15.00 
This greatest of all musical works embraces every branch of musical education, musical $ 
» science, theory, history, biography, musical terms, aesthetics and -‘ * j? a period of IS years^ 184 musical specialists -' ' 
Descriptive Analyses of Piano Works I | 
Bj Edw. Baxter Perry Regular Price $1.80 £ « m 
Holiday Cash Price $1.20, postpaid ? f v . 
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A A work that is a poetic, dramatic and histor 
A greatest and best-known piano compositions. Th<__ | obtained by the concert goer and musician in hearing and 
Mistakes and Disputed Points in Music S*###*#*#***W****4$$M*$4WM!*«S«*«$$$««$**«*«6^* Business Manual for Teachers 
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Gifts that Music Lovers Will Appreciate 
times when spare moments are devoted to war helps and one nnght shop for hours in a large c££*nd 
for a musical friend, while on this and other pages one can find in a few moment, just thethingat a ^ p 
Order Now and Save Time as Well as Money-Send all orders to THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, r 
VIOLIN OUTFITS 
Prepared and specially priced for Christmas G«... 
No. 1. A weff made Violin, excellent bow, 
'Se“o°fn!rf£»Mtt5°MlSlSdSmlSfi 
witli,1^al0sb“ri1,5.a2.“pie"' 
!“?!!!# 
tSSStt&ZlEgr 
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t Pr ice 
it wiU afford the greatest satisfaction to 
the purchaser. The violin is of the best 
material, workmanship and construction, 
resulting in a sweet-toned instrument. Su- 
BUSTS, PLAQUES, ETC. 
COMPOSERS IN BAS-RELIEFS 
ffglil 
Allegrando .. 
Court of Music. 
Elementairc, Rudiments of Music.. 
Great Composers ................ 
Musical Authors, Musical Biog¬ 
raphy .. 
Musical Casino  
Musical Dominoes  
Musical Euchre .; 
Scherzando  
Triads or Chords. 
■ MUSIC ROLLS AND SATCHELS 
NOVEL JEWELRY GIFTS FOR MUSICAL FOLK 
LADIES’ COLLAR OR CUFF PINS 
No. 64—10k (solid gold). 
Price, each $5,00 
No. 64S—Ster’mg silver, 
oxidized finish. 
Price, each $3.00 
A Pretty Brooch 
Sterling silver, gold or silver finish, 25c each. 
OTHER UNIQUE JEWELRY DESIGNS 
Lyre—Breast, cuff or club pin.$0.25 
Lyre—Stickpin.25 
Violoncello—Stickpin . 25 and .50 
Violin—Stickpin.25 and 
Comet—Stickpin.25 and 
Tambourine as a pendant or charm.63 
Lyre, Harps or Mandolin as a pendant or charm ■*' 
Banjo, Mandolin or Drum as a pendant or charm 
Banjo or Mandolin as a breastpin. 
Violin as a pendant or breastpin. 2.25 
Lyre Stickpin. Sterling silver, silver finish.33 
Ladies’ Bangle Stick Pin. Bangles in enamel 
finish: dark blue, light blue, red, white or 
black, per set of three..38 
Sterling silver, silver finish. 1.00 
Cuff-button and Pin Set. Gold finish, per set... .50 
Steriing silver, per set. 1.25 
Rolled Gold-filled Bangle Bracelet. Bangles in 
three sentiments, enamel finish, dark blue, Eght 
blue, red, white or black.50 and .75 
Sterling sEver, sEver finish.$1.25 and 1.50 
No. 63—10k (solid gold). 
Price, each $4.00 
No. 63S—Sterling silver, 
oxidized finish. 
Price, each $1.50 
Thede 
Silk Fob 
to No. 6 
No. 65—10k (solid gold): 
Charm, Swivel and 
Chain. 
Price, each $7.00 
No. 65S—Sterling silver, 
oxidized finish. Charm, 
Swivel and Chain. 
Price, each $2.50 
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS 
(American Make.) 
Bach Haydn Rubinstein 
Beethoven Liszt Schubert 
Chopin Mendelssohn Schumann 
Gluck Mozart Wagner 
Handel Paderewski Weber 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE. 20 cents 
each, postpaid. 
REPRODUCTIONS OF MUSICAL 
ART SUBJECTS 
PHOTOGRAVURE PICTURES 
Holiday Cash Price, Postpaid, 25c 
Size 11" x 
CALENDARS FOR 1919 
Our 1919 calendars will be among the 
most artistic that we have ever offered. 
A center panel in which can be inserted 
any of the variety of musical subjects 
which we offer-is set off by the handsome 
outline frame. In all. a worth while gift. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, postpaid, 
each, 10 cents. 
Mozart at Salzburg. 
Schubert, The Maid of the Mill. 
Beethoven, The Approaching Storm. 
Franz Liszt, full length portrait. 
Haydn, Crossing the English Channel. 
Schubert in the Home. 
Dawn of a Masterpiece. 
Her First Lesson. 
Vision of Wagner. 15 x W/i . 
Musical Hall of Fame. 14 x 22^. 
HANDSOME LITHOGRAPHS 
For home or studio, size 22 x 28. Sub¬ 
jects—Bach, Handel, Haydn. Mendel- . 
ssohn, Mozart, Schumann and Wagner. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 30 cents 
each, postpaid. 
Our line of photogravures and photo¬ 
graphs of composers and musical sub; 
jects is very large. Our "Music Teachers 
Hand-Book” gives full particulars. 
ART ENGRAVINGS 
Sepia art prints, size 9)4 x 12)4. Ex¬ 
tremely valuable for decorative purposes, 
either for studio or for gifts. The sub 
jects are Gounod, Schumann. Liszt. Mosz- 
kowski, Grieg, Tschaikowski and others. 
SPECIAL HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 
5 cents each. Set of seven, 25 cents. 
REWARD CARDS 
_of 16 portraits of great compos¬ 
ers with a short biography. Holiday 
Cash Price, 25 cents per set, postpaid. 
POST CARDS 
Great Composers—Sixteen pictures, 
printed in nine colors, with the composer's 
birthplace on each card. 30 cents per set 
BOY SCOUT BUGLES 
Made according to government specifica¬ 
tions; superior quality brass; easy slide 
action; mouthpiece with chain. A rare op¬ 
portunity to buy a regulation bugle at a low 
price. Brass, key of G slide to F. Price $4.50. 
METRONOMES 
The metronomes we offer are of the best 
quality, and are fully guaranteed against 
any defect in manufacture. War times have 
made it exceedingly difficult to obtain these 
valuable teaching aids, and the stock on 
hand is limited; therefore it is most advis¬ 
able to order at once. Prices here given 
include transportation. 
American manufacturer, detached door, 
no bell, $4.15; with bell, $5.15. 
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NOTICE:—On January 1,1919, the Subscription Price of THE ETUDE Advances to $1.75 the Year 
.1 
Subscription Price, $1.50 per year in United 
States, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico, Hawaii. 
Philippines, Panama, Guam, Tutuila, and the City 
of Shanghai. In Canada, $1.75 per year. In Eng¬ 
land and Colonies, 9 Shilling.) in France, 11 France) 
in Germany, 9 Marks. All other countries, $2.22 per year. 
Single copy, Price 20 cents. 
REMITTANCES .hould be made by post-office or ex¬ 
press money orders, bank check or draft, or registered letter. 
United States postage stamps are always received for cash. 
Money sent in letters is dangerous, and we are not responsible 
DISCONTINUANCES.—Owing to the educational 
character of THE ETUDE a majority of its readers 
do not wish to miss an issue. Therefore, the pub¬ 
lishers are pleased to extend credit covering a Twelve 
Months’ subscription beyond expiration of the paid- 
PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
Edited by James Francis Cooke 
RENEWAL.-No receipt is 
the wrapper of the next isei 
printed the date on which you 
nt for renewals. On 
sent you will be 
subscription is paid 
MANUSCRIPTS.—Manuscripts should be addressed to 
THE ETUDE. Write on one side of the sheet only. Con¬ 
tributions on music-teaching and music-study are solicited. 
Although every possible care is taken the publishers are not 
onsible for manuscripts or phbtographs either while in 
ADVERTISING RATES will be s< 
The World of Music 
Music lovers will regret t 
death of Mme. Liza Lehmai 
18th. Mme. Lehmann h. 
July 11th, 1862, the 
.—-- 
WELCOME 1919 ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR ETUDE FRIENDS 
A Year of Ever-Increasing Interest and Value Prepared 
NEVER BEFORE HAS THE ETUDE BEEN SO FORTUNATE IN SECURING INSTRUC 
AND INSPIRING MATERIAL 
COMMENCING IN THIS ISSUE 
The Most Significant Conference upon the Art of Piano Playing ever Conducted. Nine 
Master Minds Point the Future of the Art 
EMINENT PIANISTS AND TEACHERS PARTICIPATING 
HAROLD BAUER PERCY GRAINGER IqtjMRFRT 
OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH JOSEF HOFMANN ALEXANDER LAM^ERJ 
RUDOLPH GANZ ERNEST HUTCHESON SIGISMUND STOJOWSKI 
Kf 
A New ETUDE Series of Extraordinary 
Interest 
**Learning How to Compose” 
By PROFESSOR FREDERIC CORDER 
of the Royal Academy of Muaic of London, England 
This series of independent articles from the pen of the man 
who has been the musical mentor of most of the present-day masters of 
composition in England, will be told in the simplest possible 
language and in a very new, fresh and novel manner. Most 
everyone interested in music already knows a great deal about com¬ 
position and Professor Corder’s idea is to co-ordinate that knowl¬ 
edge by giving the rudiments of harmony, theory, etc., so that 
they cannot be misunderstood. The series will commence in 
the January ETUDE. 
Don’t Miss These Remarkable Features 
Articles from Internationally-Famed 
Musicians 
The ETUDE Staff was never better nor stronger than at the 
present moment. We have made arrangements to receive dur¬ 
ing the coming years articles from such brilliant celebrities as 
Mme. C. Chaminade Percy Grainger 
Mark Hambourg H. T. Finck 
H. E. Krehbiel Alberto Jonas 
Mme. Olga Samaroff and many others 
David Bispham 
Katharine Goodson 
W. J. Henderson 
Isidor Philipp 
Metropolitan Opera Stars and Concert Artists 
The ETUDE has arranged a series of talks with some of the 
most successful artists of the day in which those interesting 
secrets of success which only the artist who has reached the 
top is privileged to talk about, will be introduced. 
THE ETUDE’S Rich Return For a Very Small Investment 
PILE 240 PIECES 
of well-selected music on one side of your piano 
RIP THE COVERS FROM 20 
of the best $1.50 books on music you can find and pile them 
on the other side of your piano 
There you have the contents of The Etude for 
one year. Of course the music is not in regular 
sheet music form with covers, etc., but every note 
is there. The books are without their stiff covers 
but every Word is there. 
LOOK AT IT THIS WAY 
MUSIC (»t aver the counter rate*) 240 piece! at average 
price of 25c. - - - - * 
BOOKS (20 volume! it $1.50) minus a reasonable deduc- 
tion for binding.25 ?g 
$85.00 
Coit of THE ETUDE for one whole year - - 1-S0 
Profit on tKe Investment .... $83.50 
ETUDE Subscription Price Slightly Raised 
It has become imperative to raise THE ETUDE subscription pnce from $1.50 to $1.75 a year, an advance so slight in 
consideration of greatly increased costs that it seems insignificant. This raise will take effect with the Tanuarv in 
order that our friends may take advantage of the very unusual character of the ETUDE’S many new feature? now read? 
for 1919, we will until Dec. 31,1918, receive subscriptions dating either from Dec. 1st or from Jan. ist at the old rate 
(Si. 50. instead of $1.75) • ’ 
THE ETUDE Theo. Presser Co., Publishers PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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-ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION $1.75- 
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The Coming of the Prince of Peace 
Hail the advent of the new-born Prince of Peace—ye 
musicians everywhere! For peace is on its way—however ter¬ 
rible may be the dying pangs of war. 
Has not this Christmas a greater significance than any 
Christmas since that wonderful star-lit morn at Bethlehem? 
The coming of peace is the gladdest chorus of all. With the 
spirit of peace in the air the whole world wants to sing. Music 
joins in Paeans of RIGHT TRIUMPHANT. 
The music of the Prince of Peace has been the inspiration 
of every Christmas service ever given. It has lifted us to a 
higher conception of life and now, when new values have been 
placed upon the great forces of humanity, let the hallelujahs 
of all mankind swell round the world. 
Let us hear a new music in our hearts, this wonderful 
Christmas. Let it reach out to our brave fighters who have 
been offering their all for the new Humanity. Let it reach 
to those who have given their all and sleep beneath the tran¬ 
quil snows in God’s Garden, “Over There.” 
Peace that lays the foundation for other wars is a mil¬ 
age. Our peace will be one in which the atrocities that breed 
from militarism will be stamped out as never before in the his¬ 
tory of the world. This, the first war against war, the war of 
humanity against hate and lies and theft and pitiless murder 
and unmentionable wrongs, forced upon a nation by malicious 
rulers, whose chief concern was their own self-aggrandizement, 
makes a new epoch in the calendar of time. The coming of 
peace is the glory of the ages. Again the Herald Angels sing: 
Glory to God in the highest, and on 
earth Peace, good will toward men! 
Honor, uprightness, truth, humanity, still live. Let all man¬ 
kind chant their praise. Behold, the dawn of a new renaissance! 
The Wild Flowers of Music 
Every flower is a weed somewhere. The orchids in the 
Fifth Avenue shop, that will bloom only when fertilized with ten 
dollar bills, are naturally part of the rank undergrowth of Ama¬ 
zonian jungles. In the sixteenth century the nobles of France 
wore potato blossoms in their buttonholes because potatoes were 
as rare as orchids in Paris. The prim lantanas which our 
grandmothers cherished in their window gardens are the most 
troublesome weed of Australia. Our own highways are fringed 
with the wild carrot, that lacy, exquisite blossom, which if it 
were not a weed would bring orchid prices in our flower shops. 
The wild flowers of music are often the most beautiful. 
Much of the music that is played almost unnoticed is far better 
than the exotic curiosities that are foisted upon us. Why pass 
the wild flowers by as though they were weeds? Why not enjoy 
the beauty that flourishes in such luxuriance at the wayside ? Of 
all the great masters of the world, those who transcend are they 
who have worked with the most simple and natural materials— 
Shakespeare, Whitman, Beethoven, Chopin, Rembrandt, all 
reveal this. 
Debussy possessed remarkable insight, as did Chopin, 
although the media they employed often seem totally different. 
Both masters, however, sought to build from natural means 
as they divined them. With Chopin the folk-songs of his mater¬ 
nal Poland blossomed again in his wonderful creations. With 
Debussy the great cathedral bells of Paris and the murmurs of 
forest voices blend in unfathomable beauty. 
Nearly every musician has a wealth of music stored away in 
the music cabinet, a wealth that should be explored if only 
to discover some new beauty in a forgotten Mozart sonata, 
a Chopin mazurka, or a Purcell song. Many of the pieces 
that some think very trite have a wonderful charm, if one is not 
looking for exotics and is content to love the beauty that is 
native. 
(Christmas dmlttiga 
ilHerry QHjristtnas tn euery tEtube reader eueryntlfrrr—Stye CHerriest (Christman 
tljat euer urns, Stye utnrlh in thrilled uttth the joy nf peare. 3ln nur moment nf 
delight let us remember, first nf all,—nur bnus in blue and khaki uthn stand 
slfnulder tn sljnulder together uiitlj nur splendid Allies in the great battle fnr 
humanity. Set us alsn, in the spirit nf Sim tn uiljnm ute giue praise nu this hay, 
nnt fnrget thnse, in all rnantriea nf the rnnrld, “uiljn mnuru and are Ijeattg laden." 
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How Washington Irving Revelled in the 
Music of Christmas 
(Especially arranged for reading at Christmas musical 
events in clubs and colleges) 
In his famous Bracebridge Hall, our first American 
writer of international distinction gives a fine descrip¬ 
tion of the music of jovial English countryside Christ¬ 
mas in his day. The following* extracts are very 
Starting with the singing by the waits, the Yuletide 
minstrels who wandered through the streets heralding 
the coming of Christmas by singing carols, Irving 
draws a very characteristic picture. 
“Even the sound of the waits, rude as may he their 
minstrelsy, breaks upon the mid-watches of a winter 
night with the effect of perfect harmony. As I have 
been awakened by them in that still and solemn hour 
‘when deep sleep fglleth upon man,’ I have listened 
with a hushed delight, and, connecting them with the 
sacred and joyous occasion, have almost fancied them 
into another celestial choir, announcing peace and 
good-will to mankind. 
“I had scarcely got into bed when a strain of music 
seemed to break forth in the air just below the win¬ 
dow. I listened, and found it proceeded from a band, 
which I concluded to be. the waits from some neighbor¬ 
ing village. They went round the house, playing under 
the windows. I drew aside the curtains, to hear them 
more distinctly. The moonbeams fell through the 
upper part of the casement, partially lighting up the 
antiquated apartment. The sounds, as they receded, 
became more soft and aerial, and seemed to accord 
with quiet and moonlight. I listened and listened— 
they became more and more tender and remote and, 
as they gradually died away, my head sank upon the 
pillow and I fell asleep.” 
In the morning Irving tells in a very colorful man¬ 
ner of the Christmas doings of the family of the Eng¬ 
lish Squire: 
I had scarcely dressed myself, when a servant appeared t< 
Invite me to family prayers. He showed me the way to £ 
small chapel in the old wing of the house, where I fount 
the principal part of the family already assembled in a kint 
of gallery, furnished with cushions, hassocks, and largt 
praver-books; the servants were seated o 
T?he service was followed by a Christmt 
Bracebridge himself had constructed frt 
favorite author, Herrick; and it had 
church melody by Mar* '" - A" 
' s among “ ’— 
irol, which Mr. 
-r Simon, j n adt lapted6? __ _.at good 
voice mo s cue household, the effect was extremely pleas¬ 
ing; but I was particularly gratified by the exaltation of 
*——* an(j sudden sally of grateful feeling, with which the 
v Squire delivered one stanza: his eyes glistening, and 
iice rambling out of all the bounds of time and tune: 
“ ’Tis Thou that crown’st my glittering hearth 
With guiltles 
And giv’st me t 
Spiced to the - 
Lord, ’tis Thy plenty-dropping hand 
That soiles my land ; 
And giv’st me for my bushell sowne, 
Twice ten for one.” 
wassaile howles o drink. 
At church, music still glorifies this delightful Christ¬ 
mas ; and Irving tells of it in a way that makes us wish 
we were present. 
“Of alb the old festivals, that of Christmas awakens 
the strongest and most heart-felt associations. I do 
not know a grander effect of music on the moral feel¬ 
ings than to hear the full choir and the pealing organ 
performing a Christmas anthem in a cathedral, and 
filling every part of the vast pile with triumphant har¬ 
mony.” 
The Squire at Church 
"As the church is destitute of an organ, he has formed 
a band from the village- amateurs, and established a 
musical club for their improvement; he has also 
sorted a choir, as he sorted my father’s pack of hounds, 
according to the directions of Jervaise Markham, in his 
Country Contentments; for the bass he has sought out 
all the “deep solemn mouths,” and for the tenor the 
“loud ringing mouths,” among the country bumpkins; 
and for “sweet mouths,” he has culled with curious 
taste among the prettiest lasses in the neighborhood; 
though these last, he affirms, are the most difficult to 
keep in tune; your pretty female singer being exceed¬ 
ingly wayward and capricious, and very liable to acci¬ 
dent.” 
! te^he^esponsffiv^y8^^!^00^^ wa's” e^dentty’’ nfost 
to Which the keen air of a frosty morning had given 
ight rosy tint; but the gentlemen choristers had evl- 
lv been chosen, like old Cremona fiddles, more for tone 
looks; and as several had to sing from the Bame book, 
e were clusterings of odd physiognomies, not unlike 
those groups of cherubs we sometimes see on country tomb- 
re managed tolerably 
g a little behind the 
„„„ _H__ r now- and then mak- 
iug'up forTost“time“by ‘travelling over a Passase ■ .££?* 
-Ji1-C(1 and arranged by Master 
The usual services of the choir we 
well, the vocal parts' generally laggin 
' 1, and some loitering Addle 
ti  
inthMri .tha^had^een^prepared^ ^aiu  ^J ast< 
ltmriPr at the verv outset; the musi- llnluckily ther' 
thing vfen^on'himefy’ an^irregu^Hy^mti^they came to a 
chorus beginning,, "Now let us sing tv. h one accord which 
1 signal'for parting company ; all became dls- 
usion; each shifted for himself, and got to 
, or rather as soon, as he, could, excepting one 
_j a pair of horned ^spectacles 
pinching a long sonorous nose; 
little apart, and being wrapped^ 
anda^indingInif]lCup by a nasal*8010 of at least three 
<iUAstlI“passed to my room to dress for dinner, I 
sound of music in a small court, and, lookir 
window that commanded it, I perceived a band ■ • - ’ ■] pandean pipes '"■"‘■'"•’•I' 
who, happening to stand a. 
up in Ms own melody, kept 
I, wriggling his head, ogUng^bis book, 
randering 
_tambourine; a pretty, 
[uettish housemaid was dancing a jig with a smart coun- 
. - ■ ■ -were looking try lad, wMle several of the other servants were l i  on 
In the midst of her sport the girl caught a glimpse of my 
face at the window, and, colouring up, ran off with an air or 
roguish affected confusion. 
The Christmas Dinner Carols 
The parson said grace, which was not a short familiar 
one, such as is commonly addressed to the Deity in these 
remonious days; but, a long, courtjy, " _ u »; um --- ..Al-worded one 
of the ancient school. There was now a pause, .as 11 some¬ 
thing was expected; when suddenly^the butler entered the 
e of bustle; he was attended by s 
unit on each side with a large wax-light, and bore a 
r dish, on which was an enormous pig’s head decorated 
„ rosemary, with a lemon in its mouth, which was placed 
„..h great formality at the head of the table. The moment 
this pageant made its appearance, the harper struck up a 
llourisb; at the conclusion of which the young Oxonian, on 
receiving a hint from the Squire, gave 
with r< 
avity, f old < 
lit- , v 
rol, the fir 
“Caput apri defero 
Reddens laudes Domino. 
The boar’s head in hand bring I, 
With garlands gay and rosemary. 
I pray you all synge merily Qui estls in conviVio. 
Be a Live Wire 
By Gertrude Greenhalgh Walker 
Are you waiting for somebody to push you into 
Success is in your own hands, if you will only try 
the experiment of being a live wire. 
Branch out on your own initiative. If you do any¬ 
thing musical—organize a musical history class, or sing 
at a soldiers’ benefit, or train a children’s chorus— 
insert the announcement in the local paper. Local news 
is always welcome. But send or take the items there 
yourself. Don't wait for a good fairy to do it for you. 
Should a singer or accompanist be needed at a 
musical or concert bob up and volunteer. And do 
not shy at a “thank you” proposition. Every business 
grows by its frge samples. Take example by the gro¬ 
cery trade, and fix yourself in people’s minds just as 
the new soap was fixed in your own mind by the gift 
of a small cake of it. 
Identify yourself with the music of your town in 
every active manner that commends itself to you. Push 
along other people’s good work as well as your own, 
knowing that in so doing you are helping to raise the 
standard of things musical in a broader way, perhaps, 
than you realize. 
Stand squarely on your own two feet, chest high, and 
spirit courageous. Be sure of your goods and deliver 
them in a firm, confident manner that will convince 
the public of their worth. And remember that, as 
every bit of steel that goes into construction work is 
tested, so is the new teacher tried out. Pi epare to stand 
the test. Be a live wire. 
Are You a Good Salesman? 
The music teacher who has chosen his calling vol¬ 
untarily and with a love for it must, we believe, .be in¬ 
wardly convinced of the value of music to the com¬ 
munity and to the individual. Why is it, then, that it 
occurs to so few of us to try to convince the public 
of the worth of that which we are prepared to bring 
to them? This does not. mean the'direct soliciting of 
pupils—opinions differ as to the advisability of that— 
but rather the various indirect yet legitimate forms of 
publicity—lectures, articles written for the local news¬ 
papers, organization of choruses, bands, musical clubs; 
the use of music in all sorts of ways which show it as 
a part of the cultural life of the community. The 
teacher who does these things need have no fear of 
personal neglect from the public, or of lack of patron¬ 
age, in the long run. If you are convinced of the worth 
of what you have to offer, the next thing is—how to 
sell the public your idea. 
THE ETUDE 
How to Keep Fit for a Successful 
Public Appearance 
The statement is sometimes made that a successful 
nublic performance is largely a matter of chance-that 
Po one can be sure of being always in the best con- 
*?■.. Were this true, we might be spared the trouble of 
“ - “r • largely within individual control and that if a player 
or singer comes before the public not quite up to h.s 
best form, he usually has no one to blame but himself. 
General Health 
First of all, one must care for his general health at 
all times, but most of all during the two or three days 
just preceding a public appearance, avoiding all ex¬ 
cesses in eating, drinking, smoking and even excessive 
exercise yet without making any sudden or marked 
change in one’s habitual regime. For instance, one is 
doubtless better off not to smoke, but if the habit is 
already formed, it will be most unwise to ‘swear off” 
just a day or two before the concert Long walks in 
the open air are admirable, but if one is not previ¬ 
ously used to them, a five mile walk on the day of 
Practice of Technic 
As it goes without saying, that any person who has 
reached the point of making concert performances has 
already been through a vast amount of technical study, 
it will not he necessary to enlarge <m the importance 
of technical exercises as a means of keeping in trim, 
but rather to warn against overdoing the matter on the 
day of the concert and thus lowering one’s freshness 
and vitality. The few exercises that are used should 
be those of a general and elemental nature: for the 
singer, and likewise for the violinist, sustained tones 
followed by a little rapid work of a "limbering up- 
sort: for the pianist, a few scales, arpeggios and two- 
finger exercises, followed by a Bach fugue or two. 
Practice of the Program Numbers 
If the numbers actually to be sung or played have 
been thoroughly mastered long before the date of the 
concert, as should be the case, it is an open question 
whether it is best to review them again a few hours 
before the concert. Remember this: that if there is 
any difficulty not yet absolutely mastered, it is folly 
to try to conquer it “at the eleventh hour" by a sudden 
spurt'of industry. You will only upset your nerves 
and make a general failure more likely. You will be 
far more likely to give a good account of yourself 
if you keep calm and tranquil, reserving your extra 
exertion for the actual public performance. 
Excusable Idleness 
Any normal person is at his best, physically and 
mentally, in the morning hours, but as very few con¬ 
certs are given at that time of day, it behooves the 
player or singer to save his vitality for the evening, 
and to that end, not to rise too early or be too indus¬ 
trious throughout the day. except as regards the neces¬ 
sary preparations for the concert. Unfortunately, many 
of us are unable to carry this advice perfectly into 
effect, but at least we should put off everything we can, 
and that, too, with a clear conscience. 
A wise man of ancient times said truly “there is a 
time for everything under the sun” and the time tor 
miscellaneous business or social activities is not during 
the day on which you are to give a concert. 
“Never Louder than Lovely” 
' By Caroline B. Wood 
What does “forte” mean to you? The same thing, 
perhaps, that it does to thousands of others—simph 
letting go and playing loud! It is quite true that the 
dictionary defines “forte” as "loud.” but there are two 
kinds of loudness. One kind is broad, noble, and in¬ 
spiring, while the other makes us want to put our 
fingers in our ears, and so nearly approaches noise that 
11 «n?es iustify being called music. 
William Shakespeare, the noted singing teacher, once 
said to a music critic that a vocalist’s singing should 
be never louder than lovely.” If this applies to sine 
ers and we must accede it does, it seems as if it should 
apply equally as well to instrumentalists, especially to 
p ayers of the piano, that much abused instrument. 
Ihe same thought and genuine feeling should be be- 
tone *0Ud t0neS 3S g° toward the production of a soft 
So let us remember, "Never louder than lovely," and 
orofit 
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Has the Art of the Piano Reached Its Zenith or 
Is It Capable of Further Development? 
A Historic Conference Conducted Through the Co-operation of a Group of the Foremost 
Pianists of the Day in the Interests of Etude Readers 
HAROLD BAUER OSSIP GABRILOWITSCH RUDOLPH GANZ 
PERCY GRAINGER JOSEF HOFMANN ERNEST HUTCHESON 
ALBERTO JONAS ALEXANDER LAMBERT SIGISMUND STOJOWSKI 
In march, 1918, The Etude invited a group of very 
distinguished pianists (several of whom, during the 
past few years, have given a part of their time at 
least, to the practical problems of teaching the art of 
piano playing), to a private dinner held at Claridge's 
Hotel, in New York City. One or two were good 
enough, though prevented by absence from the city 
from accepting the invitation, to send in their opinions 
upon the above subject after the dinner. 
The artists participating represent many of the most 
brilliant, experienced and active minds in the field of 
sincere pianistic study. The Etude is especially proud 
of the outcome of the conference for it is not over- 
EDITOR OF THE ETUDE 
The present seems a very fortunate time in which 
to conduct such a conference as this, since never 
before in the history of the world has the need for 
music been more apparent to thinking men. The 
Etude has secured a series of articles and statements 
from illustrious men and women, including General 
Pershing, General Hugh Scott, Lyman Abbott, Henry 
C. Van Dyke, Samuel Gompers, John Philip Sousa, 
Ida M. Tarbeil, Dr. Anna Shaw, Thomas Edison and 
others, emphasizing the special need for music in 
war time. It is most important fhat the interest in our 
art be actively maintained by its leading workers at 
this time. 
MR. ALEXANDER LAMBERT 
There was a letter in the New York Times yester¬ 
day that was very interesting. It outlined the-press¬ 
ing need for music of the right kind during the war. 
It is very inspiring to see the manner in which our 
leading musicians have been only too anxious here and 
in Europe to give their services. The fighters need 
the relaxation of music, and those at home likewise. 
On the whole, the art will receive an altogether unex¬ 
pected impetus, due to war conditions, since the pub¬ 
lic has been presented with an opportunity to realize 
the serious need for music in times of great crisis. 
Those who, heretofore, may have thought music 
inconsequential, or unnecessary, will havd their eyes 
opened. 
MR. ERNEST HUTCHESON 
As far as I have read, the military and naval author¬ 
ities have done everything in their power to encour¬ 
age the employment of music wherever groups of 
soldiers are gathered together. The soldiers here and 
abroad appear only too eager to grasp everything in 
the way of musical inspiration pnd encouragement. 
Here in New York, at the Columbia University Hos¬ 
pital for Wounded Soldiers, they have been trying, 
among other things, the use of music as a thera¬ 
peutic agency—particularly in cases of' shell shock. 
Musicians should take time by the forefdPck and con¬ 
sider conservatively the possibilities of their art in 
helping such cases. One loses one’s sense of propor¬ 
tion in the midst of such vast war preparations. I am 
comforted when I think that any war, however dis- 
Ati Editorial Preface 
stating the facts to say that it is of historical signifi¬ 
cance. An expert stenographer was present and took 
copious notes, from which the following was prepared. 
It is impossible to present all the views given in this 
one issue, and the discussion will be continued in other 
issues—other artists not included in this issue being 
included in later issues. 
The Etude desires to call the attention of its readers 
to the wide experience represented in this discussion. 
The artists have been trained in different schools by 
teachers of many different inclinations. All the best 
traditions from all of the different art centers of this 
country and Europe are represented. 
astrous, is but an incident in the history of the world, 
and that art, including the beautiful art to which 
we are devoting our lives, is something ultimately of 
far greater importance and permanence. Think of the 
wars that have come and gone while the masterpieces 
of Purcell, Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, 
and other composers live in triumph. Music, the most 
ethereal of the arts, is also one of the most enduring. 
Wars carry away cathedrals, libraries, great paintings, 
but music always survives. 
RUDOLPR GANZ 
While this is not yet the main subject of our dis¬ 
cussion, I am very much impressed with our inter¬ 
esting overture. The war has, indeed, brought out new 
phases in music. A few weeks ago, at one of the sol¬ 
diers’ camps where ,1 played, the audience was re¬ 
markable in every way. They wanted “encores,” and 
demanded only the best there is in piano literature. 
Compare the new American Army with the army of 
other days. Here are men of all walks in life. Some 
with as highly cultivated taste as one would encounter 
in a Carnegie Hall audience. It seemed a little sur¬ 
prising when, at another camp, I asked for requests, 
to have some of the men call for the Symphonic 
Etudes of Schumann. To me, the musical achieve¬ 
ments in many of the camps is nothing short of amaz¬ 
ing. I am sure that the life in most camps has been 
made infinitely better for the men owing to the 
musical and other entertainments and opportunities 
to sing. 
SIGISMUND STOJOWSKI 
The interest of all manner of artists in America 
and Europe in supporting humanity’s great battle in 
every possible way will not be forgotten. As a Pole, 
I am proud to point to the tireless labors of my great 
fellow-citizen, Ignace Jan Paderewski, whose personal 
sacrifices at this time are already historic, That musi¬ 
cians have been able to play such a significant role in 
the greatest hour in the history of the world, is sig¬ 
nificant of the world’s progress. While music has 
been promoted from a mere -object of amusement or 
luxury to a factor in education, character, civilization— 
the musical artist himself, the “servant” of Ioccenes of 
yore, the “amuser” of crowds in later days, is at 
last understood to be a full-fledged “man” with a wide 
The discussion followed the plan of considering the 
piano and its art: (a) from the standpoint of the in¬ 
strument itself; (b) from the standpoint of the inter¬ 
preter; (c) from the standpoint of the composer for 
The evening opened with a slight digression from 
the subject, dealing with the very fortunate oppor¬ 
tunity that music and musicians have had, to serve in 
the great war. Many of the artists had taken an active 
part in playing at concerts given in the famps and for 
war benefits. 
range of interests and knowledge, a heart vibrant with 
human sympathy and generosity—a “man” truly qual¬ 
ified to “lead” because of his high intellectual achieve¬ 
ments and purposes. 
EDITOR OF THE ETUDE 
The discussion of the subject of our conference 
has commenced a little in advance. Here is a letter 
from Mr. Percy Grainger, who expected to be here 
to-night, but is unable to do so, owing to his serv¬ 
ice in the army. Before reading his letter it may be 
interesting to consider some of the possibilities of our 
subject, “Has the Art of the Piano reached its zenith 
or is it capable of further development?” The devel¬ 
opment of the piano as an instrument has been amaz¬ 
ingly slow in many ways. Yet it has been a develop¬ 
ment. It is an instrument which, in comparison with 
the violin, is comparatively new. The famous Brescia 
violin maker, Gasparo da Salo (Bertalotti) died in 
160?; the Maggini’s, respectively, in 1640 and 1680; the 
Cremona family, of Amati, passed on, respectively, in 
1611, 1638 and 1684; the three Stradivari in 1737, 1743, 
1742, and the Guarneri family, respectively, in 1695, 
1730, 1745. The work of the great Italian violin mak¬ 
ers is more sought in this day than ever. None of 
the violins of present-day makers are conceded to be 
their superior and the zenith of the manufacture of the 
instruments was evidently reached nearly two hundred 
years ago. This fact is so well established that there 
is no gainsaying it. On the other hand, what of the 
piano? Hundreds of years passed from the time of 
the invention of the monochord before the first keyed 
string instruments were in use, and then more hun¬ 
dreds of years before the advent of the first piano of 
Bartolomeo Cristofori, which probably appeared first 
about 1709 or a little earlier. The two instruments 
of Cristofori, which have been preserved (one of 
which is in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in this 
city) are so radically different in many ways from 
the modern grand pianoforte that it is difficult to 
think of the bridge between them. 
Since the invention and the improvement of an 
instrument often marks a change in the progress of 
the art of the instrument it is perhaps wise for us 
to consider the possibilities of the instrument at the 
start. We all know, for instance, how the invention of 
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the saxaphone and other instruments of Adolphe Saxe 
have affected some phases of modern instrumentation. 
Is it not within die scope of this discussion to ask 
whether the piano may not advance in future years 
along different lines which will affect the art of the 
instrument, or has the instrument attained a form 
which is not likely to be changed to its advantage in 
years to come. Mr. Grainger, as I have said, has 
already sent in a few lines. He seems to have devoted 
a great deal of thought to radical changes in the 
instrument in the future, and for that reason it may 
be best to read his communication here. We are all 
familiar with the many new sound effects which he 
has introduced in his orchestral works. 
PERCY GRAINGER 
“Has the art of the piano reached its zenith or is 
it capable of further development ?” Whether the piano 
in its present form has reached its zenith as a solo 
instrument I cannot tell; I have no feeling one way 
or the other as regards that aspect, but I should like 
to point out that it is only at the beginning of its pos¬ 
sibilities as an instrument in the symphony orchestra 
and military band and as a unit in large chamber 
music combinations and only at the outset of its 
truly marvelous possibilities as a mechanically played 
instrument. But I do not consider the present form 
of the piano as FINAL. I have in my mind a sketch 
for a piano equipped with several manuals, each nanual 
operating hammers of different weights and degrees 
of softness and harshness. Such an instrument, if 
further provided with octave coupler stops like an 
organ and with electrically operating tremolo action 
like a piano similarly equipped that I heard in London 
some years ago would be a marvelous solo instrument 
(combining all the variety of the forerunners of the 
pianoforte, harpsichords, etc., with the glorious rich¬ 
ness and volume of a modern grand pianoforte of the 
. highest type) as well as a gold mine for symphony 
orchestra, small orchestra, military band and chamber 
music work. 
The mechanically played possibilities of such 
an added-to piano would be just immense. 
Then, there is another aspect of the piano and its 
keyboard. Percussion instruments, bells, marimbas, 
tubes, etc.,, will play an ever increasing goal in mod¬ 
ern scores, I feel sure. But the full possibilities of 
these instruments will never be tapped until they are 
equipped with piano keyboard action, like the celesta. 
The piano keyboard will then be the “volapuk” or 
universal medium for some six to ten different per¬ 
cussion instruments which, together, will form a sec¬ 
tion in the orchestra just as important as are, to-day, 
the strings or the brass. There is, furthermore, no 
reason why all these various percussion instruments, 
each provided with innumerable octave-coupler and 
manual-coupler stops and the electric tremolo outfit 
above mentioned, should not be united together in one 
huge percussion-piano or percussion-organ, and in this 
leviathan piano, which would be a “complete orches¬ 
tra in itself,” as well as an un-do-withoutable addition 
to the modern orchestra. Viewed from several stand¬ 
points, therefore, I consider the art of the piano as 
being very far from its zenith. 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT 
One feels like drawing a long breath after hear¬ 
ing of such an instrument as that. Whatever it 
might be it would not be a piano, but a kind of 
keyboard operated instrument of a different type. We 
already have instruments operated from a keyboard, 
like some of those to be heard in motion picture the¬ 
aters, as well as electrically vibrated instruments of the 
choral-celo type, marvelous mechanical intruments to 
be sure, but in no sense pianos, they are instruments in 
a class by themselves, and they fill a special need for 
which they were built. It is not inconceivable that 
such an instrument will be combined with a large 
orchestra as, indeed, they are in some motion picture 
theaters where there are very large orchestras continu¬ 
ally employed, and often with beautiful effect. But 
this only emphasizes the point that the piano is still 
the piano, and not anything but the piano. In my 
opinion the piano has long since found itself, that is, 
it has a well defined entity by itself, and that any rad¬ 
ical change in the instrument will injure the art that 
has developed around it. While the modern pianos are 
different in some tonal effects from those of less tonal 
quantity from those of the days of Mozart, Beethoven 
and Chopin the character of the instrument is the same. 
True the piano, because of its mechanical nature, does 
not have the endurance of the Cremona violin, hut 
1 insist that the best modern grand pianofortes are 
in spirit the same as the first instruments of Cfisto- 
fori, that is, they are pianos and nothing but pianos. 
Since the time of Liszt, when the possibilities of the 
grand piano, as we know it to-day, were practically 
the same, I cannot see that there has been any ad¬ 
vance except in certain refinements. 
ALBERTO JONAS 
To me it seems idle to speculate on what the future 
may bring in the matter of further improvements ot 
our modern pianos. In a series of three articles which 
I wrote for The Etude several years ago I pointed 
out that all improvements in musical instruments have 
originated, not with the manufacturers, but with the 
composers or with the players of instruments. It is 
desire which brings about a result. Therefore, it seems 
to me, that instead of speculating in which manner 
the piano may be improved we should simply find 
out what it is that we still wish the piano to possess. 
Evidently, and foremost, among these desired im¬ 
provements, is the ability to sustain for any length 
of time and to increase at will the tone of the piano. 
Time will show whether this can be accomplished 
without losing that which forms one of the principal 
charms of the piano: the purity and the compara¬ 
tive brevity of the tone. Inasmuch as the trend ot 
human progress seems to be more in the direction of 
science than,—alas! if this should turn out to be true— 
of art, it is possible that the piano of the future will 
in truth be a whole orchestra manipulated by one 
single player. 
SIGISMUND STOJOWSKI 
I find myself in complete agreement with Mr. 
Lambert. Some fifteen years ago I met a clergyman 
in Berlin who was going about boasting of a musical 
invention that he claimed would revolutionize the 
musical world. It was nothing more or less than a 
piano to which three trombones had been added. I 
hardly think that would be an improvement in the 
piano. To me it seems most important that all those 
who are in any way connected with the study of the 
piano should revere their art as an art. First, the 
piano as an instrument; second, the interpretation of 
the instrument, and third, the compositions that have 
been evolved from the instrument and for the instru- 
men (like the idiomatic works of Chopin and De¬ 
bussy) all represent a wonderful and distinct art 
achievement. Is it possible to expect the art of the 
piano to go beyond its real sphere already clearly out¬ 
lined by its significant past? 
This conference will be continued in the next 
issue of THE ETUDE with some remarkable facts. 
All the pianists mentioned at the head of this 
article will participate in the conference before 
its conclusion. 
Know Your Piano 
By Anna Hurst 
“Know Thyself1' is an adage deemed an important 
one—so important indeed that it is hurled at us from 
pupils at regular intervals. )Vhy should not the musi¬ 
cian paraphrase this into 
“Know Your Piano.” 
In addition to the technical knowledge of music the 
musician should understand as much of the mechanical 
part of the instrument as it is convenient to learn. The 
teacher should take a pride in knowing names of 
the good, the medium and the poor makes of pianos and 
their approximate price. Above all musicians should 
realize the possibilities, also the limitations of a piano, 
the proper placing in a room and its correct general 
care. Most every possessor of a piano really knows 
the latter, but how few of them put this knowledge into 
practice! 
Those who play in public should know exactly how to 
produce the best effects from their instruments, at all 
times and in all places. Usually, the lid of a piano 
should be closed for accompaniments and open for 
piano solo. Yet there are cases where this should be 
reversed. This depends wholly on the volume of tone 
of the piano, the voices, the location of the piano in the 
room, the size and acoustic qualities of the latter, the 
distance of piano from the audience, the technic and 
tone production of the performer, etc. All of these 
things should be carefully observed and considered by 
a pianist before playing. Ofttimes failure seems to 
meet the pianist from lack of forethought in arrange¬ 
ment for playing, not from any lack of. skill on the part 
of the performer. 
THE ETUDE 
A Mental Rehearsal 
By Harold S. Clickner 
proceeding t9 the piano for practice, they would save 
considerable time, patience effort and avoid niaiiv 
bad habits and mistakes. Give . J hnlfr Fil i , \ 
hearsal, say for at least one half hour. Find out all 
you can about it, just as a person does when he goes 
to purchase a home. 
In taking up your next new piece try some of these 
tests given below, and 1 am positive that you will be 
rewarded, pleased, and will produce better work when 
you go to the instrument. 
In what key or keys is the composition written? 
Does it modulate into other keys? If so, m what 
measure does the modulation take place. How many 
measures does it last? Is the modulation to related 
or non-related keys? 
What are the highest and lowest notes in the right 
hand? Does the right hand part remain entirely in 
the treble clef or does it go into the bass clef? Is the 
compass large or small? ... 
Now do the same for the left hand. Is the reading 
difficult? Can you pick out all the accidentals which 
are used throughout the composition. 
In what metre is it written? Which heat or beau 
are strong, and which weak ? Are there any special ac¬ 
cents > If so can you point them out? Can you show 
what comprises every beat in every measure for either 
hand? Can you point out all the measures which have 
different rhythms? Can you tap them out, giving 
yourself only one chance in which to do same per¬ 
fectly? 
Have you made a thorough study of the fingering? 
Can you give reasons for your selection of fingering.' 
Is it the best and most suitable for your playing 
machine? I will admit that the best place to study 
out the fingering is at the keyboard, but get a mental 
picture of where the music lies on the keyboard and 
do your fingering first away from the instrument It 
will develop reasoning power. 
What touches are to be employed? Is there any 
particular measure which is difficult ? What makes it 
so? Are there any measures which will give you 
special trouble in locating? Can you devise exercises 
which will make these measures easier? 
Can you point out the melody and follow it through 
the course of the piece? Is the piece monophonic or 
polyphonic? If polyphonic, which is the most important 
melody? Can you pick out the motives from which it 
was developed? Into how many parts is the composi¬ 
tion divided? Can you show where each phrase com¬ 
mences and ends? Etc they regular or irregular in 
length? In what form is the piece written? 
What style of accompaniment does the composer 
use ? What harmonies are used ? Does the composer 
employ many or few harmonies ? Are there any notes 
in the' accompaniment which should be brought out 
(Harmonic Accent) ? 
Do you know the meaning of all the signs and words 
which are used ? Have you tried mentally to hear the 
piece? Could you sing the melody at sight without 
making a mistake? 
Have you thought how you would use the pedals^ 
Can you give reasons why you use the pedal or pedals 
in this or that measure? 
What do you know about the composer? 
Can you not see what benefit you will reap through 
this process of MENTAL REHEARSING? Hi** 
are many more questions which I could mention, but 
I will leave them to pupils. If you practice this 
method of preliminary mental rehearsal faithfully, your 
tests will become more severe, and nothing escape your 
eyes when you make your prima vista. 
Charles W. Landon Passes Away 
Just as we are going to press we learn with deep 
regret of the death of Mr. Charles W. Landon. at New 
Orleans, on November 7th. A more extended tribute 
to Mr. Landon will be paid in the next issue of Th* 
There is much loose talk. Mankind perceives in the 
utterance of indefinite propositions a certain elegant 
posture of gentlemanlike ease. Wherefore scientists 
are excluded from polite conversation and relegated 
to weighty volumes much addicted to the absorption 
of dust. With music, science is popularly supposed to 
have nothing whatever in common. To be sure she 
may talk learnedly of vibrations and may even roll 
up her sleeves when it comes to such matters as the 
building of full cast grand metal plates and other 
such armor needed to withstand the assaults of mod¬ 
ern piano technic. But she is art, and art is notori¬ 
ously unscientific. 
The privilege of saying what one pleases without 
having to give an account is treasured jealously by all 
those who speak glibly about temperament, which is 
popularly believed to be the secret of all musical force. 
Wifh closest attention you may learn in the course of a 
week that this, accommodating word may be induced to 
signify anything from a ravening sensual appetite for 
naked tone, to a fit of temper. Therefore let us be as 
disagreeable as possible and demand a moment’s scien¬ 
tific consideration of the term. First, let us bring- 
before the audience that distinguished authority upon 
the English tongue, the Standard Dictionary. From 
it we get not only a definition, but a closely packed 
little essay. 
“Temperament N. 1.—A special type of mental con¬ 
stitution and development or mixture of characteris¬ 
tics, supposed to have its basis in the bodily organism 
and to be transmissible by inheritance; natural -dis¬ 
position; the summary of intellectual and emotional 
tendencies. 
Galen’s Four Species of Temperament 
“The ancient doctrine of temperament was devel¬ 
oped by Galen, who recognized four principal species: 
the ‘full-blooded’ or sanguine, which is warm, impres¬ 
sionable and changeable; the full-phlegmed or ‘phleg¬ 
matic,1 which is quiet, slow, and persistent; the ‘full- 
biled1 or bilious, which is energetic and predominatingly 
objective; and the ‘black-biled’ or melancholic, which 
is sentimental and with a marked tendency to sub¬ 
jectivity in excessive forms. While modern science 
recognizes the existence of marked types of mental 
characteristics as connected with typical forms of or¬ 
ganic development, it is more cautious in its endeavor 
to assign definite causes. It finds also that most indi¬ 
vidual cases are of mixed character. It places more 
emphasis, in its attempts at explanation, upon the 
relative speed and strength of reactions dependent upon 
the constitution and habits of the nervous mechanism; 
and especially it makes prominent the enormous com¬ 
plexity of the hereditary factors so far as they enter 
into the explanation of temperament at all.” 
The Galen classification of temperaments persists in 
haunting the human mind, despite the clarifying dem¬ 
onstrations of modern psychic science. The critic who 
finds little or nothing to praise is charged with excess 
of bile, while the bewitching little maiden, who, like 
Ben. Bolt’s sweet Alice, weeps with joy at your smile 
or trembles with fear at your frown, is credited with 
an altogether desirable sensibility. But people who talk 
about the artistic temperament are usually floating in 
a delicious impalpable mental ether. They really have 
no definite conception, but are cherishing formless 
visions. 
No one who discusses musical performance can have 
failed to take note that the question of temperament 
or no temperament is raised in almost eveVy instance. 
Any pianist who plays with perfect poise, with elegance 
of style and Henseltian fluency and smoothness is put 
out of court at once on the ground that he has no 
temperament. He who falls upon the instrument with 
violence and performs with resistless vigor and speed 
is said perhaps to be overruled by temperament. The 
singer who sings with exquisite finish must of course 
be without this elusive necessity, while she who roars 
till the rafters ring has an excess of it. 
The whole subject is vexed, but possibly it need not 
be. Refer again to the neat little pocket essay in the 
Standard Dictionary. “Modern science recognizes the 
existence of marked types of mental characteristics as 
connected with typical forms of organic develop¬ 
ment,” but she “finds also that most individual cases 
are of mixed character.” 
Temperament of Psychic Character 
The fact is that temperament is the constitution of 
the psychic character. In the artist, whether he be a 
musician, a poet or a painter or jvhat not, it must 
first of all contain swift and keen sensibility to beauty. 
After that the painter needs a fine sense of color and 
that sense is the combined product of an extraordinary 
faculty for seeing color and readiness of the repro¬ 
ductive powers to imitate it. Next to his receptive¬ 
ness of beauty a pianist must have as the first element 
of his artistic constitution an extraordinary sense of 
touch. His muscular sense must be delicate beyond 
all description and the tips of his fingers should have 
in them an endless caress, for the keys. The sensuous 
quality in this touch is a physical product of pure love. 
But the swift and keen sensibility to beauty men¬ 
tioned above must accomplish one supreme thing with¬ 
out which temperament is not vital. It must stir the 
emotions of the artist. The contemplation of beauty, 
in whatever form the spiritual nature of the observer 
prefers to find it, whether in line and color, as the 
painter does, or in sound, as the musician does, 
should and indeed must unloose the fountains of his 
soul, set all his nature trembling and start the tears of 
gladness to the eye. When the musician has discovered 
the secret of a Beethoven sonata or when perchance he 
has been granted that most precious of all gifts, a 
new musical thought of his own, if then he experiences 
a fundamental upheaval of his soul, he may confi¬ 
dently believe that he has temperament. 
Now in what way does this temperament operate in 
performance? Certainly not, as so many charming 
matinee girls think, by causing the player to weep over 
his own music. Nor does it often bring to him those 
sudden flashes of inspiration which we hear of, but 
doubt. The great artist leaves nothing to chance. He 
works out with loving care every item of his inter¬ 
pretation in accordance with that celestial vision which 
came to him when the beauty of the composition was 
first revealed to his soul and shook him to his spiritual 
foundations. It is in anxiously bringing every note 
to its proper place in a record of this revelation that 
his temperament must operate in the preparation of the 
interpretation; and in the performance its office is to 
make alive for him once more the magnificent vision. 
Jean de Reszke’s Faust 
Yet such a picture of the artist’s life is shocking to 
some lovers of music. An adorer of Jean de Reszke 
once fell into a violent contention with me because I 
asserted that he always sang Faust the same way, and 
that it was impossible for him to sing it any other 
way without throwing aside artistic convictions reached 
after years of study. The estimable lady who disputed 
with me asseverated again and again that to regard 
him thus was to pronounce him no artist, but a pitiful 
mechanic. According to her if he were a true artist 
he would have only a vague general idea of the role 
of Faust and would sing this or that passage one way 
to-night and an entirely different way to-morrow night. 
Supposing that this were the true condition of inter- 
pretative musical art. Consider what would be the 
™ » !"s}™e field a»°ne, the field of reproduction. 
Why should I buy a record of Caruso’s “Furtiva La- 
gnma, when Caruso himself had no finished plan for 
its delivery and might sing it in twenty various man¬ 
ners, each beautiful, but none correct? Why should 
I give even a moment’s passing attention to the magical 
instruments which reproduced a pianist’s reading of 
Chopin’s B flat minor sonata ? Why, bless you 1 the 
pianist has not any reading. He just has a fit of tem¬ 
perament and becomes artistically irresponsible. Not 
a designer, but a wanderer; not a navigator of the 
fathomless seas of human conception, but a helpless 
price of driftwood, floating comfortably with the cur¬ 
rent or blown by every capricious change of the wind. 
But let us abandon consideration of trifling mat¬ 
ters and return to the serious aspect of the case. The 
firing of the emotions, of which 1 liave spoken, is 
insufficient in itself. The flame of feeling must com¬ 
municate itself to the highest power of the human 
soul—the imagination. In its powerful exercise lies 
the spell of every great art. The torch applied by 
Brunnhilde to Siegfried’s funeral pyre became an ele¬ 
mental force when its flames reached Walhalla. 
Psychologists caution us to be careful how we speak 
of the creative powers of man. They warn us that 
he is not a creator, but a recreator; that his imagi¬ 
nation cannot create anything which has not previously 
been, in no matter how dispersed a form, in the care 
of his reproductive faculties. Fragments of various 
things held in solution in the undiscovered chambers 
of memory become crystallized into shapes under the 
workings of imagination, and we behold a new world 
of beauty. 
The psychologists perhaps failed to perceive the true 
nature of musical composition. If man creates any¬ 
thing it is certainly music, for the marvelous universe 
of nature offers him nothing from which he can copy 
it. The interpretative musician, then, needs a vivid 
imagination in order to enter into the thought of a 
great composer. 
Imagination, the Rarest Power of Man 
Now, imagination is not a tricksy sprite. It is not 
playful fancy, juggling with conceits. It is not the 
noisy grasshopper, of which Burke spoke so eloquently 
when he said that a thousand great cattle reposing in 
the meadows of England made not one quarter so 
much advertisement of their noble presence. No; 
imagination is not the asteroid, but the mighty illumi¬ 
nating sun of the intellect. Emotion is the vital spark 
so frequently quoted and so little comprehended and 
its office is to kindle the fires of the imagination. 
In my long study of .public performance I have 
become convinced that imagination is the rarest power 
of man Temperament, as most people understand it, 
is abundant. To be sure, it is not as abundant as ambi¬ 
tion, which the possessors of that latter quality often 
mistake for temperament. A burning desire to become 
famous through the playing of a piano or a violin or 
the singing of songs is too often taken for a blazing 
temperament, peculiarly fitting the sufferer to become 
a preacher of the musical gospel. The world is 
crowded with futilities who are convinced that they are 
destmed to be the divine agents of new revelations 
?ZZyZne °, *. m,.‘S surrounded ^ friends who bring 
them their daily allowance of adoration and bid them 
heed no criticism that is not laudatory 
I have heard hundreds of these would-be interpreters 
of the art of the masters, and in scores of instances 
have noted a passion, an abandon, even a fury of 
musical utterance which some of mv more saneuinc hrno, ■« ■!»"" » If this be temperament, then it is but a small part of 
the equipment of an artist, and not a thousand of these 
undisciplined stormers of keys or fingerboards are 
worth a moment of the cool poise of the purely intel- 
ectua! artist who presents no reproduction of heart 
throbs, but only a clear analysis of a master’s thought 
Without imagination the interpretative artists Ian 
never discern the meaning of the master thought. But 
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one may go much further. Not a single musical phrase 
can disclose its true musical value to the mind which 
has no imagination. Rhythm and accent mean nothing 
to such a comatose spirit, and all performance reduces 
itself to a dead level of soporific equanimity. Boredom 
sits enthroned upon the platform where the unimagi¬ 
native performer is giving a recital, for music is to him 
all a placidly flowing river of sweet sound, where deep 
never calls unto deep. He floats contentedly onward, 
and his audience sits untouched, save by such sacch¬ 
arine pleasance of tone as a carefully manufactured 
touch can carry to its patient ears. 
In conclusion we may refer to the wise words of 
the Standard Dictionary. Temperament is, without 
doubt, “the summary of intellectual and emotional 
tendencies.” It is not wild emotion, rushing always in 
the direction of hysteria. It is not cold mental dis¬ 
section, dealing with the dead substance of art. It is 
the summary of those trends which lie in any one soul. 
When these flow together they form the deep and 
steady current of that particular being. 
The Camouflage of Artistic Sins 
“The artistic temperament” is a convenient phrase 
used to cover a multitude of sins. We are daily asked 
to condone misdeeds of public performers on the 
ground that they are not morally responsible in the 
same degree as common mortals. They art victims of 
artistic temperament, and as such frequently entertain 
very vague views of the ten commandments. 
There is a degree of .truth in this view. The artistic 
temperament must be exceedingly sensitive to that 
which excites feeling, whether the cause be physical 
or spiritual; and this sensitiveness brings with it a 
response which finds its ultimate issue in irresistible 
impulses. But a lack of spiritual control does not fur¬ 
nish final and conclusive proof of the presence of a 
great artistic personality. Nor does it follow that a 
man who lives in the purity of a Milton is deficient in 
those qualities which are essential to artistic creation. 
The ground is possibly dangerous, but it must be 
trodden. The ideal condition would be that in which 
the tremulous sensitiveness of the temperament, which 
uually expresses itself through some one of the senses, 
would direct itself to the guidance of that sense in the 
domain of art. The musician certainly needs marvelous 
delicacy of hearing and touch. If all the elements of 
his artistic temperament were in perfect balance this 
delicacy would focus itself on pure beauty of tone. In 
the awakened imagination of a composer the products 
of these physical attributes would operate to make him 
like 
“That blind bard who, on the Chian strand. 
By those deep sounds possessed with inward light, 
Beheld the Iliad and the Odyssey 
Rise to the swelling of the voiceful sea." 
And when this mystery of dreams, rising from the 
depths of imagination, the inexplicable past and future 
of the mind, confronts the creative artist and fills him 
with passionate emotions, then the commanding force 
of intellect marshals all things into the order of design 
and sets before the world an artistic creation. Truly 
the artist needs also to cry with Henley, “I am the 
captain of my soul.” 
The Price. Can You Pay It? 
By T. L. Rickaby 
What you pay in money for music lessons—whether 
it is a shamefaced quarter or a bold-faced ten dollar 
bill—has no bearing on real progress; genuine musical 
attainment will not be your portion unless you are 
willing to pay the rest of the price—the real cost- 
which is sacrifice. You must give up much that makes 
a special appeal to the normal young human being. 
If the dance, the picnic, the auto ride (or all three 
combined), the picture show, the gymnasium, the ball 
game and many more things that make life worth hv- 
ing in the eyes of youth, are more to you than the 
study of piano, violin or voice, give up music, because 
nothing is so unsatisfactory (to himself no less than 
to others) as the half-baked musician, and that is 
what you will become if you will not pay the price. 
Are you willing to deny yourself some pleasure now, 
that you may attain much progress later. Are you 
willing to give up present fun for the sake of future 
benefit? You might naturally ask, Why give up 
present certainties in pleasure for an uncertain 
future?” The future is uncertain only for those who 
make no preparation for it. Remember that so many 
of the things that please and gratify you now will 
cease to do so in a few short years. You can have 
something permanently satisfying if you pay the price. 
Humorous Musical Interruptions 
One who would succeed as a public player has need 
to steel his nerves not only against ordinary stage- 
fright, but against those accidental occurrences wh ch 
defy all human foresight and classification. ( Otten 
these unexpected interruptions appeal to ones se 
of humor quite forcibly, especially if one happens to 
be in the audience, not on the stage, but to the per¬ 
former—especially to a young one whose reputation 
is yet to be made-they seem little short of tragic. 
In after years, however, even he can look back at tnem 
and find the memory, mellowed by time, not wholly 
painful, . „ „ 
“Bringing Down the House 
The writer remembers a young violinist, just re¬ 
turned from a course of study in a European con¬ 
servatory, who was enjoying his first hard-won oppor 
tunity to appear at a concert with orchestra. About the 
middle of his concerto the ceiling, just above his head, 
began to crack, and the plaster fell on him in large 
chunks, mingling in a cloud of suffocating dust. Of 
course the performance came to an immediate stop. 
The violinist had already made a good impression, and 
but for his ill-advised excess of pluck, he might well 
have let it go at that, but he attempted to appear later 
and finish the concerto, when, owing to the nervous 
shock just experienced, he played most abominally, 
and all but broke down. The moral of this is—never 
try to resume a performance interrupted by a seriously 
disconcerting accident. 
Oratory, Music and the Bat 
Sometimes a mu'ch slighter cause is sufficient to turn 
pathos into bathos. In a certain college town in 
Maryland an elocutionist was declaiming Enoch Arden, 
to the accompaniment, of Richard Strauss’ incidental 
music. A large bat flew in the window and circled the 
room. Whenever the speaker, in the course of his ora¬ 
torical gestures, happened to raise his hand upward, 
the bat would swoop down toward it suddenly, for rea¬ 
sons best known to bats, until presently the gestures 
became self-conscious, constrained, and the reading had 
an anxious and perfunctory sound. The audience re¬ 
ceived a much more vivid impression, of a bat than of 
Enoch Arden. 
An Involuntary Baptism 
Some years ago a noted Belgian violinist was to play 
at a concert held in one of the larger Baptist churches 
of Brooklyn. In going from an ante-room to the plat¬ 
form he missed his way, stepped hurriedly through the 
wrong door, and—splash!—found himself up to his 
waist in the baptismal tank. The committee bestirred 
themselves to provide him with a dry suit of clothes, 
and the concert went on as planned, only a little late. 
The Missing Trombone 
Can one justly call it an “interruption” when it hap¬ 
pens before the thing interrupted has begun? If so, 
one of the funniest ones of which the writer ever 
knew personally, happened to his friend M-. M. 
was a most artistic performer on the trombone, and 
his services were much in demand, in spite of the fact 
that he had the constant, invariable and notorious fail¬ 
ing of being late to every appointment On this occa- 
„ take a musical part in some ceremonies 
sion he was ° al order. To be sure of his being 
of a certa wanted, a committee of two took 
there exact y and tart out wjth him 
thcttr0eUbleTh°eygaccompl.shed their errand successfully, 
and a%e proper moment he opened his black leather 
The Organist’s Story 
Little accidents to the mechanism of organs-the 
nersis ent sounding of notes after the key u released 
^called “ciphering!”) —the fa.lure ot the blowing-power, 
etc etc are so common as to occasion only annoyance, 
not’ surprise or amusement. Nevertheless, sometimes 
. things happen to agitate even the organist s calm exist¬ 
ence and upset his little habits Mr F. was accom¬ 
panying The Lost Chord. All went well, and the 
singer was working up to a grand climax on the last 
pagC’ "it may be only in heaven 
I shall hear that chord again 
but the last page of the organist’s copy was missing, 
and as he was not one of those who are ready at fak¬ 
ing” the performance came to a most lame and impo¬ 
tent conclusion. 
The Light That Failed 
A large audience had just assembled to hear the 
“opening” of a new four-manual organ in a city of 
western New York, when a thunder-storm broke, with 
violent lightning, and the electric lights all went out 
The minister, who was a man of ready resource and 
eloquence, without delay or confusion, began a most 
interesting impromptu address on sacred music, bring¬ 
ing in David, Asaph, Palestrina, Handel, etc., etc., 
passing on to more modern times and speaking intel¬ 
ligently and appreciatively of the modern organ and 
its builders. The whole discourse was admirably 
suited to put the audience in the right mood to enjoy 
■the organ recital, and fortunately the lights came on 
again just as he finished—or else he talked until the 
lights came on—whichever it was. He then added a 
few words, gracefully introducing the organist, and the 
latter climbed on the bench and turned the switch 
which should start the electric blower supplying the 
wind. All would have been well'only the motor didn't 
start—it was burned out. Nothing doing, and the con¬ 
gregation sadly dispersed. 
Why the Organist Didn’t Get His Position 
Another amusing incident happened in a church on 
Long Island, N. Y. .The organist was a young man 
who was especially anxious to secure a new position. 
The Music Committee of the new church was in the 
congregation. A change in the wind brought with 
it clouds of very small mosquitos, making performance 
next to impossible. These insects seemed to circle 
around the choir loft in the front of the church and 
in full view of the congregation. The spectacle of 
two of the attractive young women of the dioir seated 
on each side of the organ bench ‘'swatting" mosquitos 
did not contribute to the dignity of the Tc Drum nor 
to the comfort of the organist. Naturally, he did not 
get the new position. 
Music That Is “Too Difficult” 
By George Hahn 
Music that is “too difficult” comes under this cate¬ 
gory sometimes because less than half a dozen meas¬ 
ures are beyond the capabilities of the pianist. It is 
the occasional practice of amateur or semi-professional 
orchestra and band leaders to lighten the burdens of 
players by simplifying difficult passages, most of which 
are of one or two measures. This usually is done in 
pencil. 
Simplification of piano music by slight changes here 
and there will bring scores of compositions within 
the ability of players who otherwise would be pre¬ 
vented from enjoying them. Of course, a grade five 
piece cannot in this way be changed to a grade three 
piece; that is not the intention. But a piece that has 
merely a few measures that require grade five or six 
ability can be reduced in difficulty, usually without de¬ 
stroying melody or chord formation. Recently I 
came across a Russian piece that for two measures be¬ 
came extremely difficult merely because several chord 
notes were doubled with the right hand, causing an ex¬ 
traordinary “stretch” of the fingers. These doubled 
v-wuiu uc cummaieu wunoui aesiroying uit »*«■ 
mony in the least, and when this is done the piece is 
within the reach of thousands instead of hundreds. 
Players who are not sufficiently advanced to simplify 
for themselves should depend altogether upon their 
teacher to do it for them, if the latter deems it ad¬ 
visable. 
The practice of “boiling down” difficult passages in 
this manner is entirely legitimate. Our best players 
frequently increase the difficulties of well-known com¬ 
positions for concert use, as Liszt did with many of 
Schubert's works and some of Wagner’s operatic songs, 
and Fritz Kreisler does with well-known and compara¬ 
tively simple violin works. Then why should not the 
“lesser fry” be privileged to reverse the procedure when 
necessary? 
The “arranger,” of course, must know what he is 
doing. In the first place, he must be sufficiently ac¬ 
quainted with the principles of harmony not to jumble 
the music. If this is not the case, the injunction is 
“don’t.” 
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In all the articles that have been written about the 
pedals-of the pianoforte, the sustaining pedal has, with 
a few exceptions, been passed by in silence. When it 
has been mentioned it has been spoken of merely as 
a means by which a continuous organ point might be 
sustained, invariably citing as an example the last page 
of Chopin’s Prelude No. 13 i.i A flat. 
Some very excellent musicians have spoken of the 
sustaining pedal as being of “doubtful value,” while 
others have offered the complaint that it caused the 
playing to be thin and dry. 
The sustaining pedal is by no means confined to sus¬ 
taining organ points, but even if that were its only use 
it would still be of real value to the player. 
If it causes the playing to be dry the fault is not 
with the sustaining pedal, but entirely with the per¬ 
former’s use of it, for he is perfectly free at all times 
to use the damper pedal as he sees fit. If the playing 
does sound dry he will usually find that he is not mak¬ 
ing sufficient use of the damper pedal, as the two are 
invariably used together, and even when they cannot be 
so used, which is seldom the case, it is certainly better 
to have some tone, even if it be a thin one, than no tone 
at all. A good case ini point is the example below (Ex¬ 
ample 2a) taken from Grieg’s Birdling. Here the 
damper pedal is useless beyond the third count, but 
although the “E” in the bass that is held by the sustain¬ 
ing pedal is thin, it is certainly better than to have no 
“E” at all. 
Here follcw several examples showing the various 
ways in which the sustaining pedal can be used. 
I. Using the Sustaining Pedal to Form an Organ Point 
Examples 1 and 2 represent two different types of 
organ point formed by the sustaining pedal. In ex¬ 
ample 1 we find this tone repeated at regular intervals. 
In example 2 the tone is struck but once, and the organ 
point is limited to the length of time that this single 
tone will sound. 
In example 1 the mistake is sometimes made of 
changing the sustaining pedal at each repetition of the 
F sharp, just as would be done with the damper pedal. 
Take notice that the first F sharp is caught simultane¬ 
ously by both the sustaining and damper pedals. The 
sustaining pedal remains down throughout the organ 
point (in this composition of Liszt’s the organ point is 
continued for twenty-eight measures), while the damper 
pedal is changed wherever such a change is needed. 
Using the sustaining pedal alone on this F sharp would, 
of course, make this tone “thin and dry.” It is, no 
doubt, this wrong use. of the sustaining pedal that has 
caused so many to look upon it with disfavor. 
-■'? ■» J i« J 
In example 2b we have the same type of organ point 
as in example 2a, except that there dre several voices 
Osvil A. Lindquist. 
to be sustained instead of one. It is shown here merely 
because Grieg has the organ point written out and sus¬ 
tained throughout by the damper pedal. This causes 
considerable blurring, but, no doubt, Grieg preferred 
to have;the voices sustained, even at the expense of 
that blurring. The voices can be sustained by the sus¬ 
taining pedal, the blurring done away with, and at the 
same time enough damper pedal can be used to give 
plenty of color to the passage. 
II. Using the Sustaining Pedal on Not* of Short Duration 
The most common use—indeed, a very common one— 
of the sustaining pedal is that given in example 3, 
where it is held for only half of a measure. Composi¬ 
tions are full of little spots like this that can be made 
clearer by the use of the sustaining pedal. Every half 
and every whole note on the first page of this prelude 
can be taken with the sustaining pedal to good ad¬ 
vantage. 
III. Using the Sustaining Pedal to Keep Melody Notes 
From Blurring 
Using the sustaining pedal on the low “G” in example 
4 will prevent the melody notes (G'and F sharp) from 
blurring, and at the same time keep the fundamental G. 
IV. Catching Notes In the Treble with the 
Sustaining Pedal 
Bass tones are not the only ones caught by the sus¬ 
taining pedal. In example 5 we have a treble note so 
caught. It is very important that these dotted half notes 
be sustained their full value since they form a phrase 
that is a repetition of what the violin has just had. 
This cannot be done without the use of the sustaining 
pedal unless the hand be an unusually large one. 
~..,g .p , f& 
V. Catching a Grace Note with the Sustaining Pedal 
Catching the grace note in example 6 with the sus¬ 
taining pedal and using the damper pedal a little later 
will make this run clearer. A still better way would 
be to catch both the following E flat and G as well. 
This would furnish a better harmonic background for 
'“•'2 |-•- 
VI. Catching the Lower Note of an Extended Skip 
with the Sustaining Pedal 
In example 7 we see the lower note of an extended 
skip taught by the sustaining pedal to good advantage. 
In this example as well as in examples 8 and 11 the 
note that is caught by the sustaining pedal must come 
before the count. 
VII. Catching the Lower Note of an Extended Chord 
in the Left Hand 
In example 8 the sustaining pedal catches the bass 
note F, while the left hand holds down the other two 
keys (C and B natural). In this manner the rolled 
chord can be sustained through the next damper pedal 
change without losing the foundation bass tone F. 
Many such places that would otherwise be blurred can 
be cleared up by the use of the sustaining pedal. 
VIII. Catching the Bass Tone of an Arpeggio Chord 
This measure from Grieg’s To Spring is often 
blurred by pianists. By catching the lower octave B 
with the sustaining pedal, the damper pedal can be 
changed on the D natural with perfect clearness and 
without danger of losing any of the foundation B. 
—»toi*—■ ■ 
IX. Catching Whole Chords with the Sustaining Pedal 
In example 10 we have an example of a whole chord 
being caught by the sustaining pedal. Each whole-note 
chord is caught simultaneously by both the sustaining 
and damper pedal, and on the fourth count the ar¬ 
peggio is suddenly shut off by releasing the damper 
pedal. The effect is quite orchestral in character. 
Notice in this example that the sustaining pedal is also 
used for legato pedaling. This use of it is not so 
uncommon as one might think. It might also be 
used in this manner in example 5. 
X. Sustaining a Chord Followed by a Cadenza 
Sustaining this chord through the following cadenza 
with the damper pedal is very unsatisfactory. Using 
the sustaining pedal as directed in example 11 is very 
much better: 
XI. Catching'Single Tones of a Melody 
The next three examples show a single tone of a 
melody caught by the sustaining pedal. This measure 
in example 12 as written by Beethoven is unplayable 
except by the use of the sustaining pedal. 
xn. Helping Out a Small Hand 
Few hands have a span wide enough to hold the 
octave C in the second measure of example 13 an 
still make the chord on the second count staccato. 
Holding the octave C with the sustaimng pedal for 
these two counts enables one to get easily this staccato 
effect. 
Xffl. Simplifying the Playing of a- 
It is not necessary to use the sustaining pedal in 
ample 14, but by using it as here indicated an other-, 
wise very awkward measure is made very simple, ln- 
ni,m#»rahip pvamnles of this type can be found. 
XIV. Using Ail Three Pedals Simultaneously 
It often occurs that all three pedals have to be 
kept down at the same time. This is a rather awkward 
thing to do, especially if the foot be a small one. 
Jhi_JH ^ yfr-r- * 1 »■"■»»-—- 
The examples given above, showing the various con¬ 
ditions under which the sustaining pedal can be used, 
are given because the writer feels that this valuable 
addition to our present-day pianoforte is not Appre¬ 
ciated as much as it ought to be. It is hoped that-this 
article may help a little toward bringing about such an 
appreciation of the sustaining pedal as it deserves. 
Tt e Proper Playing of Broken 
Harmony 
By Chas. Johnstone, Mus.Bac. 
The arlistic rendition of broken harmony calls for 
both knowledge and feeling, combined with a true con¬ 
ception of its purpose. In the following illustration:— 
the melodic note is heard first, being immediately fol¬ 
lowed by the balance of the chord. In such cases the 
balance of the chord always falls upon the unaccented 
beat or upon the unaccented division of a beat. Now 
it is just the manner in which this after-beat swings 
into place that makes or mars the passage. The following 
is a concrete and illustrative comparison, and one that I 
have used with much success. 
In entering a building having a swing-door, an 
effort is necessary to open the door, but when we have 
passed through, the door swings gently back into place. 
In like manner, after playing the melodic note with its 
due amount of accent, the balance of the chord 
should gently swing into place without disturbing the 
feeling of poise. The way the balance of the chord 
is usually struck by the uninitiated or careless, gives 
the same effect musically as would be produced by a 
person who, after passing through a swing-door, in¬ 
stead of allowing the door to swing back with its nat¬ 
ural force, gives it a slam. 
To me it is with Bach as if the eternal harmonies 
discoursed with one another.—Goethe. 
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Practical Aids in Sight-Reading 
By Wilbur Follett Unger 
It sometimes falls to the lot of a music teacher to 
have a pupil who is painfully slow in sight-reading. 
In such cases, all the resourcefulness of the teacher 
is called into play. , ...... 
The inability to read correctly at sight is due to 
either of three principal causes; first, the slow action 
of the mind in trying to grasp a group of printed 
notes; second, the inability to locate these notes in 
their proper place on the keyboard; inexperience. 
As it is essential to find out first which cause pro¬ 
duces the effect, let us give the pupil some tests If he 
is an easy memorizer (which will be quite likely, pro¬ 
vided he practices much), then rest assured that the 
secret of his difficulty lies in the fact that he looks 
at the keyboard and his hands too much. In other 
words, his hands are still dependent upon the eyes, 
whereas, each should be independent of the other. 
One method of correction would be to force the 
pupil to play in the dark, or else blindfolded, so that he 
could not possibly see the keys. But then, on the 
other hand, he could not see the printed notes. 
In order to insure his making the hands independent 
of the eyes, try this scheme: place a large piece of 
cardboard—a poster, for example—in the space beneath 
the music rack of the piano in such a manner that 
it projects beneath the player’s face and above his 
hands. He will thus be forced to keep his eyes on 
the notes, unable to see the keys he is playing upon. 
At first, he is sure to stumble along pitifully, groping 
for the right keys, but eventually, from a knowledge 
of the topographical layout of the black and white 
keys, he will become so familiar with them that he 
will be enabled to play with fluency. 
Let us see scientifically how this can be attained: 
If there were no black keys at all, and only white 
keys on the keyboard, that is, all of them level instead 
of some being raised, it would be well nigh impossi¬ 
ble—save by guesswork—to locate positively any one 
detached key without looking. But with the wisdom 
and foresight of the inventor of the keyboard, who 
gave us a practical arrangement of the ivory and ebony 
keys, set at definite intervals from one another, it is 
not only possible but easy to determine positively any 
key’s position by the "feel” of its association with 
others. For example: The veriest beginner knows 
that the keyboard is made up of a series of white 
keys with a sprinkling of blacks. These blacks are 
placed in two kinds of groups; one group of TWO 
KEYS, and the other of THREE KEYS. The note 
“C” will always be found on the white immediately to 
the left of the group of TWO BLACKS: “P will 
be the white key to the left of THREE BLACKS; 
“E” is to the righ* of TWO BLACKS; TT in 
between the TWO BLACKS, and so forth. No two 
keys are precisely alike in their relative position, and 
a sensitised touch can almost immediately locate any 
key or combination of keys. 
"But,” you exclaim, with some impatience; "I knew 
all that already 1” Ah 1 but did you ever give it a real 
thought, and did you realize its practical value? There 
is nothing like persistently doing a thing in order that 
improvement may be shown in that thing. 
Unnecessary Eye Strain 
By George Hahn 
A'great many composers do not in the least take 
into account unnecessary eye strain. This must ex¬ 
plain the unusually difficult notation so frequently- 
adopted in piano music. 
Employment of useless leger lines when, in the 
case of the piano, the music could just as easily be 
“noted” an octave lower with an Sva above the pas¬ 
sage, is the means of inducing extraordinary eye strain. 
Unnecessary eye strain, if only here and there, 
amounts to a good deal to musicians who. at best, are 
compelled to rely upon the sharpness of their optics 
as well as upon the stability of their nervous system 
and the skill of their fingers. 
I recently ran into a passage of this sort by a Rus¬ 
sian composer, both hands being employed in the upper 
reaches of the keyboard. The music was of an ex¬ 
ceeding contrapuntal character, and in two measures 
there were nearly 100 extra leger lines. To me the 
music was nearly unreadable, as it was like playing 
in strange clefs. A few bars later the phrase was re¬ 
peated near the middle of the keyboard, and was quite 
easy to read. The point is, the phrase at first could 
have been written under Svas for both hands, thus sim- 
plitying them and avoiding eye strain. 
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High Lights in the Life of Schubert 
Word Pictures of the Great Genius of Song 
Schubert was the son of a schoolmaster. He was 
born in Lichtenthal, a suburb of Vienna, Jan. 31, 1797. 
Schubert was one of a large family: two of Ins 
brothers, Ignaz and Ferdinand, were quite musical. 
Franz, Ignaz and Ferdinand, together with their father, 
often played string quartets at home 
Schubert soon outstripped the teaching of his father 
and older brothers, and was sent to Michael Holier for 
lessons on the violin, piano and in thorough-bass. On 
this good man he made a deep impression. When 1 
wished to teach him anything fresh,” said he, “he al¬ 
ways knew it already.” , , , . 
Schubert became a choir boy in the Lichtenthal choir 
before he became eleven. He also played violin solos 
occasionally in the service, and even at this age com¬ 
posed little songs at home. . n 
Schubert was soon after sent to the Convict, or 
school for choir boys. Here he had the advantage of 
playing in a school orchestra which practiced sympho¬ 
nies and overtures by Haydn, Mozart, etc. 
Schubert was younger than most of the boys in the 
orchestra, but his home practice put him on a level with 
them musically. The leader turned round the first day 
to see who it was playing so cleverly, and found it to 
be “a small boy in spectacles," named Franz Schubert. 
This big boy’s name was Spaun, and he soon grew 
to be a good friend. 
Schubert one day confided in Spaun that he had 
composed much, and would do more only he had no 
money to buy music-paper. Spaun procured music- 
paper for him and showed him many other kindnesses. 
Schubert’s favorite music, among the pieces played 
by the orchestra, was Mozart’s G Minor Symphony. He 
said “You could hear the angels singing” in it. 
Schubert used to spend Sundays and holidays at 
home, and then the great delight of the family was to 
play quartettes. 
Schubert had an opportunity for a good general edu¬ 
cation at the Convict, but after the first year he devoted 
so much time to music that his interest in his other 
studies fell off. He composed incessantly—songs, four- 
hand piano pieces, orchestral overtures, violin sonatas, 
church music, in fact nearly all sorts. 
Schubert left the Convict when he was seven¬ 
teen. The discomforts of the school appear to 
have been great, even for that day. He speaks of 
the dreadful cold of the practice room and the 
somewhat insufficient food. 
Schubert reaped one advantage from the Convict 
—a group of warm friends and admirers—Spaun, 
Senn, Holzapfel, Stadler and others. 
Schubert’s ideal composer at this time was 
Mozart; it was later that he came to appreciate 
Beethoven. 
Schubert went'to the Normal School of St. 
Anna for a few months, and soon became a 
teacher. He taught school for three years, like his 
father, but found it very distasteful. 
Schubert kept up his music while teaching 
school, and before he was eighteen he wrote his 
Mass in F—a most beautiful work, and still a 
favorite. This was performed at the Augustine 
Church, with excellent singers, organist and or¬ 
chestra, and was quite an event. The enthusiasm 
of his family and friends was great, and his father 
presented him with a piano. 
Schubert’s next effort was an opera, The Devil’s 
Pleasure-tower, but this work was never per¬ 
formed. He continued to pour forth innumerable 
compositions, in .spite of his school drudgery. 
Schubert’s great song, The Erl King, belongs 
to this period. Spaun happened to call one winter 
afternoon and found Schubert in his room in a 
state of inspiration over Goethe’s ballad, which he 
had just seen for the first time. A few times 
reading-had been sufficient to evoke the music, 
and he was already whelming down the melody 
on paper at the moment of Spaun’s arrival. He nnished 
it, and filled in the accompaniment as rapidly as he 
could write. He took it to the Convict that evening and 
Holzapfel sang it. 
Schubert applied for a position in a government 
school just opened at Laibach, near Trieste, but was 
unsuccessful. At this time, however, he found a new 
friend, a young student named Schober, who invited 
him to share his lodging with him and give all his 
time to music. He gave a few lessons, but not until 
some time later did he receive any money for his com¬ 
positions, and then not much. It is quite a mystery 
how he existed. 
Schubert had several friends in higher circles of 
society who would have probably been glad to help him 
if he had given them opportunity, just as Beethoven’s 
aristocratic patrons did for him, but he never allowed 
them the opportunity. He had a distaste for society, 
except that of his own class, and a shrinking from any 
confining or stated duties which might interrupt the 
flow of his musical inspiration. 
Schubert’s quartet afternoons at his father’s home 
had gradually extended themselves into .performances 
of Haydn’s Symphonies arranged as quartets and with 
two or more players on each part. Soon the company 
grew to the dimensions of an orchestra, and they had 
to seek wider quarters. For this orchestra Schubert 
wrote his fourth, fifth and sixth symphonies. His own 
instrument at this time was the viola. 
Schubert’s life was so bound up in music, but other¬ 
wise so uneventful, that his biography is filled chiefly 
with lists of his works, descriptions of his friends and 
relatives and of the various places where he lived. 
Events were few. 
Schubert, contrary to his usual custom, accepted an 
engagement as teacher of music in the family of Count 
Esterhazy, to pass the summer at his country home in 
Hungary and the winter in Vienna. There were two 
daughters and a younger son to be taught, and both 
parents and children were musical. The pay was fairly 
liberal, and Schubert was treated as a member of the 
family. It is pleasant to think that at least this short 
A FAMOUS PICTURE OF SCHUBERT AND A FAVORITE PET. 
part of his life was passed without hardship and 
anxiety. 
Schubert even here seemed more at home in the 
servant’s hall than in the drawing-room. He writes 
to a friend, “The cook is a pleasant fellow; the ladies’ 
maid is thirty; the housemaid very pretty and often 
pays me a visit; the nurse is somewhat ancient; the 
butler is my rival; the two grooms get on better with 
the horses than with us. The Count is a little rough; 
the Countess proud, but not without heart; the young 
ladies good children. I need not tell you, who know 
me so well, that with my natural frankness I am good 
friends with everybody.” The letter ends with an af¬ 
fectionate message to his parents. 
Schubert appeared to enjoy life at this place, and 
writes to his brother Ferdinand descriptions of the 
harvest, the immense heaps of corn stored in the fields 
(instead of in barns.as near Vienna), and other local 
customs, but expresses a homesick longing to get back 
to Vienna. He mentions receiving 200 florins for his 
month’s pay in July—quite a fortune for Schubert— 
and orders two pairs of new trousers. 
Schubert and his intimate friends, like many other 
young .people, were fond of giving each other nick¬ 
names. The composer was dubbed “Kanevas,” because 
when a stranger entered their circle his first question 
always was "Kann cr was?” (Can he do anything?). 
Another of his nicknames was “Schwammerl" (little 
sponge)—possibly from a capacity for imbibing liquids. 
Schubert was able (thanks to his earnings with the 
Tsterhazy’s) to take a delightful little journey the 
next year into Upper Austria with his friend Vogl, 
whose old home they visited, and who introduced him 
to a charming and hospitable set of people. 
Schubert wrote the following highly correct senti¬ 
ment in the album of Miss Stadler, one of Vogl’s 
friends—“Enjoy the present so wisely, that the past 
may be pleasant to recollect, the future not alarming 
to contemplate.” 
Schubert’s twenty-fifth year was marked by the 
first publication of his pieces, beginning with the now 
famous Erl King. Publishers had been unaccountably 
blind to the merits of his compositions, and this song 
and several immediately following were only pub¬ 
lished after a number of his friends had together 
subscribed for a hundred copies. 
Schubert made numerous attempts at operatic 
compositions, but none were successful. Some 
failed on account of the poor libretto; others were 
impracticable on account of the expensiveness of 
the elaborate scenery, etc., and at any rate it is evi¬ 
dent that Schubert’s genius was more lyric than 
dramatic. 
Schubert had grown to be a most devoted ad¬ 
mirer of Beethoven, but held him in such awe that 
he scarcejy dared intrude on his presence. At 
length, however, he visited him, in company with 
Diabelli, the publisher. Beethoven received them 
courteously, hut had become stone-deaf by this 
time, and handed Schubert a pad of paper and a 
pencil to write on, but Schubert was so overcome 
with bashfulness that he could think of nothing to 
say, and after a few moments he took an abrupt 
and hurried leave. However, he left Beethoven 
one of his compositions, which the latter spoke of 
with praise. 
Schubert formed a close comradeship with 
Schwind, the painter, and Bauernfeld (probably a 
newspaper writer). They not only roomed to¬ 
gether, but shared clothing and other property 
tj very much in common. In spite of poverty, they 
m were a jolly company. 
Schubert’s compositions came to Beethoven’s 
notice during his last illness. He porfed over them 
for days, and asked to see more, saying “Truly 
Schubert has the divine fire in him.” Emboldened 
by the report of these words, Schubert twice more 
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called on Beethoven and stood by his bedside. Beethoven 
made friendly signs with his hands, but no words were 
spoken. In three weeks Beethoven was dead. 
Schubert gave a grand concert of his own composi¬ 
tions on March 26, 1828, which was successful and 
netted him about $160. For a time money flowed freely, 
and one of his first enjoyments was to take his friends 
to hear Paganini who three days after made his first 
appearance in Vienna. Soon he was out of money 
again, and was unable even to take the vacation he had 
planned in Styria or Upper Austria. “It’s all over with 
Gratz for the present,” he said, "for money and weather 
are both against me.” He did, however, make a short 
walking tour with his brother Ferdinand and two other 
friends, in October, and visited Haydn’s old residence 
at Eisenstadt, some 25 miles from Vienna. 
Schubert was refreshed for a time by this outing, 
but he was not in good health—indeed was failing ra¬ 
pidly. He went out but a few times more—once to 
hear Beethoven’s great C Sharp Minor Quartet given 
for the first time; once to hear a piece of church-mwsic 
of his brother’s, and once (not realizing how near his 
own end he was) to talk with Sechter, a noted teacher 
of musical theory, on the subje.ct of taking lessons in 
counterpoint. 
Schubert took to his bed on Nov. 14; the doctors 
thought he had a nervous fever, but in a few days 
typhus had unmistakably broken out and he was delir¬ 
ious. He breathed his last on Wednesday, Nov. 19, 
1828, attended affectionately by his brother Ferdinand. 
Schubert, at his own urgent req> rst, was buried near 
Beethoven. The inscription on his nonument is from 
the pen of Grillparzer, and reads: Music has here en¬ 
tombed A RICH TREASURE BUT MUCH FAIRER HOPES. 
Does Music Age? 
(The following article from the London Truth is 
just now being widely copied in England. It is a very 
interesting problem in the mutability of Time and Art.) 
Suppose Beethoven came to life again and gave us 
another symphony of his best? What should we think 
of it? It is an interesting question which was recently 
raised in one of the musical papers. The argument 
was that there is no necessity for modern music to bo 
any different, in the sense of being more “advanced” 
or more complex, from that of a hundred years ago. 
For if, the writer reasoned, Beethoven had lived longer, 
he would doubtless have written more symphonies, and 
we should find them just as great as those he did 
write. Why, therefore, should not a modern composer 
give us such another symphony to-day as Beethoven 
might have written if he had lived? And why should 
we not enjoy such a twentieth century symphony by 
Beethoven just as much as if it had been written by 
Beethoven himself a century earlier? 
The reasoning sounds plausible, but I doubt all the 
same if a new Beethoven symphony would make a 
very great effect. Even if it were one by Beethoven 
himself which had lain hidden all these years, I ques¬ 
tion if it would produce a very powerful impression 
to-day. It might be fine enough in its way—as great 
as the Eroica or the C minor, the seventh or the ninth 
—but it would tell of the past, not the present, and as 
such its appeal would be less potent than that of 
music infinitely inferior but written by a composer of 
our own age. Mr. Balfour touches on this point in 
his essay on Handel. It would seem, he remarks, to 
have been decreed that whether the music of one 
generation be greater or less great than that of an 
other it must, at any rate, be different. And this is 
a fact. I can imagine a skillful modern composer, 
dowered with Stevenson’s gift of the sedulous ape, 
penning a single movement, or even a whole symphony, 
which might pass easily enough for one of Beethoven’s. 
But its effect would be almost nil, not only because it 
would lack the essential ingredient of sincerity, but also 
because it would speak the language, not of the present, 
but of the past. 
Even in the case of genuine Beethoven, how inevi¬ 
tably it ages as the years run on I To how many 
musicians of the present day does the C minor mean 
the same thing as it did even twenty years ago? 
Some, no doubt, are so happily constituted that the 
great music of the past never loses its appeal. But 
with most the stealing hand of time makes all the dif¬ 
ference. The music itself is just what it always was. 
But to a greater or lesser extent it has had its day 
and ceased to be. The music of some lasts longer 
than that of others, no doubt. But the same fate 
awaits one and all in the end. Even the greatest can¬ 
not last forever. We speak familiarly of Bach as as¬ 
sured of immortality. But it is only a figure of speech. 
The creations of one master may last a few hundred 
years longer than those of another, but that is neither 
here nor there. In the case of one and all it is the 
same eventually, though the process, no doubt, is a 
very gradual one. 
Hardly any composer’s music falls suddenly and 
completely into the “dark backward and abysm of 
time.” The process is more merciful than this. We 
begin by gradually dropping his less important crea¬ 
tions. No sudden resolve is taken, but his inferior 
and less powerful music gradually ceases to be per¬ 
formed. In the case of Mozart, for instance, modern 
musicians have practically shelved all his symphonies 
but the Jupiter, the G minor, and the E flat—three out 
of forty-one. In the case of'Beethoven’s-symphonies, 
the two first have similarly been long since written off, 
in common with scores of other pieces from his pen, 
of less importance. Nor is it necessary to go back so 
far to note the process at work, for it may be seen in 
operation just as easily in the case of quite modern 
masters. Take Wagne", for instance. Of his eleven 
operas which count, Rienoi may be said to have "gone.” 
The Flying Dutchman is rapidly “going,” with Tattn- 
hduser and Lohengrin well on the same road, leaving 
only the Ring, Die Meistersinger, Tristan and Parsifal 
still holding their own. It implies no belittlement of 
Wagner to say as much. For the experience is com¬ 
mon to every composer—great and small alike. 
Sir Hubert Parry has spoken of certain modern 
composers whose aim seems to be to write for the 
generation after the next. It will make no difference. 
Their music will last no longer—possibly not so long; 
for they may fail to please this generation and be for¬ 
gotten before the next arrives. Nothing is more curi¬ 
ous in this way than the sudden realization of the fact 
that certain music which one had always thought of as 
the last word in modernity has begun to show signs 
of wear and tear. Take Tristan, for instance. Most 
of us of the present day can remember when the music 
of Tristan seemed to be, in modern parlance, abso¬ 
lutely the “limit” in every possible way. Listen to it 
to-day after Elektra or Salome, to say nothing of 
Schonberg or Stravinsky, and it sounds—well, not 
nearly so advanced as formerly; still wondrously beau¬ 
tiful, of course, but surprisingly sane, straightforward 
and solid. That is the first stage. Then for a time, 
if it'is great enough, such music continues to enjoy 
a further lease of existence as a classic, but finally 
even this stage passes, and it drops out altogether. 
The greater part of all that the greatest masters 
of the past have written, from Bach downward, may 
be said to have disappeared already for all practical 
purposes. It is, indeed, remarkable how little music, 
even of the greatest survives, and even with'it, it is 
probable that custom and authority have a good deal 
more to do with the matter than is generally supposed 
Perhaps this helps to explain why lost music of great 
composers which comes to light in after years almost 
invariably falls utterly flat. Let not younger composers 
imagine, therefore, that by modeling themselves on 
Beethoven or Schubert they can re-achieve the suc¬ 
cesses of those masters. Even if they could succeed 
in writing music as fine as theirs' it would not produce 
the same effect. Each generation must speak of its 
contemporaries in the language of its own day.—Truth. 
Too Much Celebration? 
If this issue of THE ETUDE reaches you a little late, put it down to Patriotism and an Uncontrolled 
Celebration of Peace, in which we were all heartily glad to join. Work was unthinkable with such 
wonderful news. Incidentally it may be in place t6 note here that the employees of the Theo. 
Presser Co. have proudly done their quota in contributing to all war purposes; Liberty Bonds, War 
Saving Stamps, War Chest, etc. Its employees have also been serving in the trenches at the front 
and at home in aiding Camp Entertainment, Community Sings, Four-Minute Work, etc. 
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Legato Octaves, Thirds and Sixths 
By Mrs. Noah Brandt 
The performance of pure legato octaves is undoubt¬ 
edly the most difficult of all achievements in pianoforte 
playing. 
Kullak was probably the first to realize the impor¬ 
tance of the down-up motions of the wrist, using the 
fourth finger on all black keys. This method of eleva¬ 
tion and depression when moving from white to black 
keys was eminently satisfactory at that time, when 
the demands made upon a pianist were not so great. 
Now, however, the placing of octaves is equally as im¬ 
portant for the pianist as tone placing is for the voice. 
In studying octaves the hand (especially in the case 
of little children) must remain inside, close to the 
black keys, with a depression of the wrist on the white, 
and elevation on the black keys. The muscles not really 
in action must be devitalized, the only pressure being 
on the first and fifth fingers, or the first and fourth 
fingers, as the case may be. 
The practice should at first be very slow, using the 
clinging legato touch, but after acquiring sufficient 
strength and elasticity, the movements should gradually 
become more and more rapid, until the highest virtuos¬ 
ity is attained. In the slower clinging movements, the 
motions are greater by far, with a firm hold of the 
fingers, while in passages requiring great rapidity, the 
hand and wrist move with extraordinary lightness and 
speed, with no conscious motion whatever, yet the 
equality is as perfect as a legato scale of single tones 
A good way to acquire perfect rhythmical octaves is 
to play the following study: 
(To », r.pinl.H on. ha!/ Ion. AigA.r until U. .An. 
•to teal, if compi.l.itj 
The arm must be steady and relaxed, the hand always 
in one place (not moving in and out) although the 
placing must be regulated by the size of the hand, the 
larger one requiring greater scope for manipulation. 
Pure, perfectly even resonant octaves cannot be ac¬ 
quired when muscles are rigid, hands misplaced, and a 
faulty principle applied. The ear also plays a very im¬ 
portant part, as it requires constant listening to each 
tone, in order to discover inequality. 
All previous training of the fingers and muscles for 
scales, chords and arpeggios, has been a splendid prepa¬ 
ration for octaves, although the latter should be a 
daily study, even for children in their first year, as they 
are a great aid in developing strength and giving elas¬ 
ticity to the first and fifth fingers. When unable to 
reach octaves, prepare them at first in sixths, until de¬ 
velopment has taken place. 
When preparing on white keys only, keep the fingers 
on that portion of the keyboard, between the black 
keys and the front, using the down-up motions when 
moving from one white key to the next. Small hands 
will develop both in stretch and strength. The larger 
ones will save a vast amount of time and en-rgy. gain¬ 
ing artistically to an extent which would otherwise be 
impossible, when applying a faulty principle. 
Passages of the greatest difficulty are performed with 
such consumate ease, as to utterly deceive the layman, 
and it is only one well versed in pianistic art, who real¬ 
izes the genius required for that very ease and finish. 
In performing thirds and sixths the main difficulty 
lies in the connection of both tones, when passing under 
and over the keys. In retaining only, one note of the 
double passage, the equality and perfection is destroyed. 
Use the identical rules employed for scales and arpeg¬ 
gios, relaxing the wrist when crossing under and over, 
and retaining both tones, as this will insure a perfect 
connection. When sufficiently advanced, a study of the 
scales in thirds and sixths will be a great aid in develop¬ 
ing virtuosity. 
L 
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f " ** T _ Charles Dickeng, the Humorist of Music 
fe % I 
Laughable Musical Descriptions by the Great Author 11^1 
- * By WILLIAM ROBERTS TILFORD 
Unless you “know your Dickens backward,” as some 
enthusiasts claim to do, you may not know that his 
works are literally sprinkled with gems of humor in 
which music plays a very significant part. Nor may 
you know that Dickens was especially fond of music 
and went far out of his way to attend fine concerts and 
the opera. As a boy he had studied both the piano and 
the violin for a short time, but did not consider that 
this entitled him to be regarded even as a good ama¬ 
teur. His favorite composers were Chopin, Mozart, 
Mendelssohn and Gounod. During his lifetime he met 
Jenny Lind, Meyerbeer, Auber and many other mu¬ 
sicians of note. 
While many of his critical comments upon music are 
exceptionally fine it is certain that his humorous re¬ 
marks upon music and musical matters are classics, 
hardly likely to be excelled. Take, for instance, this 
delightful bit describing part of a concert at Vauxhall 
Gardens which we find in one of the Sketches by Boz: 
“It was a beautiful duet,—first the small gentleman 
asked a question, and then the tall lady answered it,— 
then the small gentleman and the tall lady sung together 
most melodiously, then the small gentleman went 
through a little piece of vehemence by himself, and got 
very tenor indeed, in the excitement of his feelings,— 
to which the lady responded in a similar manner,—then 
the small gentleman had a shake or two, after which 
the tall lady had the same,—and then both merged im¬ 
perceptibly into the original air,—and the band worked 
themselves up to a pitch of fury, and the small gen¬ 
tleman handed the tall lady out, and the applause was 
rapturous. 
“The comic singer, however, was the especial fav¬ 
orite,—we really thought • that a gentleman, with his 
dinner in his pocket handkerchief, who stood near 
us, would have fainted with an excess of joy. A 
marvelously facetious gentleman that comic singer 
is,—his distinguishing characteristics are, a wig ap¬ 
proaching to the flaxen, and an aged countenance, and 
he wears the name of one of the English counties if we 
recollect right. He sang a very good song about the 
Seven Ages, the first age of which afforded the assembly 
the purest delight,—of the rest we can make no report 
as we did not stay to hear any more.” 
Dickens knew full well the wonderful color that 
allusion to music added to his works and no less than 
one hundred and sixty songs and instrumental pieces 
are mentioned in his novels. The numbers run from 
Auld Lang Syne to Hail Columbia and from a Bee¬ 
thoven Sonata to Sally in Our Alley. 
When the author brought forth his 
immortal Micawber—that monument 
of improvidence and consequent mis¬ 
fortune!—he fastened upon him a 
shiftless wife that fitted him as ad¬ 
mirably as a blind beggar’s tin cup. 
Not satisfied with that, he shows us 
that it was actually music that led 
poor Micawber to his matrimonial 
doom. In- David Copperfield we find 
these lines: 
Mrs. Micawber’s Musical Bait 
“After supper, Mrs. Micawber was 
good enough to sing to us (in a 
small, thin, flat voice, which I re¬ 
membered to have considered when 
I first knew her, the very acme of 
acoustics) the favorite ballads of 
The Dashing White Sergeant and 
Little Toffline. For both of these 
songs Mrs. Micawber had been 
famous when she lived home with 
her papa and mamma. Mr. Micawber 
told us that when he heard her sing 
the first one, on the occasion of his 
seeing her beneath the parental roof, 
she had attracted his attention in an 
extraordinary degree; but when it came to Little 
Taffline he had resolved to win that woman or perish 
in the attempt.” 
Here is part of the song which excited poor Micaw¬ 
ber’s emotions, eventually leading him to commit mat¬ 
rimony. Dickens here shows his keen sense of musical 
humor in picking out the following absurd song. After 
attempting some of the amazing intervals in it, the 
reader will realize that if heard from a “small, thin, 
flat voice” most of us would be inspired to commit 
murder rather than matrimony. 
The Famous Serenade 
Another classic instance of Dickens’ quaint music 
humor is found in the Serenade in Martin Chuzzlewit. 
It took place in the rooming house of Mrs. Todgers, 
whither the impecunious Mr. Pecksniff and his mar¬ 
riageable daughters had taken their way. Mrs. Todgers 
informs her young lady roomers of the fact that cer¬ 
tain ludicrous admirers are planning a serenade. Just 
why the musical party should choose the dead of the 
night in which to break loose, Dickens does not explain. 
“ ‘Why then my sweet Miss Pecksniffs,’ said the lady 
of the house, ‘my own loves, if you-will allow me the 
privilege of taking that freedom on the eve of our 
separation, Mr. Jinkins and the gentlemen have made 
up a little musical party among themselves, and do 
intend in the dead of this night to perform a serenade 
upon the stairs outside the door. I could have wished, 
I own,’ said Mrs. Todgers, with her usual foresight, 
‘that it had been fixed to take place an hour or two 
earlier, because when the gentlemen sit up late, they 
drink, and when they drink, they’re not so musical, 
perhaps, as when they don’t.’ 
“The young ladies were at first so much excited by 
the news, that they vowed they couldn’t think of going 
to bed until the serenade was over. But half an hour 
of cool waiting so altered their opinion that they 
not only went to bed, but fell asleep, and were, more¬ 
over, not ecstatically charmed to be awakened some 
time afterwards by certain dulcet strains breaking in 
upon the silent watches of the night. 
“It was very affecting—very. Nothing more dismal 
could have been desired by the most fastidious taste. 
The gentleman of a vocal turn was head mute, or 
chief mourner, Jinkins took the bass, and the rest 
took anything they could get. The youngest gentle¬ 
man blew his melancholy into a flute. He didn’t blow 
much out of it, but that was all the better. If the two 
Miss Pecksniffs and Mrs. Todgers had perished by 
spontaneous combustion, and the serenade had been 
in honor of their ashes, it would have been impossi¬ 
ble to surpass the unutterable despair expressed in 
that one chorus, ‘Go where glory waits thee!’ It was 
a requiem, a dirge, a moan, a howl, a wail, a lament, 
an abstract of everything that is sorrowful and hideous 
in sound. The flute of the youngest gentleman was 
wild and fitful. It came and went in gusts, like the 
wind. For a long time together he seemed to have 
left off, and when it was quite settled by Mrs. Todgers 
and the young ladies, that, overcome by his feelings, 
he had retired in tears, he unexpectedly turned up 
again at the very top of the tune, gasping for breath. 
He was a tremendous performer. There was no know¬ 
ing where to have him, and exactly when you thought 
he was doing nothing at all, then was he doing the 
very thing that ought to astonish you most. 
“There were several of these concerted pieces, per¬ 
haps two or three too many, though that, as Mrs. 
Todgers said, was a fault on the right side. But 
even then—even at that solemn moment, when the 
thrilling sounds may be presumed to have penetrated 
into the very depths of his nature, if he had any depths, 
Jinkins couldn’t leave the youngest gentleman alone. 
He asked him distinctly, before the second song began 
—as a personal favor too, mark the villain in that— 
not to play. Yes, he said so, not to play. The breath¬ 
ing of the youngest gentleman was heard through the 
keyhole of the door. He didn’t play. What vent was 
a flute for the passions swelling up within his breast? 
A trombone would have been a world too mild.” 
One of Dickens’ most amusing, and yet very little 
known, musical sketches is the story of the little mil¬ 
liner who had a great ambition to be 
a concert singer. This entertaining 
bit is one of the “characters" from 
the famous "Sketches by Boz” and 
will even now make a very interest¬ 
ing musical reading for club use. 
Miss Martin’s Debut 
“Miss Amelia Martin was pale, 
tallish, thin and two-and-thirty_ 
what ill-natured people would call 
‘plain,’ and police reports, ‘interest¬ 
ing.’ She was a milliner and a dress¬ 
maker. living on her business and 
above it. If you had been a 
young lady in service, and wanted 
Miss Martin, as a great many young 
ladies in service did, you would have 
just stepped up in the evening, to No 
47 Drummond street. George street! 
Euston square, and after casting your 
eye on a brass door-plate one foot 
ten by one and a half, ornamented 
with a great brass knob at each of 
the four corners, and bearing the in¬ 
scription—‘Miss Martin, millinery 
and dressmaking in all its branches.’ 
you’d have just have knocked two 
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loud knocks at the street door, and down would have 
come Miss Martin herself, in a merino gown of the 
newest fashion, black velvet bracelets, on the genteelest 
principle, and other elegancies of the most approved 
description. . 
“There is no saying how long Miss Amelia Martin 
might have continued this course of life, how exten¬ 
sive a connection she might have established among 
young ladies in service, or what amount her demands 
upon their quarterly receipts have ultimately attained, 
had not an unforeseen train of circumstances directed 
her thoughts to a sphere of action very different from 
dressmaking or millinery. 
“A friend of Miss Martin’s who had long been keep¬ 
ing company with an ornamental painter and decor¬ 
ator’s journeyman, at last consented (on being asked 
to do so) to name the day which would make the 
aforesaid journeyman a happy husband. It was a 
Monday that was appointed for the celebration of the 
nuptials, and Miss Amelia Martin was invited, among 
the others, to honor the wedding-dinner with her pres- 
ence. It was a charming party. The ornamental 
painter and decorator’s journeyman had taken a house 
—no lodgings nor vulgarity of that kind, but a house- 
four beautiful rooms, and a delightful little wash¬ 
house at the end of the passage, which was the most 
convenient thing in the world; for the bridesmaids 
could sit in the front parlor and receive the company, 
and then run into the little washhouse to see how the 
pudding and boiled pork were getting on in the copper, 
and then pop back into the parlor again, as snug and 
comfortable as possible. Miss Amelia Martin herself 
declared, on a subsequent occasion, that as much as 
she had heard of the ornamental painter’s journey¬ 
man’s connection, she never could have supposed it 
was half so genteel. There was his father—such a 
funny old gentleman—and his mother—such a dear 
old lady—and his sister—such a charming girl—and 
his brother—such a manly young man—with such an 
eye! But even all these were as nothing when com¬ 
pared to his musical friends, Mr. and Mrs. Jennings 
Rodolpb, with whom the ornamental painter’s journey¬ 
man had been fortunate enough to contract an intimacy 
while engaged in decorating the concert hall in which 
they appeared. To hear them sing separately was per¬ 
fectly divine, but when they went through the tragic 
duet of ‘Red Ruffian, retire!’ it was, as Miss Martin 
afterward remarked, ‘thrilling.’ And why? (as Mr. 
Jennings Rodolph observed)—why were they not en¬ 
gaged at one of the best theatres? If he was to be 
told that their voices were not powerful enough to fill 
the house, his only reply was, that he would back him¬ 
self for any amount to fill Russell Square or any large 
park,—a statement in which the company after hearing 
the duet, expressed full belief. 
“When the conversation" resumed its former tone, 
Mr. Jennings Rodolph, claimed his right to call upon a 
lady,—the right being conceded;—trusted Miss Martin 
would favor the company,—a proposal which met with 
unanimous approbation, whereupon Miss Martin, with 
sundry hesitations and coughing with a preparatory 
choke or two, and an introductory declaration that she 
was frightened to death to attempt it before such great 
judges of the art, commenced a series of treble chirrup¬ 
ing, containing frequent allusions to some young gen¬ 
tleman of the name of Hen-e-ry, with an occasional 
reference to madness and damaged hearts.. Mr. Jen¬ 
nings Rodolph frequently interrupted the progress of 
the song by ejaculating, ‘Beautiful!’ ‘Charming!’ 
‘Brilliant!’ ‘Oh, splendid!’ and at its close the ad¬ 
miration of himself and his lady knew no bounds., 
'“Did you ever hear so sweet a voice, my dear?’ in¬ 
quired Mr. Jennings Rodolph of Mrs. Jennings Ro- 
“ ‘Never, indeed I never did, love,’ replied Mrs. Jen¬ 
nings Rodolph. 
“ ‘Don’t you think, Miss Martin, with a little culti¬ 
vation, you would be very like Signora Marra Boni, 
my dear?’ asked Mrs. Jennings Rodolph. 
“And thus the time passed away, Mr. Jennings Ro¬ 
dolph played tunes on a walking stick, and then 
went behind the parlor door and gave his celebrated 
imitations of actors, edge-tools and animals,—Miss 
Martin sang several other songs.with increased admira¬ 
tion every time, and even the funny old gentleman 
began singing. His song had properly seven verses 
but he couldn’t recollect more than the first one, so he 
sang that over seven times, apparently very much to 
his own personal gratification. And then all the 
company sang the National Anthem with national inde- 
pendence—each for himself, without reference to the 
others, and finally separated, all declaring they had 
never spent so pleasant an evening, and Miss Martin 
inwardly resolving to adopt the advice of Mr. Jenn. g 
Rodolph and ‘to come out’ without delay 
“It is a singular fact that Miss Amelia Mairt 
principal foible was vanity, and the. lead'n* c “nt to 
istic of Mrs. Jennings Rodolph was an the 
dress. Dismal wailings were heard to i George 
second floor front of No. 47 n nrVScTng 
street, Euston square. It was Miss Myt n P«ct c‘nff 
Half surpressed murmurs disturbed the ^mdignityof 
the concert hall orchestra at the commencement of the 
season. It was the'appearance of Mrs. Jenmngs Ro 
dolph in full dress that occasioned them. Miss MarU 
studied incessantly—the practicing was . , 
quence; Mrs. Jennings Rodolph taught gratuitously 
now and then,-the dresses were the result. 
Weeks passed away,-the concert hall season had 
begun and had progressed, and was more an‘ 
over. The dressmaking business had fallen off through 
neglect, and its profits had dwindled away almost im¬ 
perceptibly. A benefit night approached Mr. Jen¬ 
nings Rodolph yielded to the earnest solicitations of 
Miss Amelia Martin, and introduced her personally to 
the ‘comic gentleman’ whose benefit it was. the 
comic gentleman was all smiles and blandness he a 
composed a duet expressly for the occasion, and Miss 
Martin should sing it with him. The night arrived. 
The ornamental painter’s journeyman with his wife and 
a select circle of acquaintances were seated at one 
end of the side tables near the orchestra. 
The concert began. Song Sentimental, by a light 
haired young gentleman in a blue coat and basket 
buttons (applause). Another song (doubtful) by an¬ 
other gentleman in another blue coat and more basket 
buttons (increased applause). Solo, Miss Julia Mon¬ 
tague (positivley on this occasion only),—‘I am a 
Friar’ (enthusiasm). 
“Original duet, comic, Mr. Tapltn (the comic gen¬ 
tleman) and Miss Martin,—‘The Time of Day.’ ( 
“‘Bravo! Bravo!’ cried the ornamental painter’s 
journeyman’s party, as Miss Martin was gracefully led 
in by the comic gentleman. 
“ ‘Go to work, Harry,’ cried the comic gentleman’s 
personal friends. ‘Tap-tap-tap,’ went the leader’s bow 
on the music desk. The symphony began, and was 
soon afterwards followed by a faint kind of ventril- 
oquial chirping, proceeding apparently from the deepest 
recesses of the interior of Miss Amelia Martin. ‘Sing 
out!’ shouted one gentleman in a white great-coat. 
‘Don’t be afraid to put the steam bn, old gal!’ ex¬ 
claimed another. ‘S-s-s-s-s-s-s-s,’ went others. ‘Shame, 
shame!’ remonstrated the ornamental painter’s journey¬ 
man’s party. ‘S-s-s-s’ went the pit again. 
“ ‘Turn them geese out,’ cried the ornamental paint¬ 
er’s journeyman’s party, with great indignation. 
“ ‘Sing out,’ whispered Mr. Jennings Rodolph. 
“ ‘So I do,’ responded Miss Amelia Martin. 
“ ‘Sing louder,’ said Mrs. Jennings Rodolph. 
“ ‘I can’t,’ replied Miss Amelia Martin. 
“ ‘Off, off, off,’ cried the rest of the audience. 
“ ‘Bravo!’ shouted the painter’s party. It wouldn’t 
do—Miss Amelia Martin left the orchestra with muGh 
less ceremony than she had entered it, and, as she 
couldn’t sing out, never came out. The general good 
humor was not restored until Mr. Jennings Rodolph 
had become purple in the face, by imitating divers 
quadrupeds for half an hour without being able to 
render himself audible, and, to this day, neither has 
Miss Amelia Martin’s good humor been restored, nor 
the dresses for and presented to Mrs. Jennings Ro¬ 
dolph, nor the vocal abilities which Mr. Jennings Ro¬ 
dolph once staked his professional reputation that Miss 
Martin possessed.” 
Build a Foundation for Your 
Dream Castle 
Let us treat our dream castles as a builder treats 
his house. The ideal comes first, then the blocking 
out, or plan, then the actual work-a-day process of 
digging the cellar and laying the foundation; later, 
the walls, the floors and, last of all, the triumph of 
the roof! 
suppose you nave as an ideal the ability to play 
Sainb-Saens Concerto as you have heard Bauer, Ho 
man or Ganz play it. Does the dream castle seemtc 
wonderful to attain? All real castles begin with 
plain, prosaic foundation. The foundation for tl 
dream castle will be scales and arpeggios—these a 
the cellar. And the magic word is DIG. 
Now the cellar is not a beautiful place. And it ist 
fun to dig. But truly, there is no other way to bui 
dream castles that won’t vanish like a puff of smoke. 
Old Epictetus knew—“First say to yourself what yi 
would like to be; then DO what you have to do.” 
THE ETUDE 
What Do You Pay for Your Lessons? 
•Tm having lessons from an awfully expensive 
teacher ” a girl said the other day, with an air of 
satisfaction. And the fact that she was paying out 
lo much money made the lesson mean more to her 
than a lesson obtained more cheaply. For this is 
human nature. . 
But, in footing up the bill, the girl omitted to add 
the greatest expense of all. 
To perfect that lesson she had practiced perhaps 
four hours a day-twenty-four hours a week. Two 
whole days! Now, if she did not put into that prac 
Bee really good work-if she wasted the time in “fool 
ine” with some music for her own entertainment-!: 
she slighted that imperfect run, or slurred over the 
mistake in this chord, waiting till another tune which 
seemed more convenient to make the correction-ii 
she did not put her best effort into her practice, tht» 
that lesson lias cost too much—it must be done over 
again- if not now, then another time in the future, 
when ’the defect that was allowed to pass during that 
practice crops up and spoils a more mature perform 
^Diogenes, the ancient philosopher, who limited his 
housekeeping equipment to a tub and a lantern, said 
“Time is the most valuable thing that a man can 
SPAifd it isn’t altogether the way you spend the Ions 
hours in preparing for the lesson of your high-price! 
teacher, but what we might call the small changc- 
the fifteen minutes here, the half hour there, the firt 
minutes in between two big tasks or appointments- 
that count in the long run If you will take adrantar 
of all these as they present themselves you will find 
yourself rich in achievement at the end of a year. 
For the expense of your high-priced teacher your 
father may be paying, but this precious coin of Tunc 
is yours to give or to withhold. Make the most of it 
for the gift of Music which you wish to possess a 
worth all the valuable time you can put into its prepa¬ 
ration. 
There was the morning you set out to practice the 
Beethoven Sonatc. That fifth bar on the second pa?« 
bothered you. You kept putting a C# where a C nat¬ 
ural was written. “Oh, well, never mind!" you saii 
“I ll fix that later.” But, as so often happens, the 
exact moment never arrived, and you went to your 
teacher with that flaw, and had to spend some pre¬ 
cious time from the lesson in trying to remember an- 
play it correctly. Or that day, when your eyes wasld 
hardly keep open—you had been out to a dance tec, 
the night before—and you loitered the time awy, 
instead of doing a little practice and doing it enspb 
and concentratedly. Or the afternoon you set at 
to master that difficult chromatic in the new coocen- 
and Molly, from over the way, came in, full of some 
delightful news—and you let her chatter your ti=* 
away till the hour was almost gone, and then, instn; 
of the whole-hearted practice you had intended to P® 
on the difficulty, you gave it only a careless attendee 
You had wasted something more precious than gold" 
time! Your practice and the subsequent lesson «« 
far too expensive. You had paid too much for them- 
A Proverb of the Successful Teacher 
By Abble Llewellyn Snoddy 
Who can find a successful teacher? Verily, bet 
price is above rubies. 
The. heart of her pupil doth safely trust in her, fa 
she will do him good all the days of his fife. 
She riseth up’ early in the morning, and maketb bet- 
self neat, that the eyes of her pupils may delight in net 
She is prompt in all things, for no sluggard can enter 
tnto the gate of success. 
She regardeth not a lesson in terms of minutes:- 
the pupil graspeth her instruction in thirty minutes s 
be it, but if not. she giveth fortv five minutes, yea. *** 
one hour, until that lesson be thoroughly understood 
She giveth freely of extra lessons; so shall her f*®* 
be spread abroad in the land. 
She looketh well to her own practice; she 
the musical journals, that she may profit by the knowl¬ 
edge of others. 
She studieth the needs of each pupil, and unto 
she giveth his measure of praise, of blame and of en¬ 
thusiasm for his work. 
Her pupils arise up and call her blessed: their parO® 
also, they praise her. 
the progress of her class shall pr°rt btr 
worth. Selahl 
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Wrong Notes and How They Come to Be 
By F. CORDER 
Professor of Composition at the London Academy of Music 
There was an amusing social skit of du Maurier’s 
once in Punch. Miss Prigsby says to the Colonel (re¬ 
turned home from India), “We nevah listen to Men¬ 
delssohn!” “Oh! why not, may I ask?” ‘ Because there 
are no wrong notes.'" This was laughed at in 1886 as 
excellent fooling, but ten or fifteen years late- the 
advent of what are called the “modern” writers made 
it a mere truism. A morbid taste for the freakish and 
ugly in musical art grew up, and Mendelssohn and 
Sterndale Bennett vanished from the repertory. Why 
was this? Is there a vicious taste in some sections of 
humanity that finds an agreeable flavor not only in 
harsh harmony but in actual notes that are to music 
what swear-words are to speech? I could give 
plenty of corroboration to such a theory, but the sub¬ 
ject is not one suitable for discussion in these columns. 
We are sober teachers and learners here—at least, I 
hope so—and the subject of wrong notes interests us 
from a different standpoint. What we desire to know 
is why we unintentionally play notes that are not in 
accordance with the intentions of (1) the composer, and 
(2) the performer? The answer to both questions is 
the same, and the reason may be given briefly as—be¬ 
cause of the imperfections of musical notation. There 
are other contributory causes, but this is the chief one. 
Let us consider the matter in detail. 
Even in literature the great writers make slips in 
their grammar and spelling now and again, slips which 
their editors and sub-editors take much pains to cor¬ 
rect. The same thing takes place with more frequency 
in music, because neither educational nor technical laws 
are so clearly to be defined or learned as in literature. 
When music is hovering between the keys of C and G, 
for instance, not even the most experienced composer 
is always sure whether he had better use FI or FN. If 
there is this doubt in the mind of the composer how 
easy it is then for the performer to make a slip unless 
the notation clearly warns him against doing so—a 
warning too often neglected. 
In writing for orchestra or choir the bewildering 
complication of staves and clefs makes it very difficult 
to avoid errors; it is not generally known that there are 
still—after nearly a century of constant performance— 
some half-dozen terrible oversights in the nine Sym¬ 
phonies of Beethoven, which editors have not known 
how to correct. Here is one: 
#rf frf [Trffffrf- 
jUtf-f I f jF m _ 
The momentary clash is so soon over that it is 
unnoticed unless you listen for it, when it is really 
horrid. 
Here is a recent instance where the omission of an 
accidental by the engraver so improved the harmony 
that the composer accepted it. This is the A, at the 
end of the second bar, intended to have been At. 
But here is another, where a glaring misprint has 
become accepted and even preferred to the original 
without any excuse. In most editions of Chopin’s G 
minor Ballade, where the introduction merges into the 
subject you will find 
The Eb in the'second bar is possible, though very 
hard, hut nothing is more certain than that Chopin 
never wrote it. This is one instance out of many 
where textual errors have crept in through bad proof¬ 
reading. Again, some wiseacre has either thought that 
the gentle Mendelssohn could not have intended the 
somber “secondary sevenths” in his Song without 
Words No. 20, bar 3 and corresponding places, or else 
read the proofs with his eye only; anyhow, he inserted 
an AN, which is to be found to this day in most French 
editions. 
The ear being always subservient to the eye, there 
are innumerable cases where the auxiliary note in a 
turn or other ornament has been written as a whole 
tone above or below its harmony note instead of a 
semitone, regardless of sound; the reason of this— 
which yqu will do well to remember—is that the earlier 
composers were always taught to regard accidentals, 
of whatever kind, as things to be avoided if possible. 
This curious tradition is now quite forgotten, but it 
has left some nasty traces. The first passages which 
the pianist has in Mozart’s D minor Concerto would 
have been far smoother in semitones than 
and there is a curious case in the Rondo of Beethoven’s 
G major Sonata Op. where the subject is persistently 
written 
instead of with Gl. But when, towards the end, it 
comes slowly and with FI in the bass, the composer is 
obliged to modify it. 
There is annoying oversight in Weber’s familiar 
Rondo in Eb. In the middle, where we have got into 
F minor, the passage runs 
Of course the D ought to be Db here. It was not 
omitted because Weber did not like the queer interval 
between BN and Db, for four bars later the same pas¬ 
sage comes in C minor and since the Ab requires no 
accidental we have it quite correctly. 
There is a really terrible wrong note in the first line 
of Beethoven’s “Dramatic” Sonata (Op. 30, No. 1) 
which most people accept as one of the composer’s 
oddities. The lower note in a turn is thus indicated 
Adagio 
Few musicians are aware that at the time this was 
written there was no precedent for a double sharp or a 
double flat in an ornament, however much the music 
might require it. The character had yet to he added, 
in fact, to the engraver’s outfit of tools, so that the 
little sharp marked in must be taken to indicate not 
FI, but the normal note of the turn sharpened— 
that is, F double sharp. But all those who read music 
with their eyes alone deem it their duty to play the 
distressing FI against the FN of the harmony because 
Beethoven has written it. 
Another frequent cause of wrong notes is the habit 
careless players have of lashing out for distant bass 
notes with an entirely wrong hand-action, with no 
particular finger and no particular intention. , As re¬ 
gards the first the hand should never go at a very 
acute angle to the keyboard; the more acute the angle 
the more difficult it is to land accurately, just as with 
an aeroplane. Acquire the habit of going in a grace¬ 
ful curve (a parabola, really), so that at the end of its 
trajectory the hand descends nearly vertically. Then 
you will get the right note, but only if you intend it 
to be that note and no other. It will be easy then 
to let the fifth finger do the business instead of two 
or three fingers in a vague bunch, like so many rad¬ 
ishes. As regards the intention of getting the one 
particular note, this again depends partly upon your 
reading powers and partly upon the state of your ear. 
Here it becomes my painful duty to point out that 
vagueness of intention as to bass notes is the peculiar 
vice of the female sex and of boys only when quite 
young. The ladies will perhaps he less offended at my 
indictment when I explain why this can hardly fail to 
be the case. It does not seem to have occurred to 
many people, until they have taught sight-singing, that 
since the female voice is pitched in the treble and the 
male voice in the bass, the former naturally hears and 
listens to notes above middle C easily, and to notes 
below this with increasing difficulty the lower they go. 
If you make the experiment you will find scarcely any 
untrained musical girls who can distinguish the sound 
of bass notes with any certainty. They vary in degree, 
of course, but to the great majority any bass note 
satisfies the ear as much as any other—if you can 
call that satisfaction which is really partial tone-deaf¬ 
ness. Don’t be alarmed at the epithet; the complaint 
can be overcome by a little patient-perseverance, and 
once conquered the cure is permanent. The only in¬ 
curables are those trying persons in whom inadequate 
will-power is combined with imperfect ear. Of this 
class are those students who always will play incor¬ 
rectly because they practice incorrectly. They practice 
incorrectly because they lack the will-power to pull 
themselves up when they make a mistake and find 
out what was wrong and why before proceeding. 
They usually cannot or will not memorize, so the eye 
rules them and reaps all the harvest of ills caused by 
our well-meaning but inadequate system of notation. 
There is one kind of wrong notes—the last I shall 
mention—to which these people are particularly sub¬ 
ject. This is produced by the vague idea that if you 
want to be emphatic you must use all the five fingers. 
So those dear old ladies who used to play dance-music 
for us in the dear old days used to mark the first of 
the bar by playing, instead of a single bass note, a nice 
crunching arpeggio chord with any notes in it that the 
fingers could grab. We used to call this sort of thing, 
I remember, “playing aunty.” 
There is a modern version of it to be found in the 
writings of certain French composers and their Eng¬ 
lish imitators. If you play this sort of thing as in¬ 
tended (but never indicated) by the composer 
you get the effect of a delicate scale passage, pretty 
T enough: 
but if you simply sit down on all these notes at once 
it merely sounds like swatting flies, or a cat on the 
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keyboard. A simple wavy line—indicating arpeggi- 
ando playing—is needed in such cases, without which 
it really seems as if the composer wanted more to 
find occupation for the fingers than to produce music. 
So we come back to the same point; the letter killeth 
and the spirit giveth life. If your ear does not partic¬ 
ularly resent wrong notes I don’t see what help there 
is for you. Why not sell your piano and buy a type- 
The Importance of Regular Practice 
By Florence Belle Soule 
• There are certain chemical processes which must 
proceed without interruption else the entire work is 
lost. For this reason chemists often have to keep 
“on guard” for hours at a time. 
In piano practice, regular day in and day out prac¬ 
tice, is so essential that gaps of a few days now and 
then seem to reduce the progress of the pupil about 
one half. 
The reason why some pupils feel that regular prac¬ 
tice is not necessary for them are very amusing. Here 
are three cases that every teacher has encountered: 
THE “ARTISTIC’ PUPIL. 
This is the pupil that depends upon “inspiration.” 
They practice when the spirit moves and often the 
spirit is very lazy and hibernates for days at a time. 
THE SMART ALECK PUPIL. 
This pupil can read so well that practice is a very 
dispensable feast. Why work when one can do with¬ 
out it? Why not be satisfied with a careless, slipshod 
performance? Most people will not know the differ- 
ence. THE “SLACKER” PUPIL. 
Some pupils are born slackers. They are slack in 
everything. They do. only the pleasant things and put 
off those things which suggest work to them. 
It is so easy for someone to say, “How I do wish I 
could play as well as Miss' S-does.” The wish is 
the only easy thing about the matter. When one tries 
to explain about the long years of preparation, hard 
work and self-denial, the entire subject is usually 
dropped in a hurry. 
One may read well, finger nicely and possess a good 
touch, but these things are not enough. After the 
notes and time values and proper accents of the piece 
have been learned, the real work on the piece begins. 
The scales can be played more brilliantly, the touch 
can be improved again and again, and hours can be 
spent on expression. This is really the "polishing 
process” and is very often neglected. The art of 
finishing up a piece does not appeal very strongly to' 
the average pupil. 
The pupil who says, “Oh, Miss S'-—, I practiced 
four hours yesterday,” is apt to be very disappointing. 
When asked “how much did you practice the day 
before yesterday?” the answer usually is, “I went 
away on that day and did not have time to touch the 
piano.” These words sometimes fill the teacher with 
despair. 
The pupil who idles away the entile week and tries 
to make it up on a lesson day is always flustered and 
has a poor lesson. 
The daily practice of even an hour, carefully planned 
and faithfully followed, will bring more assurance 
and better results in every way than many hours of 
hit or-miss work. 
Teachers nearly talk themselves sick trying to 
impress these truths on the minds of pupils, but in 
many cases the effort seems useless. 
Until all pupils, both great and small, learn the true 
value of regular practice, teachers will have to listen to 
careless, unsatisfactory playing, and return home weary 
at night. 
May the light come soon. 
The Stupidest Pupil 
At one time Ernest Hutcheson and Howard Brock¬ 
way, the American composer, were both on the staff 
of the Peabody Conservatory of Baltimore. Mr. 
Hutcheson taught piano, Mr. Brockway piano and com¬ 
position. Meeting one day, each claimed to have the 
most ignorant piano pupil on record. After vying with 
each other in relating instances of the girl’s stupidity, 
they finally discovered that they were speaking of one 
and the same pupil. On investigation at the office it was 
revealed that the girl had by an error been assigned 
to both of them for piano lessons, but thought she was 
studying piano with Mr. Hutcheson and harmony with 
Mr P,rock wav. Can any Etude reader beat this? Let 
us find out who is the champion stupidest pupil. 
Is Genius Essential to Keyboard 
Mastery? 
By John Thompson 
Complete mastery of the resources of the modern 
keyboard is still looked upon generally with a degree 
of awe really not merited in the writer’s opinion. 
Obviously enough, if one stops to reflect, the skill re¬ 
quired to press down a certain number of keys in a 
given time is little if any more difficult to apply to a 
piano than to a typewriter. There are thousands of 
typists,, fleet-fingered, unerring, who daily accomplish 
digital feats upon their typewriters which would occa¬ 
sion special comment if performed upon a piano. 
Technic is the golden key to musical self-expression, 
for real talent cannot be applied until a certain amount 
of keyboard technic is fully mastered. It is a grave 
error to look, upon a brilliant piano technic as some¬ 
thing in a measure miraculous and only to be attained 
by the specially favored of the gods. Possibly the in¬ 
finite gradations and combinations of shading that 
pour forth under the hand of the master pianist play 
an important part in making the simple manner in 
which they are produced seem difficult and involved. 
Certainly some such subtle factor underlies the child¬ 
like wonder of the layman under the spell of a flaw¬ 
less instrumental performance. 
Everyday Technic 
Even so work-a-day a thing as an ordinary brick wall 
may in its finished state look unsurmountably difficult 
of construction, until one has watched a duplicate wall 
built brick by brick. A finished piano technic is 
merely the result of many digital “bricks” joined to¬ 
gether with the solid mortar of knowledge and mus¬ 
cular control. 
It does not follow from all this that piano playing 
is easy. Time and labor go into the making of the 
humblest brick. But there is no magic, one might say 
no “gift” necessary. Piano technic is no more difficult 
to acquire than the technic of any other calling which 
demands co-ordination of hand and brain. 
To become a master musician requires of course 
that one be bom with a spark of the divine fire of 
genius—a flame kindled unfortunately in the very few. 
But as has been stated before, real genius asserts itself 
only after a technical fluency has, as it were, provided 
an alphabet whereby it may speak and have its real 
expression. Fortunately for the world most people 
are born with a certain amount of musical feeling, 
which, given the necessary technical equipment, can 
express itself in exact proportion to the extent in 
which the individual has been musically endowed. Mu¬ 
sical feeling, interpretation cannot be taught, emo¬ 
tion cannot to any appreciable extent be imparted. It 
is only possible to develop and broaden musicianship 
inherent at birth. But the equipment for this much, 
technical facility to express the hidden beauty in what¬ 
ever degree possessed is within reach of everyone 
whose hands and arms are not in any way deformed. 
Even those who have little musical feeling with ap¬ 
plication become very astonishing human pianolas. But 
since the desire to study at all implies a certain amount 
of musical appreciation it follows that the average 
student with application and under intelligent direction 
develops into a good, acceptable pianist. 
Saving Hundreds of Years 
A backward glance at the histqry of the pianoforte 
shows that we have made as much progress in facili¬ 
tating piano mastery as has been made in other pro¬ 
fessions. A chemist of today, for instance, can by 
memorizing certain formulas, attack his work with a 
knowledge attained only after arduous years of ex¬ 
periment by countless generations of chemists of old. 
So it is with piano study. We moderns begift with a 
knowledge of fingering, for instance, that is the direct 
result of the patient life-long experimenting of certain 
masters of old. Modern piano technic is a scientific 
thing, the mechanics of which can be taught in the 
same matter-of-fact way as mathematics. Not so 
many years ago before this was understood it was 
considered a tremendous feat for concert artists to play' 
certain compositions which today are included in the 
repertoire of every advanced student. 
“Do it the easiest way.” There is no dependable 
formula for the solution of technical problems, be they 
great or small. It was the constant aim of the old mas¬ 
ters to overcome complications and involutions as they 
became manifest—the natural result of new methods of 
ibuilding instruments or of writing music. The 
knowledge to which they so hardly attorned is our 
precious heritage. It is everywhere utilized by ac¬ 
knowledged masters of the instrument who today find 
themselves in a position to lay down certain laws for 
the solution of this or that problem with the utmost 
certainty that satisfying results are obtainable if the 
laws are followed to the letter. The many so-called 
METHODS are the results of discoveries and experi¬ 
ments along this line. And nearly all of them have 
their good points. But for the reason that daily, nay 
hourly new discoveries are being made, and also in 
view of the fact that no man’s research could possibly 
enable him in one lifetime to include every good point 
in a rigidly laid out “method,” it is the writer’s opinion 
that no method should be followed to the exclusion of 
all others. Music is one of the liberal arts; all plans 
for its study should. be broad of construction and 
surely flexible enough to include the good points of 
every “method,” every desirable innovation, even, that 
presents itself. 
The First Diflficulty 
Let us consider the physical side of the matter. 
Probably the first difficulty which we encounter in the 
persuit of an adequate technic lies in calling into 
play muscles which in the course of everyday life are 
seldom if ever brought into action in a like capacity. 
Strength and independence of fingers are prime re¬ 
quisites. Fortunately it is a fact that Mother Nature 
responds quickly to consistent and persistent muscular 
exercise. After strength and independence in impor¬ 
tance comes speed. At this point the brain comes into 
play since every motion of our bodies is the answer to 
a command telegraphed from the brain. Naturally, 
therefore, those whose brain processes are slow, pro¬ 
gress slowly; those whose brains are agile, progress 
more rapidly. The essentials applied to piano technic 
and to expert gymnastics are identical. Both require 
speed and control of a muscular natur^. We all learn 
to walk, run, jump, etc. We can all learn to make our 
fingers first walk, then run and jump over the key¬ 
board. The same principle applies to the hands and 
arms, which play an equal part with the fingers in 
piano technic, though that fact has been but recently 
established. And the thumb! Volumes could be writ¬ 
ten on the possibilities of this "finger” and its high 
■value to the piano student. 
Banishing Drudgery 
A really efficient teacher of piano today can examine 
a pair of hands and diagnose their good and bad points 
at once. He can tell the prospective pupil what will 
prove difficult for him, and what will most likely come 
with ease. He can banish much drudgery and nerve 
strain by teaching conscientiously true relaxation at 
the instrument as he practices such relaxation himself. 
The rest is a matter of faithful application on the part 
of the student, and sufficient mentality of course to 
put into execution finger, arm and hand craft as it is 
imparted to him. 
When weak muscles have been made strong, when 
all movements have become agile and are under perfect 
control, when real co-ordination with the brain has 
become established, piano playing becomes natural, 
the motion involved as instinctive as that used ordi¬ 
narily in walking or running. In this connection it is 
worthy of note that all acknowledged masters of the 
piano play the most difficult passages with apparently 
the greatest ease. Those who have worked along the 
lines outlined here know that to the artist it is really 
“easy,” as easy as it looks! 
So with knowledge, will vanish the alchemy of piano 
mystery, and so will the av- rage person with music in 
his soul be put into possession of the longed-for means 
of expressing that music.—From The Student. 
Making Broken Chords Whole Again 
By F. J. Manlove 
Isn’t it easier to see the true shape and meaning of 
a thing when it is put together than when it is taken 
apart? 
An experienced musician, on playing a broken chord, 
instinctively recognizes it as a chord; but not so the 
beginner. 
I have found it very helpful, in studies with broken 
chords, to have the pupil first practice playing the 
notes in solid chord form, being careful to use the 
correct fingering. This gives the pupil a good idea of 
the harmonic structure of the study, and assists in 
reading. Incidentally, it helps spread the hand into 
proper shape.. 
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ARMY MUSIC—Community Sings—Liberty Sings—NAVY MUSIC 
Music in the Trenches 
If there is no blessing that can be imagined in 
connection with war, there is something very near a 
blessing in the wonderful revelations to the general 
public of the great need for music at the front as well 
as at home. Here are three tales of pianos which 
proved godsends to the boys. They are graphically 
told and full of keen interest to the musician. The 
first is from the pen of Major Donald Guthrie, in 
Scribner's Magazine. 
An Epidemic of Melody 
“There is an epidemic of melody at the front and he Is 
a gross, sour soul who escapes the infection. He may exist 
as an individual, he certainly does not exist as a regiment. 
A song has indeed a subtle strength for the keeping up of 
one’s courage; and such are the stress and strain of con¬ 
ditions in France and Flanders that one need have no shame 
in owning to the use of all the big and little aids to the 
maintenance of courage. 
“In our mess we had a little old piano. It came from the 
ancient burg of Dunkirk and had venerabilit.v in keeping 
with its place of origin. Gilbert, in a ’Bab Ballad’ writes 
of ’the piano’s martial blast.’ Our piano had no ‘martial 
blast’ It was a pathetic, meek little affair. It had two 
tarnished candle holders, rattly and insecure, one on either 
hand. I remember the evening it came, in one of our three- 
ton motor trucks. It shared the interior of the truck with 
s of laundry and a box of shrimps—which 
_ __ __ .._s for the shrimps. 
•How gently and tenderly the little piano was carried 
over the 200 yards from the clearing station to the mess! 
Our K. C. chaplain, a monster of flesh and good-heartedness, 
strained at the carrying until his face became perilously 
purple. I have never known a casualty on a stretcher more 
delicately bandied than was that piano. It was only a 
gritty, hard-toned, jangling little thing; hut I. have seen 
our medical officers worn out with continuous operation— 
fifteen to twenty hours at a stretch, when ’things were do¬ 
ing’ on the line—I have seen them gather after dinner about 
that creaky little piano, with a whole night of ghastly work 
fronting them, and have heard them sing new strength and 
courage Into their souls to the strains of ‘O Canada,’ 
‘Alouette,’ ‘Mother Macbree’ and other simple pieces. 
"Often, when no officers were In and about our mess— 
say between 10 and 12 of a morning—our good old cook W. 
would steal into the anteroom with three or four other 
orderlies and the welkin would ring in short order. W. 
played the piano even better than he played football, and 
as a footballer he was a tough customer.” 
How They Brought the Piano Back to Camp 
Lieut. Gitz-Rice, composer of many popular war 
songs, tells in the American Magazine for November 
how the soldiers needed music in the trenches. Gitz- 
Rice was a Montreal photographer before he went to 
the front. He never wrote a song until he went to 
the trenches but he had “always been able to play.” 
His tale of how he “captured” a piano is fascinating. 
After stating that there were times in the first year 
of war when the men went without tobacco, food and 
even enough clothing, he notes that never for a minute 
did they try to do without singing. During the hottest 
shell-fire the men would raise their voices in one of the 
popular camp ditties. He says: 
“During the first few months in 
the trenches we didn’t have any 
piano. I was nearly crazy for 
want of one and finally determined 
that I was going to get one by hook 
or by crook. I kept my eyes peeled, 
until one day I saw a swell chateau 
being shelled. It occurred to me 
that there might be a piano in 
tbat house; so when the fire slack¬ 
ened, some of my pais and myself 
went over to have a look. And 
sure enough, there was a fine piano 
aching to have me kiss it with my 
“Well, we got hold of a wagon,' 
pnt the piano on it and went sail¬ 
ing down the road back to camp, 
with thousands of soldiers lined 
on both sides of the road cheering 
us on. I couldn’t keep my fingers 
from the keys, so, rigging up an 
old box for a stool. I sat down and 
began to rattle off rag time. All 
the boys on the wagon were sing¬ 
ing and shouting so loud that all 
at once a Britisher popped up 
from a road and said, in all seri- 
“ ‘I say, what is the idea of the 
celebration? Has peace been de¬ 
clared?’ ’’ 
That night Gitz-Rice started playing at eight o’clock 
and never let up until four in the morning. New de¬ 
tachments kept streaming in, demanding this song or 
that, and they kept him at it until he nearly dropped 
from the stool in weariness. 
Another highly interesting story is that of the Thir¬ 
teenth United States Engineers who loaded a piano on 
a small railway truck and went up and down the 
length of the narrow gauge railway playing and sing¬ 
ing to keep up the good cheer wherever a group of 
men could be gotten together around the railroad 
tracks. The Chicago Daily News gives a picture of 
the piano loaded on the truck and tells the story: 
A Trainload of Song 
“‘Oh, boy! Didya hear tbat chune’i’ 
“The doughboys scrambled out of the trench, heedless of 
the whistling of shells, and made their way to where they 
heard the strains of ’Pack t’p Your Troubles in Your Old Kit 
Bag, and Smile, Smile, Smile!’ 
“It was right on the edge of the front line, where a rail¬ 
road gas car had pulled up, with a trailer attached, on which 
was loaded a piano. A group of huskies stood around as one 
of their number pounded out the strain. 
“And day after day the unique ‘music train’ has swept 
along the lines, wherever the tracks permitted it to go, bear¬ 
ing a sportive tune to the ears of the Yanks, and making 
them happy by giving a diversion from the whine of shells 
and the roar of cannon and machine guns. 
“Description of this bit of Yankee ingenuity Is contained 
in a letter from O. J. Franke, Company D, Thirteenth Engi¬ 
neers, the regiment in which Charles G. Dawes went to 
France as lieutenant-colonel. 
“ ‘Lieut. W. H. Cutler, our chaplain, suggested that we 
put the piano on the trailer of the gas car and run up and 
down the lines of our American-operated railroad in France 
and give the boys a little bit of entertainment, as they do 
not get a chance to hear any music other than the bursting 
of shells and the roar of cannon,' writes Franke. ‘So, on the 
trailer went the piano, and with a chug, chug and a toot, 
toot, our little piano train went rambling over the rails at 
a merry clip. 
“ ‘We stopped first at N-, where we played sev¬ 
eral instrumental numbers and sang a few songs for the boys 
who live in dugouts there. The next town was V-. 
The boys had heard of our coming and were all standing 
alongside the track waiting for us. 
“ ‘How the boys enjoyed it. They stood with mouth and 
eyes wide open, wondering if it was all a dream. Then we 
stopped at other towns. After playing several instrumental 
numbers we would start an American patriotic song, and the 
boys would join in on the chorus.’ ” 
On Thanksgiving Day at four P. M. there is to be a 
National Liberty Sing conducted in all parts of the 
country. The idea is inspired by the National Council 
of Women. There is no limit to the sphere of this 
sing’, as it is laid out on the same broad scope of the 
plan, proposed in The Etude last Christmas, for sing¬ 
ing America at nine o’clock on Christmas morning. 
This, by the way, will be resumed again this year. 
Mrs. David Allan Campbell, the chairman of the Com¬ 
munity Department of the National Council of Women, 
has the supervision of the details of the sing on 
Thanksgiving Day. 
The National Phonograph Recruiting Corps, of 21 
East 40th street, New York City, announces that it is 
still anxious to receive “slacker” records. That is, 
records that are lying idle in people’s homes while the 
boys at the front are crying for more and more music. 
If you haven’t one to send, why not invest eighty-five 
cents and enjoy the reflection of the pleasure of the 
boys in camp when they hear it. Send the records 
well packed and tell your friends about this oppor¬ 
tunity to do something nice for the boys. 
Your War Chest payments are due December 1st. 
Don’t forget them. The War Welfare Council adver¬ 
tises that the War Chest “cooks, mends, sings, prays, 
reads, writes, serves hot coffee to freezing sentinels 
at night,—does what mothers of fighters would do for 
their boys if they could be over there.” Surely this 
appeal is an eloquent one to musicians. 
Send Your Boy Good Music 
The following clipping from a local newspaper tells 
an interesting story for musicians. Why not? The 
boys will have a fine time with any good songs that 
you send. 
“With the American Army in France.—The men 
want music over here in the trenches. If you want 
to make a hit with a soldier send him some of the 
latest song hits, so that he and his pals can try to ‘har¬ 
monize’ on them during the long evenings they spend 
in the trenches or among the ruins or somewhere in the 
woods. 
“European officers say the American army is the 
most musical in the world. The men are always going 
about their work, whether it’s marching into the 
trenches or filling up a shell hole in the road, with a 
song. 
“A song to sing is a great thing. It boosts up the 
spirit and the morale, and makes a man forget the 
things he doesn’t like. The fellows in the army who 
can’t sing always whistle. 
“Somewhere in every group is an instrument of 
some kind, often nothing more than a couple of strings 
over a cigar box with a handle on it—but something 
that will make a tune. 
“The men usually get near a ‘hut’ that has a phono¬ 
graph now and then and try. out the songs. But they 
want new ones, the latest ones from America, the 
soldier songs that take so long to drift acrpss the sea, 
unless someone sends sheet music. 
“So if you want to make a hit with a ‘doughboy,’ 
send him some sheet music, the latest thing you can 
get. The best way to send it is in an envelope, sealed 
tight, as first class matter, for otherwise it may be 
lost.” 
The Artists’ War Service League 
By Clara Clemmens 
(Mrs. Ossip Gabrillowitsch) 
The Artists’ War Service League is a new organi¬ 
zation, in some respects unlike any which has hereto¬ 
fore existed in America. It undertakes to bring help 
to soldier-artists of all professions combined, and 
makes the study of their needs its sole work. The 
help which it means to bring to these soldiers and 
sailors js not merely material and physical, but also 
spiritual help,—which in many cases is most urgently 
needed. The people in the world 
who have an instinctive love and 
admiration for the man who 
constructs, builds, invents or 
creates have a very soft spot in 
their hearts for the artist. Even 
the artist whose work is only to 
present the creations of other 
artists cannot present these 
works without a creative imagi¬ 
nation of his own, which gives 
life to dead notes, colors or 
words. We therefore think of 
all artists, whether reproductive 
or creative, as spiritual con¬ 
structors of the world. The mo¬ 
ment has now come when'their 
work will be of greater im¬ 
portance than ever before. While 
our armies abroad are, to the 
outward view, destroying night 
and day, this destruction is 
the foundation of a new and 
magnificent creation—a World 
of Democracy, and the men who 
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have been wounded in the struggle will return to 
America more determined than ever to continue build¬ 
ing up a structure of spiritual beauty and freedom for 
th£ benefit of the human race. 
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One striking case of a hopeless artist came recently 
to my notice through a friend, who had been to see a 
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haunting memories from my mind by feasting my eyes day 
nd night on everything beautiful ever created hy God, till 
’ radiant sights of nature and mankind should take pos- 
‘ my mind and heal the wounds of hideous memo- 
last thing I ever saw in life was the mangled re- 
a comrade struck by a shell. After that, black 
Nothing—and my memories.” 
ries. The l  
nothing. 
It is such men that the league is anxious to care for 
in the Mark Twain Convalescent Home, and knowing 
the generous heart of the American people, I am cer¬ 
tain we shall have abundant help in our undertaking. 
An Embarrassing Request 
Mr. Rudolph Ganz, the piano virtuoso, relates the 
following story told to him by his confrere, Moritz 
Moszkowski. Moszkowski had an American pupil— 
unquestionably she was from Missouri—come to him 
in Paris. She was anxious to assure herself that he 
was the right kind of a teacher, and after formal 
greetings the following conversation took place: 
“Dear Mr. Moszkowski, is an eighth note'•a short 
note ?” 
“That is an embarrassing question, my dear madam. 
An eighth note can be a short note if the tempo is a 
quick one, but it can be longer than a quarter note in 
a piece played at a much faster tempo.” 
“Then, is a sixteenth note a short note?” 
“The same thing is also true of a sixteenth.” 
“Well, is a thirty-second note a short note?” 
“Short in the same manner in which an eighth note 
and a sixteenth note are short.” 
“But, tell me, Mr. Moszkowski, is a sixty-fourth note 
a short one?” 
“Yes, yes, yes,” cried the pianist, “a sixty-fourth note 
is unquestionably a short note.” 
“I’m so glad,” smiled the pupil. “Then, won’t you 
please play me one?” 
The young lady is said to have gone to another man 
for guidance. 
Cato (so Plutarch reported) said : “I had rather 
men should ask why my statue is not set up, than why 
it is.” Fame that is thrust upon one by universal con- 
cejKus of opinion, is the only kind worth having. That 
which comes from extraneous publicity propaganda is 
unreal, and generally short lived. 
Sing “America” On Christmas 
Morning At Nine O’clock 
Last year, what was possibly the 
gTeatest continuous chorus the world 
has ever known, joined in singing 
“America” at nine o’clock on Christ¬ 
mas morning. When “The Etude” 
proposed this idea last November, it 
did its best to make it wholly inde¬ 
pendent of this paper. It was too big 
and fine to be claimed by any group in 
any way. 
Fortunately it was taken up by 
newspapers in all parts of the United 
States and in England, so that all the 
people who love the Stars and Stripes 
knew of it, and on Christmas morning 
at the hour when all American family 
groups long to be together, they were 
united by the glorious spirit of song, 
though the individuals were separated 
by thousands of miles of land and 
ocean. 
A World-Wide Community Sing 
This year the need is even greater. 
Millions of American men will be away 
from home. So, on the morning of the 
Christ Day look to your watches and 
no matter where you are, in the 
home, on the seas, in the cantonments, 
in the hospitals, in the trenches or on 
the streets, stop for a few moments and 
join with those nearest you, be they 
strangers or friends it matters not so 
long as they are lovers of America, 
and sing the great world chorus of 
“America.” 
The main thing is to spread the tid¬ 
ings. How? It was done last year with¬ 
out a dollar of expense, without a sin¬ 
gle commitee, without any weighty or¬ 
ganization, with nothing but the good 
will of thousands of Americans who 
wanted it so much that they asked the 
pastors in their churches to give it out • 
from the pulpit, they asked the edi¬ 
tors of their papers to proclaim it, 
they wrote in every letter that they 
would be thinking of their friends the 
world over at nine o’clock on Christ¬ 
mas morning when they all joined in 
singing “America.” 
Whole cities united in the great fes¬ 
tival of song. Millions sang. In one 
Western city a song leader was ap¬ 
pointed for each block and the people 
came out of their houses at nine o’clock 
to send the great message to the boys 
“Over There” that they were singing 
in remembrance of them, the belfries 
rang the music to the heavens and 
America was glad that it was America, 
and could hold its head high among 
the nations of the world who love lib¬ 
erty, humanity and right. 
Spread the Glad Tidings Everywhere 
THE ETUDE 
Song Inspiration in Wars 
to rsootbehtlie savage, but to Inspire men to deeds of daring 
The Normans g ,ed bv tfie valiant Harold. The 
Hastings against the sax ^ whether the future rulers of problem to be solvea lure ^ of Norman ,)lo„d Xhe N(jr 
Britain should De or . . is seen to-day hi the present 
mans won ,a?d_'HfiGreat Britain. At the head of the Nor- 
8° Schiller,'Ms* historical “narrative of the Thirty Years’ 
War graphically descnbe.s tlie Hattle^ r ire the 
won f great Vi“ Before going Into this battle, his em 
Hre armv sang an inspiring l.ymn, Accompanied by a mill- 
rerv band, and upSn gaining this great victory sang the “Te 
end of the 
LiInei856,Pduringathe°Kel»elllon. known as the mutiny of the 
inhabitants* of India, against England. Lucknow was sur¬ 
rounded bv enraged, maddened savages- death In ts most 
horrible form threatened ils garrison. Day after clay they 
watched and waited for the coming of re-enforcements- or, 
i,„ diStnnoInteii One morning at the dawn of day. a 
fyoung Scotch“girl thought she heard martial 
faint far, far away, it was. Dropping to tt 
listened. Then breatlih 
glad i 
rying. ”1 »ii 
grief 
— _ ground she 
... _ dreaming down her 
ye hear the slogan’/’’ Then 
i‘ bagpipes, and the welcome 
Coming," brought Jo* anil 
and suffering people, for re 
L'ampbell bad come to their 
ir lives w SB 
enforcements under Sir Col 
As a Confederate soldier, i romemuer well ou mrra rre 
made brighter, our steps quickened, and our hearts gladdened 
when the music of our own beloved •’Dixie would be sung 
or played. It was the same witli’ the soldiers of the Inlon 
when they heard "The Bed. White and Blue. ’ 
Who hits not been thrilled beyond expectations when read 
ing or bearing of the splendid soldiers of splendid France, 
baring their breasts to the storm of shot and shell upon the 
fields of Flanders and of France while tlsir bunds played 
that unequaied martial music, "The Marseillaise.’’ 
In the story of one of the battles on the Western frout. 
the brave sons of Old Erin have been reported us gleefully 
singing, "It’s a Long Way to Tipperary," ns they drove the 
Huns before them. Aud each one of our noble allies has its 
which they s long the w 
» than pleased to know thal 
rvice of song, in and for this war. Is being cultivated 
that music, vocal and Instrumental, has been made ai 
portant part of the curriculum of our training camps 
naval stations. This will help so much to "Keep the i 
Fires Binning." as our boys bear Old Glory to victory. 
Oh. singing lads in the gloom-cboked trenches, 
The heart of the Nation sings with you! 
Proud is that heart mid grief that wrenches, 
Honored aud glad li 
i Il'cuAinpfon Timet. 
Some Things that the Child Listens For 
By Viva Harrison 
Whatever you may have read about the shallow¬ 
ness of imitating nature in music, it is a fact that chil¬ 
dren unconsciously draw a very close connection in 
their little minds between the music they hear from the 
birds and the music they expect to hear from musical 
instruments. Perhaps, after all, this is a very elemental 
human demand. Beethoven and other masters recog¬ 
nized it, and the Pastoral Symphony is none the less 
grand because of it. 
In work with little tots the following are some of 
the things which teachers may find beneficial to 
observe: 
I 
Encourage the little ones to imitate on the piano the 
sounds in nature. It is a splendid form of making the 
ears more acute. 
Let them tell you whether they feel that a chord 8 
sad, bright, etc. 
III 
Compose little melodies representing undulating 
waves, rushing water, butterflies. 
IV 
Select pieces in the right grade which are imitative, as 
is Grieg’s Papillon, not merely pieces with imitatve 
names oestowed by the publisher in order to use some 
old title page. 
Leschetizky did not believe in excessive practice- 
hours. “Two hours practice with the fingers and the 
head,” he would say, “is worth a thousand times more 
than six hours of merely mechanical playing.”—C. W. 
Pearce in The Art of the Piano Teacher. 
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The Teachers’ Round Table 
Conducted by N. J. COREY 
Thu department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to "Row to Teach," "What to Teach” etc., and not technical problems per¬ 
taining to Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department. 
Full name and address must accompany all inquiries. 
Pupils’ Recital 
‘‘Will you please tell me the best form for a 
printed program for pupils’ recitals, pieces, names 
of pupils, etc.? Some of my pupils have ready at 
times, only certain numbers from the Standard 
Graded Course. How can these be printed when 
there is no name?”—B. A. 
Some use a simple card with only the list of pieces 
and pupils, the time and place being printed at the 
top. Some use the phrase, “Recital, given by pupils of 
Miss Alice Blank,” the place, date and hour following 
this. Some place, in connection with each pupil’s name, 
the time he or she has studied. The only objection 
to this is that it reveals to parents" how much slower 
some of the children are than others. If this slowness 
is caused by natural dullness which cannot be over¬ 
come, it is generally just as well not to call attention 
to it. Many of the studies in the Standard Graded 
Course are very pretty and suitable to be played. In 
this case the term Etude can be used, or where there 
is no name, the tempo indication, as, for example, 
Allegro. A study may be marked For Quiet Hand and 
Melodic Quality, or some similar phrase, which is 
hardly suitable for a program. In such case you use 
the tempo indication. The best form would be, then, 
Allegro Vivace.Wolff 
Jennie June 
Andante .Mozart 
Mary Smith 
Many teachers print a little information in regard 
to their work, on their programs. This, of course, no 
one can arrange for you. It can be printed on the 
back of the card program, and if your recitals are 
frequent, the printer can keep it standing in type for 
you. 
Tied Up 
“What can I do for 
at third grade mnslc, 
are stiff?5'—J. I. 
a grown pupil who can work 
but whaae fingers and wriata 
To untie muscles which have stiffened in the man¬ 
ner you mention, requires much patience. Practice 
the up-and-down hand motion, working on the wrist 
as a hinge until understood. Then play scales in dou¬ 
ble sixths with same motion. Then practice the down 
arm motion as recently described in these columns 
until motion can be made freely. Then practice same 
scale with this motion. Alternate all finger exercises 
with these motions frequently, trying to retain the 
flexibility and freedom while playing with the fingers. 
The same should be done with etudes and pieces. Are 
you sure your pupil is ready to play third grade music? 
And would not a review in the second grade, with 
simple music that would permit her to give her com¬ 
plete attention to the finger motions, be a good plan? 
Pupils often acquire rigid muscles while struggling 
with the notes of music that is too difficult for them. 
The Steps 
Your desire to systematize your work is most praise¬ 
worthy. The more firmly you systematize and fix n 
in your mind, the easier it will be for you wisely 
to diverge from it in individual cases. The kinder¬ 
garten book you mention is a splendid thing for little 
people, and by means of it an excellent preliminary 
foundation for music study may be laid, and in a 
manner interesting to children. You cannot do better 
than use' the new Beginner's Book followed by its 
successor, The Student’s Book, thus leading to the 
Standard Graded Course, which will provide you witH 
hn outline of instruction that cannot be improved upon 
for general purposes. Mastering the Scales and Ar¬ 
peggios, will enable you to plan the technical step* 
in proper order. You will observe, on looking any 
of these books through, what it would mean to pro¬ 
vide the outline you desire in these columns. The 
Etude could do this but it would require many pages. 
Furthermore your steps could not be fixed in an unal¬ 
terable manner. A strep that would be easy for one 
pupil might have to be divided into two for another, 
and perhaps three for the next. Experience will teach 
you how to make your teaching adaptable to all. Mean¬ 
while the books I have mentioned will enable you to 
establish an “exact order” that will be all that is 
necessary, because it will not be necessary for vou to 
'keep it exact when you become expert enough to recog¬ 
nize where it may be altered to advantage. 
Easy to Answer 
“1. Even with pupils who have studied seven 1 
months, a teacher writes the names of all the notes 
by their sides for the pupils. Is not this wrung? 
“2. I have a number of pupils whose teacher 
taught them to hold their wrists extrn high. Is 
not this wiong? After studying with me they de¬ 
velop a rich, melodic tone quality, with the wrlsta 
held as advised by Mason. 
“3. In practicing I play slowly, each hand alone, 
short sections ten times each, then together. I find 
I improve my pieces very much In this manner. Is 
It the best plan V—J. O. 
1. Writing names of notes should not be continued 
for long. As a preliminary exercise many teachers 
find it useful, but it should not be used as a crutch. 
All extraneous aids should be dispensed with at the 
earliest possible moment 
2. You are correct as to the wrist and are doing 
well to pin your faith to Mason. A wrist held high 
above the keys, as any teacher can demonstrate for 
himself, places the hand on a slant. Keeping the hand 
in this position and trying to raise the fingers and 
strike in accordance with their natural motions will 
result in the fingers glancing off the edge of the key¬ 
board. To strike the keys, a downward punch from 
the hand will be necessary, which will cause a hard, 
disagreeable tone to result 
3. You have practically answered your own third 
question when you say it enables you to produce excel¬ 
lent results. An intelligent application of this plan will 
prove most excellent. ‘ There may be certain portions, 
for example, which do not demand so many repeti¬ 
tions, on account of their simplicity. All rules or prin¬ 
ciples must be followed with intelligence and not slav¬ 
ishly. 
Educating Allegro Con Vivace 
a pnpll who plays second-grade music ■oral times going over it, but Is a very 
Inful reader, although she well after sever l slow and pair'-' 
rapidly. How - . —r - - ■ 
poorer classes demand results In 
, memorizes 
*— -~'-,1og? The 
else declare" the"‘teacher is ho good,’ and stop. 
“2. When and how shall I Introduce Bach and 
the great masters to pupils whose parents want only 
popular stuff? 
“8. In conducting a public school class in Mu“lc 
Hlstoy, what book wonld yon advise taking up?” 
1. Rapid readers are not very common in the second 
grade. This ability generally develops later, although 
it is a good plan to begin its systematic cultivation 
thus early. This study should be carried on with 
music much simpler than the pupil is studying in her 
regular work. There is nothing left for you in this 
case but first grade pieces. Therefore procure a copy 
of Standard First Grade Compositions, by Mathews. 
The pupil should attempt at once to play these at cor¬ 
rect tempo, and should not practice them over more 
than twice at most at one sitting, but proceed from 
one to another. She should stop for no mistakes, but 
play right along regardless of errors. In this way she 
will learn to take in the music in phrases, instead of 
note by note, as is her usual custom This book will 
last her some time, playing through trom end to end. 
You can also use Tone Pictures for teacher and pupil 
by Low, and other duet txxpks, playing the more diffi¬ 
cult part yourself and insisting that the pupil keep up 
with you. Those who teach among the uneducated 
classes have a great- deal of the trouble you mention. 
2. I should like to answer this,—never. Bach must 
be given with great discretion. How many of the un¬ 
educated classes read Browning? Does anyone try to 
force Browning on these people? Children who are 
brought up in remote districts where they never hear 
anything but trash will have to be treated with great 
consideration. Some of the more tuneful works of 
the masters can gradually be introduced to them, and 
an occasional one will be musical enough to take a 
little Bach, but in such cases discretion is the better 
part of valor. Here and tlftre ypu may find a very 
talented exception who may desire to work seriously, 
and perhaps become a musician, but the majority of 
them only desire to be amused. You will have to 
treat them somewhat as the missionary is obliged to 
treat the heathen. 
3. The Standard History of Music will answer your 
purpose in every particular. 
Just Beginning to Teach 
“I am a young music teacher aud have started 
four pupils. I am confused, however, as to ‘Just 
whaf to give for the next lesson. Because of my 
Inexperience I would like some pointers. I take 
great Interest In my pupils, and results, so far, are 
encouraging. Is there any certain ‘outline 1 can 
follow? Also, how shall I determine how much to 
give tar a lesson ? One pupil is eight years old, the 
others seventeen to twenty.”—B. T. 
The foregoing opens up an opportunity for an exten¬ 
sive sermon, but space will permit only brief treat¬ 
ment It is no wonder “beginning” teachers are con¬ 
fused, especially if they read the various magazines. 
The cause of the confusion also emanates frequently 
from some of the world-renowned virtuosi, as well as 
from teachers of experience. 
It is frequently stated by these that no teacher 
should use an instruction book, but should fit his teach¬ 
ing to the individual needs of the pupil in hand. This 
is excellent doctrine,—for the teacher who has learned 
how. Not many of the great virtuosi have h?d expe¬ 
rience in teaching beginners, and are especially devoid 
of knowledge of the needs of teachers who are just 
beginning to learn how. Readers should exercise a 
nice discrimination in reading educational articles of 
tliis sort in order to determine to whom they apply. 
There are grades in all things, 
The instruction book, far from being a drawback, is 
an absolute necessity to the beginning teacher. In 
order to learn independence of thought along teach¬ 
ing lines, the beginner should follow the method that 
has been prepared and published because it has proved 
successful. Furthermore the process followed by all 
beginning pupils is pretty much the same, and is so 
elementary that it admits of but little variation. A 
book like the new Beginner’s Book, to mention one 
only of many manuals, follows the “line of least resist¬ 
ance.” It is too close to fundamentals to admit of 
much variation for individual differences. The alpha¬ 
bet is the same for everyone. Even experienced 
teachers have many of them concluded, after much 
experimentation, that such a manual is advisable for 
the start; that much time is wasted in trying to write 
out or dictate matter that is practically always the 
same, and may be collected and printed in practical 
form. Later there may be a divergence from this plan, 
and for this purpose compendiums like the Standard 
Graded Course are compiled as a sort of general index, 
pointing the main highway. 
In your own case you will find that the application 
of instruction to cover individual cases will simply be 
that of the pupil of eight and the one of twenty. The 
former will proceed slowly, the latter with a matured 
mind will gras? things quickly and go much faster. It 
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would not be unusual, however, if two years later the 
younger one began to outspeed the older one. No one 
can tell just how much to assign for a lesson. This 
you will have to learn by experience. Better too little 
than too much. In your confused condition there is only 
one thing to do as to the next lesson,—confine your 
work to a manual and follow it consistently, but slowly 
and thoroughly. Be determined to learn as much or 
more than your pupil and in time you will achieve 
independence. The new Beginner’s Book may be fol¬ 
lowed by the Students Book, which will lead directly 
into the Standard Graded Course. In selecting sup¬ 
plementary pieces, be careful that they are at first very 
simple and short. 
One Wrong Note Is “Waste” 
By Louis G. Heinze 
Ay the present time there is, perhaps, no word used 
more than the word “waste.” It is used by almost 
everyone in every occupation. Many of the ideas that 
this word brings to one’s mind’can be applied with 
profit to the study of music. 
To be successful to-day in the business world, in the 
home, in fact, in every walk of life, waste must be 
eliminated. 
Why not, think this over, and find out what has been 
waste in your practice, and do away wiih it? 
Let us consider some of the waste in the practice 
period. The thoughtless or, what is worse, the care¬ 
less pupil, wastes almost all of the practice hour. This 
may seem like an exaggeration, but let us look into 
the subject. You should have absolute confidence in 
your teacher, otherwise you should go to one in whom 
you have. Then, if you do not follow the teacher’s 
instruction in every detail you are guilty of waste. 
Every time you come with an improperly prepared 
lesson the large part of that lesson must be lost. When 
you play music just for the pleasure it gives you dur¬ 
ing the practice time you waste, for playing should be 
done outside of the practice period. 
Failure to count aloud is waste till such help can be 
safely dispensed with. 
Using incorrect fingering is waste. 
Playing technical exercises carelessly is waste. 
Spending lime on anything but good music is waste. 
Practicing without concentration or, in other words, 
with your mind on something else, is waste. 
Every wrong note is waste. 
Every wrong note corrected (which means making 
the time wrong) is a double waste. 
You ask, shall I leave the note wrong? No 1 Simply 
do not play a wrong note, and if you do, go back a 
measure and play slowly enough, so that you can look in 
advance to what you are playing and not play the 
wrong note. Do it several times. 
Slow'playing in the first place would have prevented 
the wrong note; in fact, every time you do something 
you know you ought not do, you waste time which can 
never be made up. 
Eliminate waste in your practice, and though it may 
not be possible for you to become the greatest piano 
player, you will surely bring out the best that is in you, 
and all the good habits that result will show them¬ 
selves, not only in your music but in all your other work. 
Resting is not wasting time. Silence and contempla¬ 
tion will help you to digest what you have studied, and 
you will return to your task refreshed and ready for 
the acquisition of more. 
In short, anything that delays your approach to the 
goal, whether it be a careless habit or a bad method, is 
waste. Find out where your variety of waste lies and 
eliminate it 
The Sleeping Memory 
The so-called musical memory is very largely sub¬ 
conscious. Children especially remember much that 
they gain without effort of any apparent kind. Don’t 
think that the music that the child listens to is of little 
consequence. The writer knows of the case of a boy 
who, in his earlier years, was incapable of singing any 
given tune. His attempts were ludicrous. Suddenly, 
at the age of thirteen, he became able to “carry a 
tune.” Then, to the great surprise of his musical 
family, he whistled and sang melodies he had heard 
years before—melodies that he could not identify by 
name. Moreover, he could not tell where he had heard 
them. They had been sleeping in his memory, waiting 
for a form cf exnression. 
Some Secrets In Time-Saving 
By Aubertine Woodward Moore 
Joseph Hofmann once said that any rational per¬ 
son can conquer all the technical exercises essential 
to piano-playing in one year by devoting to them an 
hour each day. Perhaps he could do so, but very few 
people could. It is an incontestable fact, however, that 
the faithful piano student who will consistently and 
persistently devote to the work one hour daily, divided 
first into four parts, later into two, with the mind 
well concentrated on it and fully awake, Will be likely 
to be so far advanced at the end of a year that he may 
thenceforth derive the bulk of his technical exercises 
from the compositions he studies. 
In no one occupation is time so recklessly squandered 
as in piano practice. The only sure way to eliminate 
■waste and attain genuine efficiency is through intelli¬ 
gently directed effort. To have the right mental atti¬ 
tude is the main thing, and to realize that well trained 
fingers may be vitalized by thought, precisely as well 
formed glass bulbs will send forth light when an elec¬ 
tric current is turned into them. 
The word efficiency and the ideas it represents have 
been discussed ad nauseam. Nevertheless, it is their 
abuse, not their use, that is to be deprecated. Qualified 
experts have reduced efficiency in business to a science, 
and have proved that through intelligently directed mus¬ 
cular movements the working man or woman can do 
half as much work again in a given time th:<n through 
ignorant effort and do it better and more e.’sily. “Less 
sweat, more brain” may apply equally well to piano 
practice. If the principle be accepted, the luckless piano 
pupil would be prevented from floundering helplessly 
through quagmires of uncomprehended toil. 
What the mind as liege lord commands, the playing 
members, as loyal vassals, should faithfully obey. To 
attain this result in the case of the pianist special 
attention, in the average case, must be paid to the left 
hand, as well as to the fourth and fifth fingers and the 
unruly thumb of both hands. 
There are many exercises to make the latter serve 
as a pivot on which the hand may turn back and forth. 
Many may be made for the two weak fingers. A good 
one is to practice the' chromatic scale from C to E 
and from F to B, up and down, with these fingers, 
first with separate hands, then with both. In this 
way the weak fingers may be made independent, but 
they can never be as strong as the strong ones. A 
suitable admixture of arm weight must be applied to 
make it seem as though they were equalized. 
It is as much en vogue in some directions to-day 
to disregard scale, practice of any kind as to neglect 
the alphabet. Without an acquaintance of the scales 
the piano student would be in much the same plight 
as was the college graduate who failed to catalogue 
correctly because he did not know the order of the 
alphabet. Familiarity with the scales 'is necessary to 
the comprehension of key relationship. Chords and 
broken chords may be used with equal advantage. All 
may be continually varied by an alert, original mind, 
with an infinite supply of changeful nuances in rhythm 
and tone-color. 
Self-Help 
By T. L, Rickaby 
Self-Help is probably the most potent of all the 
numerous incentives that have actuated humanity since 
the world began. It is preached and taught on all 
sides. Many books have been based on it, one large 
standard work having “Self-Help” for a title. It has 
even passed into the realm of Proverbs, “Physician, 
heal thyself”—“The gods help those who help them¬ 
selves”—“Put your shoulder to the wheel”-are all so 
familiar as to have somehow lost their power to impress 
as they ought. The great necessity for initiative, 
which is the principle of doing things one’s self, 
should be inculcated at every music lesson. After the 
first two or three years pupils must learn to do their 
own thinking, their own reasoning and to study spon¬ 
taneously, and the wise teacher of beginners will 
always aim to lead up to this. Let pupils know as 
soon as possible that no one can teach them what they 
can learn themselves. The boy who "forgets” his 
pieces as fast as they are learned and who never plays 
after lessons are discontinued is usually the pupil who 
never did anything for himself, who never did anything 
he was not told to do, who never learned anything 
without heitte wished. 
THE ETUDE 
How Chopin Played His Famous Etude 
In A Flat, Op. 25, No. 1 
Schumann has left us a most poetic and vivid de¬ 
scription of Chopin’s playing of this composition. He 
says: “Imagine an Aeolian harp provided with all 
the scales, commingled by an artist s hand into all 
manner of fantastic ornamental combinations, yet in 
such a way that you can always distinguish a deeper 
ground tone and a sweet, continuous melody above- 
and you have an approximate idea of his playing. No 
wonder that I liked best those of his etudes which he 
played for me, and I wish to mention specially the 
first one in A flat major, a poem rather than an 
etude. It would be a mistake to imagine that he al¬ 
lowed each of the small notes to be distinctly audible; 
it was rather a surging of the A flat major chord, oc¬ 
casionally raised to a new billow by the pedal; but 
amid these harmonies a wondrous melody asserted it¬ 
self in large tones, and only once, toward the middle 
of the piece, a tenor part came out prominently beside 
the principal melody. After hearing this etude you 
feel as you do when you have seen a ravishing picture 
in your dreams and, half awake, would fain recall it” 
Two Useful Exercises 
By Caroline V. Wood 
Weak fingers (especially the fourth and fifth) are 
often the source of more trouble than the average 
teacher realizes. I have found the following exer¬ 
cises to be beneficial in many cases. A decided ac¬ 
cent should be kept up all through both of them. I 
believe that these exercises, which include the third 
finger, are more beneficial than those in which only the 
fourth and fifth are used, as it goes further toward 
insuring evenness in strength among thi three fingers. 
Same fingering throughout. 
1 •» uU " 
f 
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Same fingering throughc 
,4" -t- 
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Exercise B is also useful in increasing the stretch 
between the three fingers. It is not usually advisable 
to take it up until after exercise A has been practiced 
a while. Care must be taken to always keep the 
wrists loose when practicing. They should be taken 
rather slowly at first, gradually increasing the speed— 
but always remembering the accent. 
Tonograms 
With most pupils one ounce of Haydn is worth a 
pound of Richard Strauss. 
Never look a gift piano in the sounding board. 
As thou singest in thy soul so art thou. 
In the morning run thy scales and in the evening 
withhold not thy arpeggios. 
Genius helps them that help themselves. 
Never leave to to-morrow what you could practice 
to-day. 
Technic keeps a dear school, but musical fools will 
learn in no other. 
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WHEN LUNA SMILES 
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OFF ON THE TRAIN CHARLES H. DEMOREST 
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THE BOYS ARE MARCHING W,UAM,H1BSCHE 
A timely characteristic number in military style, introducing Tramp,the Boys Are Marching and the familiar tune from Sullivans Pirates of 
Penzance. Grrade Ml. 
Con inoto M.M. *=i2t> 5 
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LAUGHING WATER 
EAU RIANTE 
A brilliant duet, not at all difficulty for the holiday season. 
SECONDO 
Allegro m.m.J=108 
CLAUDINE M. MILLINGTON 
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The favorite old tunes effectively arranged 
Andante mnestofco m M. J = i 
“Q Holy Night’ 
TWO CHRISTMAS MELODIES 
SECONDO Arr.- by A. GARLAND 
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TWO CHRISTMAS MELODIES 
Andante maestoso m.m.J = 84 Arr.by A.GARLAND 
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THE CHILDREN’S FETE 
e.s.hosmer 
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THE ETUDE 
**" ~-ER THE tyrolese mountains 
MORCBAU DB SALON a tem] 
l refined and elegant drawing-room piece in the modern French style, tirade IV. 
Tempo dj_Mazurka MAI. J =126^ 
IRENEK BERGE 
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In memory of Claude Achille Debussy 
DIRGE LEO OEHMLER,Op. 242 
An expressive Lamentation in characteristic style,inspired by the demise of one of the most striking figures in modern music. Grade IV. 
Andante sostenuto patetico m.m.J= 48 -— -5-2 
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THINKING OF THEE 
SONG WITHOUT WORDS NORWOOD DALE 
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BERCEUSE 
A charming semi-classic by a standard composer. Grade IV, 
Andantino grazioso M.M.J=72 
lusinganao 
N.von WILM 
(Born in Russia, 1834? 
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THE BANDITS 
CHARACTERISTIC SKETCH MAURICE ARNOLD 
Copyright 1918 by Theo.Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
Valuable as a festival postlude or processional, or as a recital number. 
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INDIAN SPRING BIRD 
ALFRED FLETCHER SKI-BI- 
A small gray bird, spotted like a young robin, with a very black 
head is much regarded by certain branches of the Sioux. Like our 
blue bird, it is the herald of Spring, the approach of which is of far 
greater moment to primitive peoples than to us. When this bird, called 
by the Indians Ski-bi-bi-la, first appears and is heard by a squaw, she 
will, in accordance with an ancient custom, pick out a likely boy and 
send him hastily to talk with the bird, which has a curious way of 
-bi-la thurlow lieurance 
answering when shouted at. The Sioux believe the bird says,“Has 
it returned?” (.meaning Spring.) The boy must answer“No, it 
has not returned.” Then the bird will fly swiftly back to the sourc¬ 
es of Spring, bringing back the longed-for season. 
The Indian maidens, following their hearts’ promptings ask the lit¬ 
tle bird another very important question, which will be found in this 
song. 
Opyright 1918 by Jheo. Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
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stows Nn han ° ■ -m6ilunt love would rule that won - drous throne.’ And 
hap-pi-ness is half so last - ing, As when the heart with love o’er - flows. You 
£*> 7 £ X■<”■!^e,,“ye•"^ht,‘"h’,0Ut, lyeS 1 1° • ..Uhd me,thrilled me A * •_y Sun i!n8’ lhe cher-ishedgems on earth so rare It seems my dreams have 
for I knew You were my Par - a - dise. w, , . .. - - r r r 
all come true^You an-swered,dear,my prayer. When you lookedinmyeyes I knew the love that I haddream’dof long,w. 
mine You seemed an an - gel from a-bove Pos - sessed with pow’rs that seemedDi - vine. 
**• , ZTr19,8 SERENADE Edited by Frederick Hahn , a great favorite. 
One of Victor Herbert’s early compositions, originally for Cello, and still a gr 
Andantino grazioso m.m-^Lj= 8< 
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Why Men Should Study Music 
By Dr. Will George Butler 
Herbert Spencer in his essay on “Edu¬ 
cation” says: “What knowledge is of 
most worth? The uniform reply is: 
‘Science.’” But Spencer was a scientist. 
Shakespeare was an actor, and so his 
estimation of life’s values is expressed 
in the well-known quotation, “All the 
world’s a stage.” Beethoven considered 
life a great musical composition whose 
author is God. We have seen within 
the last few days a lawyer strut along 
the street with his head high in the air, 
saying with each swaggering step: “I- 
know-it-all—I-am-it—Who-are-you ?” The 
old Quaker was right in line when he said 
to his wife, “Rachel, it seems to me that 
every one is queer but thee and me and 
once in a while thou art a little bit off!” 
So all of us look at the world through 
the eyes of our peculiar activities to per¬ 
ceive how extremely out of harmony 
everything is, and, down in our hearts, 
many of«us prescribe our particular wares 
tc set things right. • 
Every one, and especially every man, 
should have a more or less thorough 
knowledge of music. If I were a busi¬ 
ness man, a physician, a lawyer or a 
mechanic, I should hope to have this 
conviction. Some people have the same 
ideas about music that they have about 
religion. It will do for women and chil¬ 
dren but we men with our three decker 
brains will have none of it! 
Music is a manly art, and it requires 
all the sturdy, masculine elements of a 
Beethoven, a Wagner or a Liszt to mas¬ 
ter it. I will admit that there is a great 
element of the feminine in it, but this 
is one of my reasons for saying that 
every man ought to have a share of it. 
The masculine, while it is noble, sturdy 
and heroic in its natural state, is likely 
to be coarse and uncouth without *the 
refining influences of the arts and more 
especially music. There is not anything 
more distasteful than a masculine woman 
or a feminine man, but, on the other 
hand, a man can be too masculine and a 
woman too feminine. Nothing will take 
off the rough, coarse edges better than 
a knowledge of how to produce and ap¬ 
preciate good mpsic. 
Men should study music to make them 
more manly, to give them the correct 
mental sex timber. 
Music’s Strong Appeal 
In the second place, music should be 
studied by every man because of its 
power of mental and spiritual purgation. 
Music appeals very strongly to the heart 
or the emotions and to the majority of 
us this is the only way it appeals. As 
the physical heart sends its. warm flow 
of life fluid to cleanse and purify and 
sustain the tissues of the body, so the 
emotions, if properly stimulated and 
rightly directed, clarify and build up the 
spiritual man and lift him toward the 
ideal of absolute purity. There could 
be nothing more awfully delightful than 
to look upon God, for all the beauty 
we see and hear and appreciate is 
simply a glimpse of its Author. He is 
absolute purity. Purity can be seen only 
through pure eyes and the Master taught, 
“Blessed are the pure in heart for they 
shall see God.” The history of music is 
very closely associated with the history 
of the church because church men of all 
times have recognized the purifying and 
elevating influence of the art. When we 
have heard a program of elevating music 
we leave the place with the same' convic¬ 
tions and resolutions to live a better. 
cleaner life than we have when we hear 
a sermon of spiritual power. It is the 
voice of the Eternal speaking! This in¬ 
troduces us to another reason why men 
who desire broad intellectual attainment 
should know the language of music. 
If we think that the writers of litera¬ 
ture comprise all the great minds of the 
world and that they delivered all the 
great messages to mankind, we are won¬ 
derfully mistaken. The intellect of a 
Beethoven is just as great as that of a 
Shakespeare. Wagner had no smaller 
mental calibre and Chopin and Brahms 
were poets of the same order as Tenny¬ 
son and Browning. The messages of each 
of these men are of equal importance, 
their mediums of expression simply dif¬ 
fering. It is as stupid for an aspirant 
to culture not to understand something 
of Beethoven as it is for him not to 
apppreciate and comprehend Browning or 
Shakespeare. The man who does not 
appreciate good music fails to get about 
a third of the choice things some of the 
greatest and loftiest spirits have given 
to us. 
Pine Mental Discipline 
It has been proven beyond a doubt 
that the activities of the mind in musical 
exertion are of the most complex order. 
So the study of music is a fine mental 
discipline and a splendid memory drill. 
Failing memory has been restored in a 
number of instances by musical exercise. 
And then the person who can play or 
sing can take a most delightful trip into 
the realm of imagination whenever the 
spell is upon him. 
My friend and I have good times to¬ 
gether ; my old, old friend. He is wealthy, 
wealthy, wealthy, and extremely liberal 
with all of his riches. He is old! Hun¬ 
dreds of years ago a seed took root and 
began to grow in a far distant clime. 
The shrub became the sapling, and the 
sapling grew into the tree. Through 
years of storm and calm, tempest and 
zephyr, light and darkness, heat and cold, 
sunshine and shadow it stood growing 
strong and majestic in preparation for its 
work. It was saturated with the yellows 
of the dawn and flooded with the sombre 
reds of the gloaming. It was kissed 
by the dews of the night and bathed in 
the sunshine of the moon. It heard the 
song of the bird to its mate and the dis¬ 
cordant cry of the beasts of prey. All 
of these influences became the tree, and 
all these beautiful things belong to me, 
because my friend is a very dear com¬ 
panion. In the fullness of time a great 
violin maker saw that the tree was good; 
it was hewn down and taken to his shop 
and there my friend was born anew. 
That was in 1753 in Mittenwald, Ger¬ 
many. and during all these years that 
have passed many hands have tenderly 
caressed its strings, many souls have 
poured themselves into it and many ears 
have heard and understood the songs 
that it sang. All of this is mine! It is 
mine, not because I bought the instrument 
and paid for it, but because, through 
years of training and toil, I have ac¬ 
quired a degree of appreciation which 
makes it mine richly to enjoy. And these 
delights are for every man if he will pay 
for them in the required coin. 
Then, again, music opens the mystic 
shrine of the memory and ushers us into 
that holy chamber where so many cher¬ 
ished experiences dwell. 
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“The Human Voice is Really the Foundation of All Music. RICHARD Jl 
Singing as a Profession 
By Perley Dunn Aldrich 
Any one who has been connected with 
the singer’s profession for many years 
must have been struck by the appalling 
ignorance displayed by some singers with 
whom they have come in contact. Many 
a singer has attracted attention by a 
beautiful voice, and perhaps a fine ap¬ 
pearance, only to sink quickly out of 
sight because she could not be depended 
upon to “deliver the goods”—everything 
she sang had to be beaten into her head. 
'Every conductor, knows to his sorrow, 
that such a singer has a sublime indif¬ 
ference to the value of notes or rests, 
when it comes to a performance. 
If the slightest thing goes wrong any¬ 
where, she is absolutely stranded. I recall 
one instance of a contralto trying to sing 
the Elijah. She got through her solos 
fairly well, but when it came to singing 
her part in the concerted numbers, such 
a mess! It was painful to hear her wob¬ 
ble about in the attempt to find her notes, 
and the poor conductor nearly sweat his 
soul out. After the performance the 
management refused to pay her fee and 
she never tried to collect it. 
Now why should a singer like that re¬ 
ceive the slightest consideration at the 
hands of the profession? Let me ex¬ 
plain to the young singer what actually 
takes place for an oratorio performance. 
The chorus has been rehearsing for 
weeks, and the day of performance has 
arrived. The orchestfa is usually what' is 
called a “scrub” orchestra, that is, made 
up of whatever material is available. As 
an orchestra costs much money and each 
man must be paid for rehearsal, only one 
general rehearsal with the chorus and 
soloists is possible, and that takes place 
on the day of the performance. Naturally, 
most of the conductor’s attention and 
time must be given to the adjustment of 
the chorus and orchestra, and a soloist 
who does not know her music is an 
impossibility. If there is concerted music 
for the soloists, there is only time to go 
over it once, and no conductor would en¬ 
gage a singer a second time who made 
mistakes in her music. Why should he? 
If a singer is too lazy, shiftless or stupid 
to learn music, why should she expect 
engagements? There is nothing for her 
but little concerts, comic opera or vaude¬ 
ville. The upper ranks of the musical 
profession are absolutely closed to her, 
and rightly. It is pitiful to see how 
some glorious voices fail utterly, simply 
because the singer has been too lazy to 
acquire a musical education. And the 
strange part of it is that they consider 
themselves mistreated geniuses. 
The possession of a fine voice does not 
make the singer an artist, any more than 
the possession of a fine grand piano 
makes the owner a fine pianist. She 
must learn to play her instrument, the 
voice, and learn music besides. Every¬ 
thing that is printed on the musical page 
has some significance or meaning, and 
the young student should learn to let 
nothing go by on the printed page that 
she cannot explain. By this I mean the 
tempo and expression marks, sharps, flats, 
groups of notes, rhythms, etc. If the 
student would make this a rule she would 
soon know all the common expressions 
and signs. 
The carelessness of some students in 
this regard reminds me of the young lady 
who, when the clerk asked her if there 
were too many sharps in the piece he was 
trying to sell her, replied : “Oh no! Be¬ 
yond two I always leave them out.” Now 
the remedy for this is for the young 
singer to get a good fundamental musical 
Perley Donn Aldrich. 
education. Either learn some instrument, 
or else take a thorough course in sight 
singing, ear training and harmony. Do 
not be satisfied to take a few lessons in 
sight singing, but keep at it until you can 
read well the concerted parts of the ora¬ 
torios, operas, anthems, etc., at sight and 
follow all the changes in harmony. It is 
of the utmost importance that you do 
this if you intend to arrive at any stand¬ 
ing in your profession. 
’ Fortunately, this part of musical edu¬ 
cation can be taught in classes and, 
therefore, is not expensive. All good 
schools of music have classes in these 
subjects at very small expense, and private 
teachers should not hesitate to recom¬ 
mend their students to the schools for 
this work for which he has no provision. 
It is one of the drawbacks to private 
teaching that it makes no provision for 
general musical education, and the task of 
beating the melody of a song into the 
head of a pupil who learns everything by 
ear is the worst kind of drudgery. It is 
not art, it is blacksmithing. Of course 
this class of pupils is only the “bread and 
butter” kind and they never arrive any¬ 
where. The young singer should bear in 
mind that the singer’s profession is not 
now what it once was. Modern, music is 
difficult in rhythm and tonality, and con¬ 
ductors must have singers who sing what 
is written on the page with certainty and 
precision. 
As I write, I can recall singers of 
superb quality who have had every equip¬ 
ment but one, for a great career. Some 
have spent thousands 'of dollars on voice, 
languages and, perhaps, stage work, and 
yet all their music had to be hose-piped 
into one ear only to leak out at the other, 
they were too lazy to learn music, and 
conductors could not put up with their 
foolish mistakes. A conductor who has 
to put his opera on at eight o!clock can¬ 
not wait all day for a singer who cannot 
sing in time. A singer’s career, like most 
professions, is cumulative. If the foun¬ 
dation is well laid, the structure grows 
steadily, as it is based upon solid founda¬ 
tion, and weathers the storm of criticism. 
If it is weak at the foundation it cannot 
grow to full completion. Therefore, I 
repeat to the young singer, if you are too 
lazy, shiftless, or stupid to get a good 
musical foundation, do not try for a 
musical career, for you will surely fail. 
Just get a job somewhere. 
Good Musicianship and 
the Singer 
By Perley Dunn Aldrich 
As an example of how essential good 
musicianship is to a singer, and how val¬ 
uable it is at critical moments the follow¬ 
ing quotation is made from Lilli Leh¬ 
man’s book, “My Pathway through Life” : 
“The management sent to me, one day 
at noon in the year 1875, a request that 1 
sing Irma that night in Maurer und 
Schlosser, and save the performance. I 
knew the opera well; I had sung the 
part of Henrietta at Dantzic, but I had 
never glanced at that of Irma. I con¬ 
sented, on condition that I should learn 
for the evening only what was absolutely 
necessary. At four o’clock I had got to 
the end of the duet and finale, both of 
them almost unknown to me, and which 
are very difficult, and through the first 
aria and dialogue; I wanted to omit the 
second aria. As I prepared myself to 
start for the opera, my dear mother said 
to me: ‘Lilli, it is a pity that you should 
leave out the second aria; it is much 
more effective than the first; I always 
preferred to sing it. If you are willing, 
I will sing it over and over again for 
you, and you can learn it quickly.’ No 
sooner said than done. Mamma sang it 
for me, I repeated it after her, and, at 
five o’clock, I was able to do the second 
“The conductor, with whom I ran over 
the role to give him my tempi, was await¬ 
ing me at the opera-house, and then I 
went forth to battle. The excitement 
that had possession of me was fearful; 1 
staggered into the wings almost fainting 
after the first scene. I now see clearly 
for the first time what a crime it is to 
expect such a thing of anyone. A nerv¬ 
ous breakdown might have been my re¬ 
ward for being obliging, and who would 
have compensated me for my health and 
a ruined.life? I felt the strain in my 
limbs for many days and nights and could 
scarcdy recuperate from it. I shall he 
told that I was a free agent and no com¬ 
pulsion was put upon me. That is true- 
but the temptation to save a performance 
is so inborn in an artist, I may say, that 
she succumbs as soon as the occasion 
presents itself.” 
The Touch of the Voice 
By Perley Dunn Aldrich 
One often hears the word “touch” 
applied to pianoforte playing but not so ! 
often does one hear it used in regard to 
singing. But I like the term as applied 
to the voice, and use it frequently. Per- 
haps it is not just the word to use and 
possibly the word "attack" is better. I | 
shall not quarrel if anyone prefers it, 
for it is the underlying idea and not the 
word that is important. By the “touch" 
of the voice I mean the sudden and yet 
gentle touch of the breath on the vocal j 
chords that makes them sound quickly i 
and surely. When this condition obtains, t 
it will be found that the notes come with 
a certain ease and security that is most 
delightful to both singer and listener. It I 
the reader will stretch the forefinger and 
thumb of one hand as wide apart as pos- I 
sible it will be noticed that the skin [ 
between them stretches a little taut. This I 
piece of taut skin may clumsily represent I 
one of the vocal chords. If you use both I 
hands you have both vocal chords. Now j 
the process of singing, in a nutshell, is 
to set these chords into vibrations with 1 
the breath and if this is done without f 
any interference of the throat, muscles, 
tongue, etc., the result will be a good .! 
tone, other things being equal. It is of 
the greatest importance, therefore, that j 
the singer learn to play upon her instru- i 
ment (the vocal chords) with the greatest i| 
mastery. The good singer does this and i 
continues to do it throughout her career. i 
It is so easy to attack a note with a slur 
in a lazy sort of fashion; but it is a vie- | 
ious habit and causes a great deal of j 
untunefulness in singing. The singer Ji 
must train his voice to be a musical j 
instrument upon which he can play his 
notes with sureness and precision that 
will not only tune his notes correctly but 
also give an appealing quality. It is to , 
this end that we must insist upon a good 
“touch” of the voice; that is, the singer 
must strike the notes fairly in the center. f 
as it were, so that the notes resound 
instantly and perfectly. If we take, for | 
example, the following on the vowel “o' I 
as in note: 
Ko.1 
mm 
How easy it is to scoop to the top note in- I 
stead of hitting it fairly. When we scoop 
we sing the upper note with the same . 
mechanism as the lower one with the re- L 
suit that it is false in pitch or at least in | 
color. If it is in tune it almost sounds 
out of tune. To overcome this, and to j 
train the mechanism to strike the note L 
fairly in the center, a slight pause r»! fi 
be used after the lower note as follows f 
This same principle may be appM !!I 
solfeggios or songs to illustrate clearly *" 
the student the urgent necessity of J 
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clean cut attack on the note until the 
habit of an even and sure “touch” is 
established. For example, in number 3 of 
Conedne’s 25 lessons we find the follow¬ 
ing passage, which is very useful in 
teaching a clean attack, etc. The student 
No-3 
m 
should be sure that the first notes of the 
measure are struck lightly and a little 
staccato, with no slur from the last note 
of the measure to the first note of the 
next. Another good example occurs to 
me from the Spring Song from Samson 
and Delilah- 
Let the student be sure that he touches 
the first note lightly and then lands on 
the longer E securely without any slur. 
No doubt many such examples will occur 
to the reader that will clearly illustrate 
the point. For this purpose an exercise 
of skips is much better than diatonic 
phrases—an arpeggio is much better than 
a scale. In a diatonic phrase, slurring 
from one note to another is not so notice¬ 
able, but when the interval is a fifth or an 
octave, the defect is magnified. If the 
student has difficulty in passing to the 
notes of an arpeggio, a slight pause may 
be made between the notes until the touch 
of the breath on each note becomes clear 
and definite. Then the pause may be dis¬ 
pensed with. To put it in other words, 
let the arpeggio be sung semi-staccato 
until the singer perfectly comprehends the 
“touch” of the breath on the note. 
This all sounds so simple when written 
down on paper, but it is by no means easy 
to acquire, and our modern singers do not 
sufficiently realize its importance. Our 
modern singing has such a tendency to¬ 
ward declamation and breadth rather 
than beauty and finish, that our singers 
easily neglect the little things that made 
the older singers great. This delicate 
touch is absolutely necessary to preserve 
the youthful freshness of a voice which 
is its greatest charm, and no singer should 
neglect for a single day a certain amount 
of practice to keep this “touch” easy and 
sure. So many singers devote too much 
time trying to increase the power of their 
voices rather than keeping their technic 
perfect. This freshness and charm rap¬ 
idly disappears if the voice is forced be¬ 
yond its natural weight and power. An 
excellent plan is for each singer to have 
one or two arias of the old school, Ros¬ 
sini, Bellini, or Donizetti, which he prac¬ 
tices every day. Planqon, the great basso, 
told a pupil of mine that every day of his 
life he sang an air from the Magic Flute 
and some of Concone’s Forty Lessons. 
If I may be personal, I might say that if 
I feel my voice losing its “touch” I prac¬ 
tice an air from Rossini’s Mahomet 2nd 
over and over, one phrase at a time. 
Every singer will have places in his or 
her voice that will be difficult to control, 
the baritone perhaps on D or E flat; the 
tenor, F or F sharp; the soprano, E and 
E; the contralto, D, E flat or E. By 
Sarefully working these points out in one 
aria, over and over, the voice finally finds 
its channel. If by reason of overwork, 
the voice seems forced, return to the 
same aria for careful practice. This gives 
the singer something to “tie to.” If the 
voice is well established on this one aria, 
especially the weak points in the register, 
the singer is more liable to remember the 
feeling and “touch” of the notes on this 
one aria which he has so assiduously 
practiced. No voice can keep its fresh¬ 
ness and beauty if it is continually 
forced, and a very sure way to keep to 
the perfect “touch” of the notes is to 
return continually to the one starting 
point in one aria, as I have already 
stated. If I may again be personal, I 
made my voice on two arias: Vision 
Fugitive from Herodiade and Eri Tu 
from the Masked Ball. For a long time 
I used them to keep my voice in good 
form, but I finally found that I needed 
very much to have a stand-by with more 
execution. Since then I have used the 
old Rossini aria that I have already men¬ 
tioned. This aria gave me the lightness 
of touch so very essential to the freshness 
of the voice. In closing let me mention 
one or two arias, for each voice that are 
very useful for that purpose. 
Soprano: 
Ah, Fors e Lui. Traviata. Verdi. 
Del Vieni non Tardar. Figaro. Mozart. 
Mad Scene. Lucia. Donizetti. 
Alto : 
Ah Quel Giorno. Semiramide. Rossini. 
Di Tanti Palpiti. Tancredi. Rossini. 
Tenor : 
Ecco Ridente. Barbiere. Rossini. 
II Mio Tesoro. Don Giovanni. Mozart. 
Baritone: 
Sorgete. Mahomet 2nd. Rossini. 
Bass: 
O Tu Palermo. Sicilian Vespers. Verdi. 
A Creed 
By D. A. Clippinger 
I believe in the present. It alone has 
possibilities. The past is dead and the 
future is yet unborn. 
I believe' art is the expression of the 
life of a people, and its value must be 
determined by its effect on the people. 
I believe in the prophets, especially 
Isaiah, Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms. 
I believe the people who are crying 
about the lost art of singing should study 
awhile with a good teacher. They wou’d 
discover their mistake. 
I believe the classics should form the 
basis of every singer’s study; but I have 
no contention with him whose soul 
longeth for ragtime. Some time he will 
want something better. 
I believe it is wisdom not to pass judg¬ 
ment too hastily on the works of a new 
composer. Many have lived to be 
ashamed of what they said about Schu¬ 
bert, Wagner, and Brahms. 
I believe that negative teaching is 
wrong. The lesson hour should not be 
used in picking flaws in the student’s 
work, but in helpful suggestions and in 
showing him the better way. What the 
pupil needs is a better model, and if the 
teacher does not furnish it he is not teach¬ 
ing and has no right to collect tuition.' 
I believe this creed is fairly good as far 
as it goes, and I will try to live up to it.— 
From Studio Notes No. 2: 
The rank and file of singers do not 
seem to know that a tone conceived 
simply as a musical pitch without the 
vowel which belongs to it cannot be per¬ 
fectly in tune; that a. vocal tone has to 
become in tune with itself; that each 
vowel must be attuned to each pitch of 
tone, otherwise there will be no accord 
between them. In other words, the vocal 
sound must be conceived as vocal or vowel 
sound and not simply as musical sound. 
This lack of knowledge is answerable for 
much of the imperfect intonation with 
which musical ears are offended.— 
C. K. R. 
Gbrietmas /Ubustc 
A Selected List for 
Choirmasters and Church Singers 
ANTHEMS 
is Unless Otherwise Specified 
35570 A 
10672 A 
10964 A 
10746 
5981 
10462 
5980 
10805 
10627 
30196 
15564 
Gladness Men of Old 
i Voices). . .W. Berwald 
Bethlehem .R. S. Morrison 
Bright and Joyful Is the Morn. 
T. D. Williams 
Christ tha Lord Is Born To-day (Vio- 
ad lib.).Gottschalk-Dreesler. 
Christians, Awake.R. M. Stults 
r Ten. lip (Sop. or -
».)_W. Dressier 
Coming of the King. The.R. M. Stults 
Glory to God.A. Rotoli 
Glory to God in the Highest 
W. H. Eastham 
Hark! What Mean Those Holy Voices 
W. H. Neidlinger 
He Shall Be Great. .A. W. Lansing 
Holy Night, The.E. A. Mueller 
In Bethlehem a-King Is Born 
7 Message of Christr 
10748 C 
104G8 < Holy Night (Four-Part Chorus 
10604 T 
10218 V 
10507 V 
0 Silent Night (Tenor Solo and Men’s Quartet or Chorus).Arr. J. S. Camp 
7 Sing, O Heavens.F. A. Clark 
4 Sing, O Heavens-Handel-Eastham 
6 Sing, O Heavens.J. B. Crant 
2 There Were In the Same Country 
J. Bohannan 
•e Were Shepherds. .J. C. Marks 
it Sounds Are Those....D. Bird 
le Shepherds Watched 
H. T. Burleigh 
^ A, J. Holden 
SONGS 
The asterisk (*) indicates that the song 
published also for other voices. In ordr- 
please specify the voice you wish. 
15932 Ansel’s Message, The ..F. A. Clark 
8050-Angel’s Refrain, The (Violin Obbli¬ 
gato) .A. Geibel high 
6989 Angel's Song.A. F. Loud med. 
5249 Away in a Manger, Op. 7, No. 2 
E. N. Anderson med. 
12529-Beckoning Star. The.Neidlinger high 
4148 Before the Shepherds (Violin apd 
’Cello) . Sudds high 
4488*Bells of Bethlehem.Tracy high 
4488a*Bells of Bethlehem (Violin Obbli¬ 
gato) .Tracy high 
12810’Calm on the Listening Ear of Night 
Sydney Thompson high 
2623 Christ is Bom.Louis med. 
14963 Christmas Dawn..E. R. Kroeger low 
3705*Christmas Morn.Wooler hgh 
8760 Christmas Night-C. Minetti high 
7035 Christmas Pastoral.... .Pontius low 
4986 Come and Worship_Dressier med. 
12718-Dawn of Hope.Shelley high 
is...A. Geibel 
12543-Glorious M 
5330-Glory to G 
r high 
0 Glory to God.Stults high 
1-Glory to God..Julian Edwards high 
8 Glory to God.Wolcott low 
s Morn (Violin Obbli¬ 
gato). 
a King.H. T. Burleigh high 
2-Heralds of Heaven (Violin Obbli¬ 
gato .Sehnecker high 
8-In Old Judea (Violin Obbligato) 
A. Geibel high 
6 It Came Upon the Midnight Clear 
Lansing high 
0 Little Christmas Song, A (Duet for 
Sop. and Bar.).W. Berger 
8-Lord of Agee, The_E. Holt high 
4 My Guiding Star 
H. J. Wrightson med. 
2-Nations, Adore.H. R. Shelly 
Holy Child of Bethlehem 
(O) Night Divine. 
Our Saviour and 
F. 
Ring, Ve Mer Chirm 
Olga Dellafield med. 
Prince of Humanity.Neidlinger 
Saviour Christ, The..P. Douglas Bird 
■Shepherds In the Fields Abiding 
Barnes 
Sleep Sweetly, Babe of Bethlehem (Violin Obbligato) .A. Geibel low 
9 Star of Bethlehem.,. Lennan 
2-Star of Peace.Parker high 
1 Star of Bethlehem, The 
L. Plogstcd med. 
6 The Wondrous Story 
U. M. Stults med. 
7- Three Visions, The.Geibel 
8- Wake and Sing.Salter high 
4-When Heaven Sang to Earth 
II. Parker high 
8 While Shepherds.Gilchrist high 
5 Wondrous Story..Lemmel med. 
ORATORIOS AND CANTATAS 
The Wondrous Light 
1. Stults. Price 50 cents 
The Greatest Gift 
The Holy Light 
n G. Chaffin. Pric 
The King Cometh 
Robert M. Stults. Price. 50 cents 
Suited for the average chorus or volunteer choir. 
The Morning Star 
John Spencer Camp. Price, 50 cents 
A charming Christmas cantata. A splendid 
A Christmas Oratorio 
W. W. Gilchrist. Price, 75 cents 
An impressive work, for any choral -society oi 
large chorus ehoir. Tile music is dramatic am 
modem in tendency. 
PUBLISHED BY 
THE0. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Stacker 
Style F 
GRAND 
The quality of its tone 
enraptures the heart as its 
beauty of construction de¬ 
lights the eye. 
Schomacker Piano Co. 
Established 1838 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Compositions Arranged 
Mr. R. M. Stults, 
D. A. CLIPPINGER 
Author of 
The Head Voice and Other Problems, Price $1.00 
Systematic Voice Training, Price $1.00 
617-618 Kimball Halt CHICAGO, ILL. 
In a Woodland Glade 
BEAUTIFUL CONCERT PIECE BY 6. E. HOLMES 
C.T. BARNHOUSE, OSKALOOSA IOWA 
STUDY HARMONY 
and COMPOSITION 
by MAIL J'SSStS,® 
^ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Do 
A 322 W.' Utica St., Buffalo, N 
Make Music Rolls 
wmn Method P0pular Music 
And Ragtime Piano Playing 
Practical Ethical Academic 
Uniformly suceeasf-il in quickly and easily teach¬ 
ing ADULT beginner and advanced pupils what 
THEY want to learn to play—Latest Popular 
Songs in full, swinging piano solo style for singing 
and dancing. Employed by an ever m Teasing 
body of progressive, enlightened 
erotTs financial returns resulting therefrom. You 
alao can increase your income. We will help you. 
Write today for proposition to teachers 
Instruction Book No. 1 Instruction Book No. 2 $1 Net 50c Net 
On Sale Wherever Music Is Sold 
Your Dealer Will Supply You 
Sera Postpaid bv the Publishers on Receipt V Price 
Particulars regarding Correspondence Course 
of 10 Lessons for Pianists mailed on request. 
"Melody^ the Wg Popular Music Magazine 
Winn School of Popular Music 
Eyes! 
Registers 
A Reprint From Vocal Economy 
By Perley Dunn Aldrich 
W A Wholesome, Cleansing. 
¥ All I* Refreshing and Healing ■ vMI Lotion—Murine for Red- 
ness, Soreness, Granula- 
r ’%/Cl tion,ItchingandBurning 
V/3ofthe Eyes or Eyelids; 
“2 Drops” After the Movies. Motoring or Golf 
will win your confidence. Dnl^P?| for Murine when your Eyes Need Care. HLH 
Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing 
Many years ago I committed the crime 
of writing a book on Vocal Economy and 
Expressiveness. Much in the book I have 
entirely outgrown. Charles G. Ames, a 
well-known Unitarian clergyman, once 
remarked in a sermon: “A man who 
boasts at fifty that he believes the same 
that he did at twenty-five is as much as 
to say that he is as big a fool as he ever 
I venture, however, to reprint here the 
chapter on REGISTERS, with some 
slight changes, as it still seems to me to 
contain some valuable ideas: 
The old masters discovered certain 
facts about the voice that are not to be 
disputed. One of these facts is, that 
voices were not alike in color from top 
to bottom. 
It was discovered that, when the vocal 
bands were set into vibration at different 
degrees of pitch, the fluttering of the 
tone varied its position. Sometimes it 
seemed to be on the teeth, then in the 
chest, and then it seemed so elusive that 
it could hardly be located. 
It is generally supposed that the old 
masters made all their valuable discov¬ 
eries about the voice through what their 
ears told them. They depended entirely 
upon what they heard and, as they were 
gifted with a specially high artistic sense 
in regard to tone quality, they were able 
to recognize correct adjustment when 
they heard it and then, perhaps, to an¬ 
alyze some of its causes. It was prob¬ 
ably the fact that they heard a variety of 
tone colors in the voice that led them into 
the study of registers. They were cer¬ 
tainly right in supposing that the flute¬ 
like head notes could not be the result of 
the same cause that produced the warm 
and passionate chest voice. 
Modern scientific study has also shown 
us that the action of the musical instru¬ 
ment differs in different parts of the 
voice, and apparently a series of notes is 
produced by the same muscular action. 
The older master preferred to name 
| these series of tones according to the 
I reverberation of the voice and he called 
them the chest, medium and head reg- 
| The modern scientific teachers have 
felt these names to be unworthy of their 
science and they have divided them into 
thick, thin and falsetto registers accord¬ 
ing to what they thought was the action 
of the vocal hands in producing them. 
Theories have also been brought for¬ 
ward to prove that there are no registers 
at all. One of the difficulties in accept¬ 
ing the theories of scientists is that the 
scientist is usually less competent from 
the art point of view and he has often 
drawn conclusions from tones which a 
sensitive ear would discard. We may, 
however, accept it as a fact that there 
are “registers” in the voice. The ques¬ 
tion then comes to us, what shall we do 
with them? Shall we obliterate them? 
We can do so by insisting that the action 
of the medium voice is the only correct 
one and we shall be able to force a few 
high notes and “grip” a few low ones 
and the voice will then sound somewhat 
alike from top to bottom. This process 
only allows good notes in the middle 
while those on either side are quite out 
of adjustment. 
On the other hand, the sensitive ear 
yearns for a variety of tone color in the 
voice. Nature never makes a rain¬ 
bow all yellow or blue. Neither is it 
yellow and blue in blocks of color; but, 
although each color may be found in its 
perfection, it is not possible to tell where 
one leaves off or the other begins. A 
voice is a rainbow of sound. So the 
must sjUtsa ft™™** Mats^of 
emotion in their own n we 
color and our only care ne artificial 
do not try to define the color in artificial 
11 We certainly lose much of .ffectl.e- 
ness if we deprive any part of the voice 
of its right to speak out in lts .^hlodAt 
On the other hand we dare not block* 
out into a series of notes and insist that 
our voices shall be like sample color 
cases—oblong blocks of red and blue. 
It has always seemed to me that ou 
only solution of the problem was g 
tion of color. Perhaps we do' not need 
to worry much about it anyway, for we 
know quite certainly, that if the breath 
attacks the vocal bands with the right 
touch, the registers will speak correctly 
of themselves. 
We may have made the mistake of sup¬ 
posing that we can block out the voice 
and mould it according to a theory, i 
we have done this we have certainly 
failed with some voices. The character 
of the different portions of the voice arc 
valuable to the artistic ear and it is fail¬ 
ing to understand certain portions of 
voices that often leads us to mistake the 
character of the voice as a whole. 
If, for example, we do not comprehend 
the lower voice, known as chest register, 
we shall fail to give our real Mezzo So¬ 
pranos their full measure of expressive¬ 
ness. The lower notes instead of being 
rich and mellow will sound only hard 
and metallic or weak and colorless. The 
peculiarity of the lower voice is the great 
looseness we must gain in order to give 
freedom of action to the bands in vibra¬ 
tion. The vocal bands must lie in such 
looseness that they flap back-and forth 
like lazy sails in the wind. The head 
voice on the contrary has a more spiteful 
flap like the pennant at the top of the mast. 
Its motion is shorter and quicker but just 
as loose. 
But this lazy flapping of the chords in 
chest registers produces, naturally, a 
much greater stir in the air; hence the 
result in the reverberation is a lusty 
“boiling” in the chest. The deeper the 
note the deeper-the boiling and the fuller 
the note the greater the reverberation. 
The medium voice differs in character 
. from the chest voice as one string on a 
violin differs from another. We may 
without much trouble push it up higher 
or carry it lower. The fact that we may 
do this so easily leads us into error. 
We too often allow pupils to force the 
medium voice too high with a harsh 
quality to the ruination of expressive 
head notes. 
The “touch” of the breath .to the notes 
—from D sharp to- G—is something that 
ought to occupy the ordinary soprano for 
months. Great care must be taken not to 
sing these notes “frontal.” We shall not 
find it easy to make the transition from 
the middle voice to the high notes unless 
we realize the bottom truth about head 
notes which is delicate touch. I have 
found that pupils almost invariably make 
a transition from one register to another 
with greater ease by means of skips than 
by diatonic progression. 
Thus, while this exercise 
would be found quite difficult and even 
impossible at first, this < 
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VOLUMES OF 
Standard Piano Music 
SPECIALLY SELECTED FROM THE 
PRESSER COLLECTION 
As Suitable for Gift 
Purposes 
«' Beethoven, Selected Works. The best of 
Beethoven’s lighter compositions, iruJuding 
Minuet, Op. 49, No. 2, Andante Celebre, 
Op. 14, No. 2, Bagatelle, Op. 33, No. 6, Rondo1 
in C, Op. 51, No. 1, Adagio Cantabile, Op. 13, 
Presto Movement, Op. 10, No. 2. 64 pages. 
HOUDAY* CASH PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid 
42 Chopin Waltzes. Complete. Practically all 
of the waltzes of^Chopin are favorites^ This 
price, 75 cents. ' ‘ ‘°n’ " P 8 S’ CgU ar 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE. 38 cents, postpaid 
92 Chopin, Nocturnes.^ Chopins Nocturnes^are 
Mpages.'RegMaraprice, ll'm eVer Wn 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid 
100 Chopin, Selected Works. comprehensive, 
34, Vatse,nCOp.C64,eCpoionrise.U Op* 40*. No. l! 
Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2, Ballade, Op. 23. 
Ballade, Op. 47, Scherzo. Op. 31, Berceuse, 
Op. 57. 160 pages. Regular price. *1.50. 
HOLIDAY < ASH PRICE. 7.; rents. .tlpaid 
181 Haydn, Sonatas, 
mnatwareTo be found in eUhM^o’lumeTlOS 
HOLIDAY CASfUpiuCE, ?si°lLt., postpaid 
182~ Haydn, Sonatas, \ il. V-. lljn. 1'S 
HOLIDAY CaShVrICE, 50 cents, postpaid 
51 Mendelssohn, ^Songs Without Words. 
HOLIDAY 1CCASH^ PRICE, 75 centa, postpaid 
173 Moszkowaki, Spanish Dances. Op. 12, 1 
to 5. This work aided greatly in establishing 
Moszkowski’s early popularity. Regular 
price, *1.00. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid 
160 Mozart, Sonatas, Vol. I. Mozart's Piano¬ 
forte Sonatas contain some of his most beauti¬ 
ful melodic inspirations. Regular price, $1.25. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 65 cents, postpaid 
193 Moaart, Sonatas,\ 1 II. Regularpricc,S1.25. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 65 cent,, postpaid 
194 Mozart, Sonata., complete. 1-19. 302 pages. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE. 5125, postpaid _ 
191 Schubert, Fantasias, Impromptus, 
Moments Musicals*. A monumental work. 
Urge and* small, with the exception of the 
Sonatas. 162 pages. Regular price, *1.00. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, SO cents, postpaid 
108 Schumann, Selected Works. The best 
volume; 34 pieces. 78 pages. Regular price, 
*1.00. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 50 cents, poslpaid 
^introduction to* the classics, comprising 15 
Favorite? Sonatas from Haydn, Mozart and 
Beethoven. 160pages. Regular price, $1.25. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 63 cents, postpaid 
208 SonataAIbum.Vol.il. Kohler. Contain¬ 
ing eleven of the best known sonatas of the three 
great masters. Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. 
162 pages. Regular price, *1.25. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 63 cents, postpaid 
49 Sonatina Album. Kohler. Favorite Sona¬ 
tinas, Rondos and Pieces compiled by Louis 
Kohler. One of the most popular of all works 
introductory to the classics. 132 pages, 30 
pieces. Regular price, *1.25. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE. 63 cent., postpaid 
209 ludian Overture, for Four Hands. ^ 
ever written, including the ever popular 
"William Tell’’ all arranged in an effective 
manner for four hands. Regular price, 75 cents. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE. 33 «nt», postpaid 
210 Chopin Polonaises. Among the most impor¬ 
tant of Chopin’s works. The Polonaises should 
RemIar'priiSr*Lob. P'aIUS ' HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid 
212 Wagner-Liszt Album. Some of the jmpor- 
carefully edited and annotated. Regular price 
Sim 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE. 50 cents, postpaid 
241 Overture Album for Four Hands. The 
most popular of the standard overtures all in 
one volume, including “Poet and Peasant,” 
"Lustspiel,” “Tannhauser,” and others. Reg- 
HOUDAy'cASH PRICE, 50 cents, postpaid 
180 Ohaminade, Favorite ^Compost tions. 80 
H0LroAYPCASH7 PRICE. 38 cents, postpaid 
256 Godard, Favorite Compositions. 80 pages 
with portrait and sketch of the composer. 
Regular price, 75 cents. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 38 cents, postpaid 
266 Carl Heins, Album. Of 18 Pianoforte pieces 
with portrait and biographical sketch. A 
delightful volume of bright tuneful numbers— 
moderate difficulty. Regular price, 75 cents. 
HOLIDAY CASH PRICE, 38 cents, poslpaid 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing 
onr advertisers. 
Perhaps it helps, as much as anything, 
to get one or two good notes in the mid¬ 
dle of a register as examples for us to 
work from. For example, in the soprano 
voice (to which I have been referring in 
the above exercises) if we are able to get 
good notes on a flat, a or b flat. 
No. 3 
in the medium voice, we shall have some¬ 
thing to work from. Then in the head 
voice we shall look for g or f 
No. 4' 
The g is usually the note that gives the 
purest head voice. 
What is true of the soprano is also 
true of the tenor in another form. The 
forcing of the so-called medium notes of 
the tenor voice to the very top is sure to 
be very disagreeable to the listener and 
very wearing to the singer—not to speak 
of the uncertainty of tuning. The tenor 
must learn to use the so-called “mixed 
voice” as the soprano does the head 
notes and he must carry it down over 
that dreadful chasm in his voice 
until the right attack is acquired however 
long it takes. 
And here it may be well to suggest to 
the student, that the fact that these high 
notes are weak at first need not cause him 
anxiety. If they have the vitality that 
comes of correct attack he is on the right 
road. The utmost patience is required 
to develop expressive high notes. 
The baritone voice often suffers from 
forced notes from b flat (or a flat) up¬ 
ward. 
Perhaps the first cause is lack of good 
attack. Then the modern system of using 
what are called ‘ closed tones” is cer¬ 
tainly very detrimental as they are often 
taught. Too much pressure forces the 
chest notes until they are too “open” (as 
they are called) and then the singer is 
allowed to modify his vowel “ah” into 
“er” to “cover” this open quality. 
Head notes are the most elusive of all. 
So little breath is required to produce 
them that there is comparatively little 
flutter in the air and the reverberation or 
“location” of the voice is therefore much 
less easily recognized. We cannot expect 
the same amount of “stir” in the air with 
this small amount of breath that we find 
in the chest voice for example. 
It must be true that various parts of 
the voice have special needs in the matter 
of breath pressure which, if not attended 
to, will of necessity make it impossible 
for them to work accurately. The child 
will stagger under the burden of a man. 
The bead voice will shout and sound like 
a steam whistle under the pressure of the 
Perfect register action therefore is 
brought about by perfectly adjusted at¬ 
tack. It is absolutely necessary, therefore, 
that we study attack with the greatest 
possible seriousness that we may be able 
to feed to the vocal bands only the 
amount of air that is needed for that par- 
ticular note and not create false registei 
action by overblowing. 
Of course, the final view we must take 
of all matters of art, is the artistic one. 
That which is recognized among all great 
teachers as artistic is right however we 
may thorize to the contrary. The vari¬ 
ety of tone color which perfect register 
action gives is one of the things which 
makes an artist great. The pure head 
tones of the soprano are capable of ex¬ 
pressing certain emotions with that ethe- 
rial quality that nothing else in the human 
voice surpasses. The chest voice will give 
her the ability to express other passions 
which to the head voice would be impos¬ 
sible or ridiculous. How naturally a com¬ 
mand or despairing sorrow is expressed 
in the chest voice. 
Inertia in Music Study 
By C. W. Fullwood 
Inertia at a certain state of a pupil’s 
progress in music study is one of the hard 
things a teacher has to combat. 
“Inertia,” according to the familiar dic¬ 
tionary definition, is that property of mat¬ 
ter whereby it tends to remain at rest, or, 
if moving, to move in a straight line. 
Considering the music-student to be the 
“matter” under discussion and interpre¬ 
ting a “straight line” to represent a “rut,” 
the application will be self-evident. 
In the first flush of desire and enthu¬ 
siasm the pupil will begin, but when con¬ 
fronted with the tedium of practice and 
concentrated study the purpose and ambi¬ 
tion wanes. 
He is a poor physician who will diag¬ 
nose a disease and not suggest a remedy. 
I.et the writer give a bit of his experi¬ 
ence. He has had. quite a number of 
pupils who at different stages of their 
study succumbed to this insidious afflic¬ 
tion, but by persistent, enthusiastic work 
he has aroused the pupils’ minds to re¬ 
newed zeal. The results were achieved 
by heart-to-heart talks, a change of teach¬ 
ing material, and a cheerful, optimistic 
study of the pupils’ talents, capabilities, 
limitations and environments. 
Speaking in the vernacular, “to get 
down to brass tacks”: Two years ago 
he procured an “On Sale” package of 
studies of different grades. Where pupils 
had been using Czerny, he gave them 
Sartorio, for Koehler he substituted 
Clementi, Schmidt or modern studies in 
the same f?rade. The plan worked even 
beyond the writer’s expectations. The 
pupils took to the new studies with vim. 
Indeed the writer felt within himself a 
thrill of renewed energy and enthusiasm 
by getting out of the rut of the old 
methods^ 
The old studies are all right in their 
places, but as a physician often changes 
his method of treatment of a patient, the 
teacher should change old habits of 
thought and former methods of tuition. 
To further particularize: Matthew’s 
Standard Course of Studies is very good, 
but never use without interspersing other 
material. Volumes IV, V and VI are 
especially good after the routine of earlier 
In the first grades the writer has used, 
with excellent results: First Steps in 
Pianoforte Study, Landon’s Foundation 
Materials, studies by Streabbog, Sartorio, 
Lambert and others, alternating with 
simple melodies, in sheet music form. 
These melodies often make a refreshing 
break in the work of the first and second 
grade, and the pupil feels he is getting 
somewhere when teacher gives him a 
“piece.” Thus inertia will often yield to 
heroic changes in methods of teaching. 
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“The eloquent organ waits for the master to waken the spi 
The Spirit of France in Organ Study 
By Dr. William C. Carl. 
The prompt response of the French 
soldier has astounded the world. The 
marvelous art of the French organist ii 
exciting the same attention. The spirit 
How to Practice 
Volumes have been written 
ject. Teachers ha' 
this sub¬ 
attempted to < 
note, and a facile command of each indi¬ 
vidual finger must be mastered before 
proceeding further. This is much easier j«* became hoarje. 
exciting rne same aucnu.u. to acquire and more effectual than on gain until ih heeded ^ rules and 
of France prevails to-day and predomi- the organ and saves a tremendous amount Ho y ? There is only 
nates our musical life and activities, of time. It is also highly advisable to words ^faTtistic result from study 
Why is this so? The French as a nation study the inventions and well-tempered way to g that is to 
n the alert, but at the same time clavichord Iby :Bach to gam «****»£ practice^slowly; then more slowly; and 
between the hands and to become lamil- practice i . . 
iar with the polyphonic style of writing afterwards still more so. By tnax 
as a prelude of what is to follow later meant Adagio (not Andante), but so 
In any event the technic which can slowly that each individual note 
guard an enviable repose. They possess 
qualities that are of the highest value to 
the artist, and we as a nation have much 
d learn from them. In the French 
upon, and the latter for brilliancy and 
life to the general effect. Octave-coup¬ 
lers can never replace mixtures, and arc 
hollow and weak when placed in com- 
have dieir r l parison. The tendency to-day is to avoid 
• . them, but it is a grave mistake, for there 
is nothing that will take their place. Nat¬ 
urally an organ should contain much else, 
but unless there is a sufficient amount of 
diapason tone, the rest counts but for lit- 
tie. The organ is intended primarily for 
the church service and therefore mast 
sustain the congregation and also have 
ample resources for accompanying the 
choir. Afterwards comes the organ re¬ 
making 
to l t tn . i m «*• ^ •“*■**—.'"T”. ... 'art ‘^,7 ‘hands separately, ^then 
ganist one easily observes the instantane- be gained from piano study is the only its exact 8 P ’ , 
ous attack and release of the key. The logical way to prepare for entrance to the together. Afterwards the^ feet alone, 
marvelous clarity heard in all the voices; organ loft Once the door is open, the then m combination with the hand . 
the extraordinary phrasing; the brilliancy touch of Ifce organ 
of' execution; attention to the minutest ‘ f “ r** 
detail; the care bestowed upon the nuance, 
and all forms of poetic expression; the 
seriousness of purpose—all these and 
many more salient qualities are 
uic n tn m u uu ■ - eru.r.fsir» 
should be mastered. Each phrase should be studied separately cital. 1 tierelore. 
It is the first step taken by the pianist; and not passed over until sufficient repc- specifications or i gz 
the violinist learns his positions; and the titions have bee.n made. Not only must be plenty of . “ ' 
vocalist how to place the voice; there- a siow tempo be adopted when starting mixtures, with solo stops n«ess»ry to 
fore why not have the organist learn the a new etude or piece, but continued each KjVe variety and enhance the effect oi the 
.* '-1 «..»« instrument. 
... , _ l re n  t na e me ui dinai a e ct uc ui .- 
balance of tone in registering; and the q{ {he instrunient he is to play? and every following day. The greater
o t pcp ar> >phe legato, so absolutely indispensable the artist, the slower is the practice. 
and difficult to acquire, should occupy a Works of moderate difficulty should 
large amount of each day’s practice. not be despised. It is far better to play 
Great stress should be exercised in the a first grade piece artistically than a fifth 
attempt to master it, and a large amount grade badly. The trios lead up to the 
. ‘ * is a long six Organ Sonatas which Johann Sebas- 
However, tian Bach wrote for his son Wilhelm 
found in the French organist. 
The three visits of Alexandre Guilmant 
to this country did much for the advance¬ 
ment of organ music. The present 0£ pabence will be needed, a; 
tournee of Joseph Bonnet is demonstrat- and difficult road to climb. 
irg above all, that the American people perseverence and determination stand for Friedman to practice to enable him 
like the best in music, and are interested a good deal, and the serious student will perfect himself in organ playing. These 
in what has been written for the instru- possess these. The staccato can be com- should be the daily menu of every organ- 
ment much more than what has been bined with it to a certain extent espe- jst, for these are the works that will not 
transcribed for it. Mr. Bonnet proves daily in gaining the instantaneous attack on]y make him great, but keep him so, 
that there is ample in the repertoire for of the note. Its success, however, de- and jn addition enable hii 
the organ for all purposes including pends on how well the legato is first mas- 
church and recital use, and right he is. tered. 
There is a wealth of material easily ob- How t0 plan the Work 
tainable and it is only necessary to secure p;rst and foremost, learn to concen- 
it. Mr. Guilmant said repeatedly that tra[e_ Nothing can be accomplished in 
the nobility of the organ should at all of the arts or scjences without being 
■ nes be preserved, and urged that the ^ tQ keep {he mind absolutely fixed on 
■* "WH the work. It should be taught to children 
and developed with the same care as is 
given to the other subjects studied 
better 
derstand and interpret the preludes and 
fugues, which should always find a place 
in the schedule of all serious-minded or¬ 
ganists. 
How About Registration? 
Registration should not be studied until 
Repertoire 
One has only to turn to the old mistm 
for a wealth of material. Joseph Bonne, 
in his historical research, has unearthed 
some remarkable examples of music for 
both church and recital use, for which 
we are most grateful. The Bach Choral- 
Preludes arc practical in every sense, and 
happily are frequently seen on service 
lists to-day. The heart of Bach is found 
in these Chorales, and when they are 
played in the right spirit, congregations 
are bound to be interested and uplifted, 
as they create a devotional atmosphere 
found nowhere else. 
Guilmant was a prolific composer ta 
the church, and enriched it in many ways- 
also to the works of Bonnet, Vu 
: written for it should be played 
just the same as is that of pianists, violin¬ 
ists, ’cellists and all others in the world 
of music who perform the music com¬ 
posed for their respective instruments. 
The highest ideals are being upheld in the 
work of Joseph.Bonnet and the spiritual¬ 
ity of his extraordinary art; the mysti¬ 
cism and genius displayed in all he does, 
together with a combination of the 
the ground work of organ-playing has Widor. Salome. Duboii, 
been gained. If attempted too 
there will always be hesitancy and the 
o- — - phrasing will be interrupted each time a 
educational institutions of learning. To change of combjnatjon js sought after, 
gain independence between the hands and There sbcmld be svmmetry and poise the 
feet begin the study of trios immediately same as is maintained in orchestral plav- 
-first those that are simple and easy, ;ng and tW# is possible to acquire readily 
advancing as the progress warrants. As 
' i represents three individual voices, 
prepared for it. A large help 
is in listening to the world's greatest 
organists, and in becoming familiar with 
the best in organ music. Attendance at 
orchestral concerts gives an idea of tone 
----- - . ... - arately. Afterwards join each two-parts 
possess, makes it well worth while tor togetberj and finally the three voices at 
the organ profession of this country to ^ same tjme ^ trio should not be 
stop and make a keen observation of the abandoned unti] absolutely learned, and 
lofty methods and noble example he is tbg tbree vo;Ces heard by the student 
presenting to us. wben executing it. This gives an intro- 
To those who are about to take up tne ,ucbon t0 the king of instruments that 
study of the organ, as well as a still ” success> an/the chance of eventu- ; Z’ZZ!,”? T ?" 
larger number, those who wish to better becoming a player of intellectual at- ty P y s is ic taste, 
their musical status, the question presents ta;nments. There is much to be gained >j>be 
itself, what is necessary in order to .raise scale-work. Not only with the feet , ... . 
the standard of the playing to a higher j but bv'combining them with the . -s p c performance, fol- 
artistic level? band in all possible positions and com- lowlf systematic study, will naturally be 
HowtoStart binations. The technic of the feet is also greater ,f the organ ,s of a character - 
In order to gain efficiency, a system as necessary to acquire asforthehands 
or method should first of all be decided and this too must be added to the daily 
upon. As a plan to adopt for those who schedule. ■ f _ 
cannot he guided by an experienced Make a program of the work or 
teacher, it is indispensable to acquire as each day 0 , ! ™ ’N be late to 
thorough a knowledge of the pianoforte schedu e o e . N _ 
if the French school, as well a; 
of the English, both ancient and tnodui 
Bossi and Capocci of the Italians show 
be included, together with the great ras¬ 
ters of the early centuries from Pa'6- 
trina up to the present day. Then» 
ample to form a practical and comprt- 
hensive repertoire, ‘without resorting 
the small melodic pieces now used so ®1' 
versallv, which with few exceptions c» 
be played at sight. The nobility ** 
tage of. Study the mechanism of the 
instrument, and know exactly what each 
set of pipes represents. Then the art of 
combining them will depend on the abil- 
respond to the demands made upon it. 
If a concrete or solid base is required for 
good organ-playing, no less is it needed 
in organ building, whether the instru¬ 
ment be intended for church or concert 
purposes. There must he in the soecifi- 
.h. 1...0", «■*. » ** '■ *? IS possioie ooiore taxing up . w an(1 r„nversation on current events the former ,n order The technic of the instrument, the in- long, and conversation 
stantancous attack and release of the should never en r 
color and should always be taken advan- gTandeur of the organ should 
nate, and it is completely lost si^’- ® 
in this form of compositions if t0**®*: 
too closely. This is not up-to-date 
but a style long ago discarded tf 
French. 
How to Succeed 
The short road to success is " 
and plenty of it. To play a good ^ 
or an interesting recital, all must bey 
pared in advance. Tt is much easief^ 
takes less time to play transcription* 
to do legitimate organ music. 
isfying. however, is the latter. »' . 
is of the greatest importance !0 _ji 
for a system and method, it « *** 
necessary to keep always in ml“ ^ 
the organ is not a mechanical^^ 
and that 
round tone, and give something‘to* build ^ua'l attention,' aUhougha^nt 
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Organ Music 
For Christmas Services 
Calalog No. Price 
12957. ALLELUIA! 
Geo. Noyes Rockwell $0.50 
7775. ADESTE F1DELIS 
Geo. E. Whiting .40 
7583. ADORATION (from "The 
Holy City”) A. R. Gaul .35 
5906. CHRISTMAS FAN¬ 
TASY H. A. Norris .60 
7585. CHRISTMAS MARCH 
G. Merkel .40 
13216. FESTIVAL MARCH 
Chas. Fr. Mutter .60 
11913. FESTIVAL MARCH 
Leopold Syre .60 
7678. HOSANNAH! Paul Wachs .50 
5902. SHEPHERD’S PIPES 
H. W. Harris .60 
13494. SONG OF THE AN¬ 
GELS T. D. Williams .50 
Gladly Sent for Examination 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philad’a, Pa. 
jAustin Qrgans 
A Committee auestine for q g
SX a large Organ, asked 
a Massachusetts clergyman 
about our output. He re¬ 
plied;— 
"After years of varied ex¬ 
perience. 1 say confidently, 
that you cannot find any¬ 
thing better than an Austin, 
if you search the world.” 
Such encomiums are gener- 
ously given us without so¬ 
licitation. 
To award a contract with¬ 
out consulting the Austin 
Co., is to cheat yourself out 
of opportunity to see the 
problem completely from 
every angle. _ 
Austin Organ Co 
165 Woodland Si. Hartford, Conn. 
soul of the performer must -be in the 
work. Intellectual playing is what we 
want, and to place it on the highest 
level of artistic excellence, nothing should 
be slighted. Every note must have its 
true value and significance and be care¬ 
fully moulded, the same as a sculptor 
gives care to his particular line of work. 
If we are to advance in the art of 
organ-playing, in organ building, and in 
writing for the instrument, we must em¬ 
body the traditions that have given to 
France her position of influence, import¬ 
ance and creative genius which places her 
above all other nations in the world of 
organ music to-day. The scholastic prin¬ 
ciples embodied in a perfect system for¬ 
mulated and put forward for years by 
such giants as Cesar Franck, Alexandre 
Guilmant, Charles Marie Widor, Eugene 
Gigout, Joseph Bonnet, Louis Vierne and 
their associates, have produced an educa¬ 
tional standard that commands the atten¬ 
tion of the entire civilized world. Every 
organist throughout this broad land of 
ours should become acquainted with the 
artistic imports of the French and in¬ 
wardly digest what they have to say. 
The French are indefatigable workers, 
and possess patience and perseverance to 
the fullest extent. The time is ripe for 
us to realize'the necessity of a higher 
standard in organ-playing. The public 
demand it, and appreciate the best (as 
has been proved by the audiences who 
greet Bonnet and who welcomed Guil¬ 
mant during his three visits to this 
country). 
We have only to follow the noble ex¬ 
ample and high standards and ideals es¬ 
tablished and practiced by them if we 
expect to make headway ourselves and 
advance in the work. The French people 
have upheld the highest standards, and to 
gain and profit by it we have only to 
infuse into our work the spirit of France. 
Christmas Eve in Paris 
Christmas eve in Paris for centuries Landuocien. Noel Ecossais and Noel 
past has been a magic word. When the Saboly. Next the choir would sing one 
night arrived, the boulevards were filled from Brittany, then one from Normandy, 
with gayly decorated booths extending and again one from Alsace, so dear to all 
from the Place de la Republique to the French hearts. It did not take many 
Church of La Madeleine. Happy children minutes for the people to catch the Christ- 
in great numbers would find what would , mas spirit, for everyone would sing, 
please them best at the Yule-tide season, Who in France does not know these 
and wander from one booth to the next charming Noels? No one who has at- 
buying the tempting articles. All Paris tended can forget these services, for the 
jmingled with the throngs in the bril- people sing with rare enthusiasm and 
liantly lighted thoroughfares until the from the heart, producing a wonderful 
time for the Midnight Mass. Then the effect. 
churches would be crowded with wor- “Le petit Jesus,” “Le Message des 
shippers, offering their tribute to the Babe Anges,” “Le Sommeil de l’enfant Jesus,” 
of Bethlehem. “Les rois Mages,” “Le bel ange du ciel,” 
The organ played as preludes some of —these, and many more would be sung 
the old Noels, many of which were ar- until the midnight hour approached and 
ranged by Guilmant when he played at Mass began. At its conclusion, the organ 
La Trinite,—and there, in the organ gal- would again be heard in another Noel as 
lery, the great master, surrounded by his the people would slowly leave the church 
pupils and friends, would play as if in- to join the happy crowds in the boule- 
spired, for Guilmant ldved these old vards,—- for was it not Christmas and 
carols, and played them with 
charm. First he would choose his Fan- 
tasie on two Christmas hymns,—then in 
succession his Noel Brabanqon, Noel 
feast of great joy? Surely the French 
understand and appreciate the spirit of 
Christmas! 
Dr. William C. Carl. 
Organ Pieces 
In Thee is Gladness.Bach 
Noel Alsacien .Guilmant 
In Dulci Jubilo.Bach 
Rhapsodie Breton .Saint-Saens 
Fantasie on two Noels.Bonnet 
Good News from Heaven the Angels 
Bring .Pachelbel 
Veni Redemptor Gentium.Bach 
Noel Ecossaij .Guilmant 
Noel Landuocien.Guilmant 
Christmas-Eve Mailing 
Une Vierge Pucelle  .Le Begue 
Noel sur les flutes .d’Aquin 
for Christmas 
Noel Polonais .Guilmant 
Noel Saboly Guilmant 
Noel .Th. Dubois 
Adeste Fidelis .Lord 
Exsultet Coelum Titelouze 
Christmas—Musette .Mailly 
Noel Brabanqon Guilmant 
The Shepherds in the Field.Mailing 
Pastorale Champenoise.Dubois 
Three preludes on Sixteenth Century 
Carols .Bocly 
The Shepherds.Th. Salomd 
Dr. William C. Carl. 
Anent Profane Music 
The pioneers of the Moravian settle- one of the performers: “Do you use 
ment at Bethlehem, Pa., were famous for the same instruments in church to play 
their love of music, but the Moravian sacred music that you used last night?” 
clergy were properly solicitous to dis- “Yes, we use the same.” 
tinguish between the secular and sacred. Turning to an elderly clergyman, the 
Grider, in his Historical Notes, relates young man asked: “What do you think, 
how a young clergyman on the eve of Brother, is it proper to do so?” 
an important service heard the instru- To which the elder responded : 
mental performers amusing themselves in “Will you use the same mouth to preach 
their lodgings with music of a light char- with to-day which you now use eating 
acter. While dining next day, he asked sausage?” 
' . I 
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Ml Department for Violinists Edited by ROBERT BRAINE 
“If All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together. 
“Cheap Violins” 
Why will people buy cheap, worthless 
violins to ‘'learn on”? It seems to be 
owing to some queer crook in human na¬ 
ture that people who think nothing of 
paying $400 or $500, or even more, for a 
piano, think it is good policy to pay $5 or 
$10 for a cheap fiddle at the start. Now, 
it should be understood that these cheap 
fiddles are practically worthless so far as 
producing good musical results go. They 
are in the same category with $1.25 shoes, 
$8 suits of clothes and eyeglasses which 
are sold at the five and ten cent stores. 
They are like wooden razors, only made 
to' sell. 
The theory on which people buy these 
cheap violins is that they do not know 
whether the pupil will make a success of 
violin playing and do not want the instru¬ 
ment left on their hands if he does not. 
It is strange that they do not apply the 
same line of reasoning when purchasing 
a piano or a vast number of other articles 
which might be named. 
Theodore Thomas, the late famous or¬ 
chestral director, who was an excellent 
violinist himself, was always most em¬ 
phatic in advising violin pupils to use viol¬ 
ins with a good quality of tone. His theory 
was that the rough, crude, rasping tones 
of a cheap, worthless violin were a 
positive injury to the growing brain and 
artistic nature of a pupil obliged to use it. 
Harsh Tones An Injury 
How can a pupil enjoy practice on a 
rough-toned violin, and what inspiration 
can he hope for from the tones of such 
an instrument? The surest way to insure 
the failure of a violin pupil is to give him 
a violin every tone of which grates on his 
nerves and sickens him. A human being 
will not thrive on bad, unappetizing food, 
and a music pupil will not thrive with 
practice on an instrument which gives 
forth harsh, inartistic tones. 
Beautiful tones are admired by every¬ 
one, and if the pupil has an instrument 
which produces such tones he will enjoy 
his practice and make a success of his 
violin work. If he has a poor instrument 
he will hate the sight of it. 
Cheap violins are made of crude mate¬ 
rial, by the cheapest processes. It is im¬ 
possible that the graduation of the top 
and back can be properly. done. The 
whole object is to get up a cheap box 
which can be sold for a small price. 
Poor Mechanical Details 
Aside from the bad tone and being un¬ 
even in the higher positions, and with 
horrible “wolf” tones on the G string, the 
mechanical details of these cheap fiddles 
make them an abomination to the player. 
Instead of ebony trimmings they are 
usually fitted up with trimmings of some 
ordinary hard wood, stained black to re¬ 
semble ebony. As a consequence the 
pressure of the fingers on the strings 
wear little gutters in the fingerboard in 
no time. Pegs of such wood also lack 
the rigidity of ebony, and twist in the 
sockets, and often twist in two, making 
it impossible to tune the violin properly. 
Then the pegs in such violins do not fit 
the holes closely, making tuning doubly 
difficult. It is worth paying a good price 
for a violin only to have a well-fitting 
set of genuine ebony pegs, and other 
ebony trimmings. These cheap violins 
are slapped up in such a hurry, that the 
sound-post does not fit, the bass bar is 
not properly made or adjusted, the bridge 
i, the wrong height, and does not follow 
the curve of the violin, the nut too low 
or too high, with the notches for the 
strings badly spaced. Then, on such in¬ 
struments, the fingerboard is usually 
placed at the wrong angle, making it too 
low or too high, and necessitating the use 
of a bridge either too low or too high. 
Many other defects in such instruments 
could be pointed out. It is often neces¬ 
sary to go to the expense of several dol¬ 
lars to put such a violin in even approxi¬ 
mately correct playing condition. It is 
real economy to buy a violin of fairly 
good quality at the start. 
Renting Violins 
It is hard to change human nature, and, 
recognizing the reluctance of people to 
buy violins of good quality until they 
are sure the pupil will not tire of the 
violin, and give it up in a short time, 
some teachers keep a few violins of good 
quality which they rent to pupils tem¬ 
porarily. It is also often possible to rent 
violins from violin dealers, and music 
dealers. Some dealers in old violins 
have an arrangement whereby they sell 
a violin, with an agreement that they will 
refund the money paid for it, less a rea¬ 
sonable commission, if the purchaser de¬ 
sires to return it at any time. 
The idea of buying a very cheap violin 
to start with would not be so bad, if a 
better violin were purchased after a few 
weeks’ trial, wherein it is seen whether 
the pupil will “take” to violin study. As 
a rule, however, the better violin is not 
bought, and the matter drifts on for 
months or years, before the pupil is pro¬ 
vided with a good violin. Meanwhile the 
young violinist is tortured with the 
wretched first instrument, which has 
been bought, through false economy, to 
see whether he will study the violin per¬ 
manently. 
Joy in Hadyn and Wagner 
In the pauses of a Haydn or Mozart 
symphony a word falls lightly from the 
lip; one is cheerfully exhilarated and 
happiness makes one communicative. 
After a Beethoven movement the lip is 
mute, because we are lifted above the 
world by his wondrous power of ideal¬ 
ization. 
In gazing upon landscape paintings we 
experience a similar effect. A smiling 
valley bathed in blissful fragrance and 
filled with vari-colored blossoms renders 
us gay and talkative; amid elevated 
mountain scenery, where the pathos of 
solitude, the overwhelming grandeur and 
silence of nature surround us, we walk 
silently side by side.—Ehlert, in From the 
Tone World. 
Keeping Time 
A correspondent writes: “The trouble 
I am confronting at present is the count¬ 
ing of time. I have great difficulty to 
keep the time regularly on even a short 
piece from the beginning to the end. i 
understand that the lack of leisure for 
practice is one of the chief causes of my 
difficulty, but as a self-supporting student 
;n the-Institute, I cannot afford to 
spend more than an hour a day. My 
aim is not to become a professional 
player, but to learn enough to amuse my¬ 
self, if not my friends, although I am 
an ardent lover of the violin. I should 
like to hear if there is any way to cure 
my difficulty, i. e., the irregular counting 
of time while playing.” 
A Typical Case 
Our correspondent’s case is typical of 
that of thousands of violin students who 
are trying to learn the violin, either with 
incompetent instruction, or no instruc¬ 
tion at all. Some students have a natural 
talent for playing in time, and learn it 
with hardly an effort, others only learn 
it after long continued study with a good 
teacher; others never do succeed in learn¬ 
ing it, either from lack of talent,, or be¬ 
cause they do not give enough study to 
it, or do not have competent instruction. 
The violin being a melody instrument, 
it is much mort difficult for a violin stu¬ 
dent to learn to play in time than a stu¬ 
dent on the piano or organ, where, in so 
many passages, the accompaniment keeps 
the time of the melody straight, the left 
hand as it were counting for the right. 
The first thing our correspondent 
should do is to master the theoretical 
part of playing in time, that is the num¬ 
ber of beats and fraction of beats given 
to the various kinds of notes and ■•ests, 
and the number of beats in a measure in 
the different kinds of time, 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 
6/8, 9/8, 4/2, etc. The theoretical part of 
time keeping is not difficult to master, 
and almost any instruction book has 
tables giving the time values of notes, 
rests, etc., or an elementary book on 
theory can be obtained. 
It is in the practical application of 
these principles that the difficulty lies. 
The student may beat or count while he 
plays, at all times, and yet play atro¬ 
ciously out of time, for the simple reason 
that he beats or counts wrong, that is, 
unevenly, irregularly, hurrying up one 
measure and retarding another. Some 
students wh* cannot play in time, in¬ 
variably slow up on the hard passages, 
and hurry up the easy ones. 
Two Ways of Keeping Time 
The violin student has the choice of 
two methods in keeping time, one beating 
with the foot, and the other counting 
audibly or inaudibly. If the time is kept 
by beating with the foot, it should be 
very softly, since loud stamping with the 
foot is very amateurish, and annoying to 
the listener. Although many teachers 
frown on this foot beating, there seems 
to be many pupils who do not seem to 
be able to keep time any other way. I 
have often noticed musicians of world¬ 
wide fame, even concert violinists and 
orchestral conductors at concert perform¬ 
ances beating with the foot, and in public 
at that. If this method is employed, it is 
a good idea to mark in the music the 
notes or rests in the measure on which 
the beats fall. This can be done with a 
lead pencil very lightly so that the marks 
can be readily erased by the teacher if 
wrong. 
Metronome a Help 
It is very difficult for a violin student 
to learn to keep time regularly and evenly 
without a teacher to point out his mis¬ 
takes. To such a student a metronome is 
a great help, although too much practice 
with a metronome is apt to result in a 
mechanical style of performance. In us- 
ing the metronome at the start, very easy 
music, consisting principally of whole, 
half and quarter notes should be used 
The metronome should be set at a very 
slow tempo so that the student can hear 
that the notes coincide with the beats of 
the metronome. When the student has 
acquired sufficient proficiency to play 
these easy exercises or pieces with the 
metronome, more difficult music, contain¬ 
ing dotted notes, eighths, quarters, six¬ 
teenths, triplets, and the various rests, 
etc., can be taken up. 
Another great help for the self-taught 
violinist is practice with others. Many 
Sunday and day schools have orchestras 
which the student might join. The music 
used is usually of an easy grade, and the 
student will find that the fact that he 
must play in time with the others, or lose 
his place in the music, will assist him 
greatly in gradually learning to play to 
conform to a steady beat Playing with 
piano accompaniment, or in violin duets, 
trios, quartets, etc., is also an excellent 
help in learning to play in time. The 
self-taught pupil may imagine that he is 
playing a part in perfect time, but when 
he comes to play it with another, he finds 
that the two parts do not fit owing to 
one of the performers playing in incor¬ 
rect time. Mistakes in time which he 
never dreamed of will come to light when 
he plays with others. A violinist prac¬ 
ticing alone like a hermit, cannot expect 
to learn to play in perfect time. A cer¬ 
tain - amount of practice with others 15 
essential. 
Advantage of Using Easy Music 
Students trying to learn to play in time 
often fail because they use comparatively 
difficult pieces and exercises for the pur¬ 
pose. The first exercises should be very 
simple, first whole notes, then half, then 
quarter, then exercises containing a'1 
three combined with rests, and progres¬ 
sively eighths, sixteenths, thirty-seconds, 
triplets, etc., etc., with the corresponding 
rests. 
With many violin students the art of 
playing in good time is a matter of years. 
Not only must the student learn to keep 
strict time, but to gradually accelerate and 
ritard the movement at will at any gif(J 
degree necessary for an artistic rendition 
of the composition. We have poco n‘M 
slight ritard; molto n't., a great ritard. 
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TOY 
SYMPHONIES 
for 
HOLIDAY 
ENTERTAINMENTS 
Christmas Bells 
Piano and Three Glasses or Bells 
By Arthur Seidel Price, 50 cents 
May be performed by two or three 
players. The glasses are tuned to the 
piano by the addition of water. A very 
attractive and novel number for a mu- 
sicale. When well rendered this piece 
has quite an artistic effect, since the 
composition itself is good music. Bells 
or metal bars may be substituted for the 
glasses wheie either may be had in the 
correct pitch. 
Children’s Symphony 
for Christmas 
Pi.no 4 hands, Anvil, Castanets, Cud 
Cymbals, Drum,Glockenspiel. Nighting Quail, Sand Blocks, Rattle Sleighbetls, 
Tambourine, Triangle,Weldteufel Trur 
“, E, G. Whip Snapper, Gong t 
i and Cornet (ad lib.). 
By H. D. Hewitt Complete, $1.50 
Piano (four hands) alone, 80 cents 
Delightfully melodious and character¬ 
istic. Specially adapted for the Christ¬ 
mas season use. Can be given with 
more or less number of instruments. Easy 
to rehearse and very brilliant and festive. 
Kitchen Symphony 
Piano with Kitchen Utensils 
By H. Kling Price, $1.00 
A very unique composition. A chil¬ 
dren’s symphony for pianoand six kitchen 
utensils. Full directions accompany each 
number. A happy thought for a closing 
number on a pupil’s recital. The stage 
may be arranged as a kitchen and the 
performers may be costumed as cooks, 
each wearing an appropriate cap. 
The demand for Children’s Symphonies is on the 
VIOLIN STRINGS 
/sed by the leading mints of the Philadelphia Orchestra 
and Orchestra players who understand gi 
are using The Etude Brand VioUn Strings. F 
.mhs. good intonation and more than equal he best Italian strings. American make. 
d* | jength# .......... . net 
idle Lots go aaaonrd'Strings.4.45 net 
IViejf Often Art Set—So Piecomt 
rHEO. PRESSER CO. - Philadelphia, Pa. 
and constantly changing degrees of 
tempo. Much experience and long study 
is necessary to master the science of 
keeping time. 
The Italian words at the beginning of 
a composition indicate the speed of the 
beating. For instance, andante means 
slowly, allegretto, rather fast, presto, ex¬ 
tremely fast, etc., all such terms should 
be known to the pupil. Many beginners 
in music have the idea that a certain note 
is always of the same duration in any 
composition, and it seems hard for them 
to understand, for instance, that in a very 
slow movement an eighth note may be 
longer than a quarter note in very quick 
Summing up the matter of learning to 
play in time, it is possible for a pupil of 
great talent and ingenuity, to learn to 
play in time if he have opportunities of 
hearing much music, and of playing with 
•others, but without such talent, it is 
doubtful if it can be done. Pupils with 
poor talent often fail to learn time even 
with the assistance of a good teacher over 
a long period of years. 
Good Material Necessary for Teaching Results 
[To Editor.—This is an extremely inter¬ 
esting bit of gossip about great violin teach¬ 
ers, proving that they cannot achieve great 
results without having good material to work 
“Given a genius, almost any good ex¬ 
perienced teacher can make a celebrity of 
him. In the case of a veritable genius 
it is the pupil that makes the teacher. 
Elman the First 
“Can any of the readers of these lines 
name a celebrated pupil of Leopold 
Auer prior to the time that Mischa El¬ 
man took the musical world by storm ? 
Auer taught at Petrograd from 1869 till 
1900, or more than thirty years, before 
the advent of Elman, Zirabalist, Heifetz, 
Seidel, Brown, Rosen, that wonderful 
latter-day crop of violinists. I know 
pupils of Auer who finished their studies 
with him long before these prodigies were 
born. More than a quarter of a century 
ago they told me what a wonderful 
teacher he was. But prior to 1900 he did 
not turn out a great violinist. 
“Who of my readers can name a Sevcik 
pupil who had attracted general attention 
before Kubelik’s public triumphs? At 
that time Sevcik declared that’he would 
produce a Kubelik every year, but no sec¬ 
ond Kubelik has been forthcoming. With 
Hubay it is the same. He taught for 
many years in Budapest before he pro¬ 
duced a Vecsey. 
What About Joachim ? 
“And was it any different with Joa¬ 
chim? I have seen the best of pupils 
that Joachim taught from the time he be¬ 
came director of the Berlin Royal High 
School in 1869 right up to his death in 
1907—a period of thirty-eight years. He 
taught during this time more than 300 
pupils. As he was the most famous 
violinist of his day, and the head of so 
renowned an institution, he drew from 
the cream of the world. The orchestras 
■of Germany are full of Joachim pupils; 
there were at one time fourteen of them 
in the Berlin Royal Orchestra. But how 
many of the 300 became famous solo¬ 
ists? Scarcely more than three per cent. 
For if we name Burmester, Halir, Petri, 
Hess, Hollander, Spiering, Nachez, Wie- 
trowitz, Soldat and Maud Powell, we 
have about completed the list for the 
thirty-eight years. 
“All this goes to show that even the 
greatest and most renowned of teachers 
need extraordinary material in order to 
produce a celebrity. Ninety-five per cent, 
of the efforts of even the greatest instruc¬ 
tors must be directed toward giving mod¬ 
erately gifted students a good all round 
violinistic and n.usical equipment, an 
equipment .hat will fit them for solo 
work, even though they do not attain 
great fame, and also for quartet and or¬ 
chestra playing and for teaching. 
After the War 
“For some years after the war it will 
not be advisable for American pupils to 
go to Europe, because of the greatly 
changed conditions over there. They will 
do better to study here in America.”— 
Arthur M. Abell in New York Musical 
Courier. 
Criticism 
Violinists are, as a rule, very sensi¬ 
tive to. criticism^ but they may take com¬ 
fort in the fact that the greatest violinists 
of the world have been frequently criti¬ 
cized in the most severe manner. Wien¬ 
iawski was undoubtedly one of the most 
supremely gifted violinists who ever 
lived, a genius of the most exalted char¬ 
acter; and yet a critic in New York in 
1872 wrote about his playing: 
“Some people like pure, clear tone— 
others don’t. Those who admire scratch¬ 
ing and false stopping, together with 
other sundry things of the same .nature, 
would have experienced wild joy upon 
hearing Beethoven’s Violin Concerto, as 
it was played by Wieniawski; but for 
those who regard a correct intonation as 
a thing of primal importance, it could 
not have been pleasing. Wieniawski be¬ 
longs to that school of which Ole Bull 
is a prominent member, whose first ar¬ 
ticle of belief is that genuine passion and 
fervor is signified by rasping the strings.” 
During his American tour, when this 
criticism was written, most of the critics 
lauded him to the skies as the greatest 
violinist yet heard in America, but there 
were a few discordant notes in the paean 
of praise. The tour was an enormous 
financial and artistic success. Adverse 
criticism does little lasting injury to a 
violinist of real merit, but is naturally 
injurious where really deserved. An ar¬ 
tist is sure to find his level in spite of the 
Although there are fortunately a the flowers of musical art. As the Span- 
goodly number of easy pieces available ish proverb (quoted by Samuel Johnson 
for players of limited technic, yet the in regard to traveling) says: “He who 
greater one’s technic, the broader and would bring home the wealth of the Indies 
more attractive are the musical fields in must carry the wealth of the Indies with 
which they are free to wander and cull him.” 
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“In a Rose Garden” 
For Violin and Piano 
A tone poem of irresistible charm 
By PETROWITSCH BISSING 
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The Allanson Publishing Company 
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technique. 
Bel Canto 
Violin Method 
By 
MABEL MADISON WATSON 
Can be used as preparatory or sup¬ 
plementary material with any violin 
school for beginners. 
In addition to attractive and original 
studies this work contain, a large num¬ 
ber of familiar airs arranged for violin 
and piano and also as violin duets. 
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Christmas Carols 
Have you ever sung Christmas carols 
out-of-doors on Christmas Eve? The 
custom is very, very old, and is being re¬ 
vived in this country by the “community 
sings.” . , 
On Christmas Eve this year why not go 
“a-caroling” ? Collect the members of 
your clubs or classes, or groups of friends 
—the more the merrier, you know—and 
go about the town singing. 
Sing a few carols on the corner, then 
move on to some friend’s or neighbor’s 
doorstep and sing some more (or the 
same ones over again). 
The carols are not hard to learn, and 
your teacher will help you with a couple 
of rehearsals if you need help. 
The older readers of The Etude are 
going to be listening for you on Christ¬ 
mas Eve, and there is nothing more ef¬ 
fective than to have a song float by on the 
night air. 
The old English custom of putting a 
lighted candle in the window when the 
carolers come is very pretty, too. 
P. S.—Do not forget to wrap up well! 
Letter Box 
Dear Junior Etude:—1 thought you 
might like to hear from someone who 
lives in California, where we have sun¬ 
shine, fruit and music the year around. 
We have an orchard of five hundred 
and fifty trees, apricots, prunes and 
plums. We also have four hundred white 
leghorn chickens and a pig. The pig is 
mine! I bought him when he was two 
months old to raise and do my bit helping 
Uncle Sam feed the boys over there. I 
wonder how many Juniors planted a war 
garden 1 
I am very much interested in the work 
of The Etude, and have taken lessons 
for about one year. A subscription to 
The Etude was given to me for a Christ¬ 
mas present. I think it is a lovely and 
instructive present, don’t you? 
Your friend, 
Edna Kerrison (Age, 11), 
Hayward, California. 
Oh, 
this 
time again. 
Soon Christmas 
will be here. So \ 
let us flood our 
hearts with song, and 
fill o u r h o m e s w i t h 
cheer. And let’s be glad 
that we have h o m es to fill 
with song and glee. Let’s do 
b i t 
f o r 
C h r i s t m a s-tide 
and let us 
loving be. 
A Musical Dream 
By Ruby M. True 
Once upon a time when I was a boy 
I went into the woods in the fall to 
hunt for beech nuts. While 1 was fill¬ 
ing my basket with nuts I heard a 
sound in a tree near me and, looking up, 
I saw a cute little brown squirrel. “Ah, 
if I only had a gun 1” I thought. 
Being tired of nutting, I flung myself 
on a mossy rock and listened to the soft 
sighing of the murmuring pines. 
Soon I heard a distant sound as of 
bubbling waters, then it seemed to come 
nearer, and I could distinguish a voice 
saying, “Come with me, you with intent 
to kill, and I will punish you for your 
evil wish.” 
“Now,” thought I, “this must be a 
region of Wonder-beings,” and I began to 
enjoy the delightful sensation of floating 
over the forest of beech and pine and 
across a beautiful valley. Suddenly I had 
a feeling of loneliness creep over me, 
and I began to wonder if I were alone, 
and I called aloud. Instantly there ap¬ 
peared a ray of sunshine, and a fair 
little creature was at my side. “We will 
soon be there,” said she. 
“Where are we going?” said I. 
“To your punishment,” said she, and 
then we alighted on the roof of a beau¬ 
tiful palace. While we found our way 
down a dark stairway she explained that 
she was a princess in disguise, and was 
in the form of a squirrel—the one which 
I wished to kill—and now 1 must ap¬ 
pear with her before the king. 
Soon we entered the throne room, and 
the attendants were leading us up to the 
king 
My surprise was very great when he 
asked me if I knew anything hbout music! 
I told him that I was to take my first 
lesson the next day. 
“That being the case,” said the king, “I 
will give you a little instruction myself. 
What is music?” 
I had to admit I could not answer. 
“You are about to begin the study of 
music and don’t know what music is,’’ 
said the king. “Can’t you tell what music 
consists of?” 
“Time and tune,’ I said. 
“Good,” said he. “In other words, Mel¬ 
ody and Rhythm, only you forgot to add 
Harmony. And now,” said the king, “de¬ 
fine Melody.” 
I did not answer promptly, and the 
kin* said kindly. “Now, my boy, as you 
cannot define Melody, I shall give you 
simple definitions, which I want you to 
remember.  
“Melody is a pleasing succession of 
single tones. Rhythm is motion caused 
by accented groups of tones. Harmony is 
a succession of combined tones. Now 
you are better prepared to begin the study 
of music, as you know what music is.” 
Then he continued, “Young sir, there are 
ten questions which have never been an¬ 
swered correctly by anyone since my 
beautiful daughter has been under this 
terrible spell of witchcraft. - If you can 
answer these she will be set free once 
more.” The aged king arose in excite¬ 
ment after these words, and did not wait 
for my reply, but said, “This is the palace 
of music, and to everyone who enters 1 
ask these ten questions, hoping someone 
can answer them and bring freedom to 
my little daughter, the princess.” 
1. “What is noise?” Promptly I an¬ 
swered, “Noise is sound which is not 
fixed.” 
2. “What is pitch?” I said, “Pitch is 
the high or low quality of sound.” 
3. “What is tone?” “Tone is a fixed 
sound.” 
4. “What is unison?” “Unison is the 
same pitch of two or more tones.” 
5. “What is an octave?” “An octave 
is the same tone pitched higher or lower 
than a unison.” 
6. What is an interval?” “An interval 
is the distance between two tones.”. 
7. “What is a half-tone?” “A half-tone 
is the smallest interval in music,” 
8. “What is a perfect fifth?” “A per¬ 
fect fifth consists of eight half tones.” 
9. “What is a scale?” “A scale is a suc¬ 
cession of tones in a regular order.” 
10. “What is a keynote?” “A keynote 
is the name given the first tone of a 
scale.” 
“Correct,” said the king. “The prin¬ 
cess is free.” 
Suddenly I awoke to find the beech nuts 
in my basket half gone and a brown 
squirrel busy on the limb over me, so I 
picked up my basket and wandered home, 
thinking of my adventure with the prin¬ 
cess and of my first music lesson. 
It has always been a source of great 
wonderment to me how I ever answered 
those ten questions correctly and saved 
the princess! But I will say that I was so 
impressed with my achievement that I 
have never forgotten the answers; and I 
remember what a surprise I gave my 
music teacher with these musical defini¬ 
tions at my first music lesson—and to 
think I learned them in a dream 1 How 
strange! 
Merry Christmas to All Our Junior Etude Friends 
? ? Who Knows ? ? 
1. Which composer was deaf? 
2. Who wrote Madam Butterfly? 
3. What is modulation? 
4. When did Haydn die? 
5. Who wrote the Star-Spangled Ban¬ 
ner? 
6. What is an arpeggio? 
7. What is meant by Piu Mosso? 
8. What is a polonaise? 
9. How are the degrees of the scale 
named ? 
10. What is this? 
Answers to Last Month’s 
Questions 
1. 1594 in Italy. 2. A stately old 
French dance in 4/4 time. 3. A composi¬ 
tion having two or more themes, with 
a frequent recurrence of the principal 
theme. 4. A keyboard instrument preced¬ 
ing the piano. 5. Ethelbert Nevin. 6- 
Time is the regular arrangement of ac¬ 
cents within a measure; rhythm is the ar¬ 
rangement of accents in a phrase or 
period, irrespective of bar lines. 7. 1756. 
8. A sharp, flat or natural, occurring in 
a piece but not included in the signature. 
9. Between 1475 and 1500. 10. Bassooa 
Another Blanket! 
We take the squares in the order they 
are received, and as a great many send 
two or more squares the ninety for the 
second blanket were received from the 
following: 
The second Junior Etude Blanket is 
finished, and we have nearly enough' 
squares for the third. Isn't that fine? 
Keep up the good work! 
Cornelia Keogh, Bonita Baker, l.ulu Camp. 
Violet Chott, Virginia Vanllouton. Charles 
Kirsch, Eva N. Baker, Rose Light. Bertha 
Light, Pauline Dreishach, Ada Fisher, Marga¬ 
ret Kern, Mary Phifer, Mrs. A. A. Rhoads, 
Mabel Wright, Mildred M. Cordon. Helen Mo 
Manus, Grace A. Finnev. Irene Diemer, Ruth 
Shappell, Ruth Marjorie Waggoner, Naomi 
Lindamood, Beredene Krill, Lucile Warner. 
Margaret Swabb, Evelyn Swabb, Hanna Es¬ 
telle Kitchen, Ruth M. Towne, Anna Scbuct. 
Zelma Schuck. Francis E. Smith, Frances M- 
Towne, Mary E. Towne, Ruth Sullivan. Annie 
Buck, Roe Stokenbury. Rema Osborne, Kath¬ 
leen Brashears. Hazel Stokenbury, Hud* 
Stokenbury, Floy Lewis, Emolyn Maguire- 
Hazel Maguire. Ethel Stokenbury. Edit" 
Stokenbury. Myra Braahears, Clara Basset'- 
Neva Bassett. Marie Stokenbury. Laura 
son, Mildred Stratton. Edith Boltzmann, Alice 
Snyder. 
THE etude 
Junior Etude Competition for December 
The Junior Etude will award three 
pretty prizes each month for the best 
original stories or essays, answers to 
puzzles and kodak pictures on musical 
subjects. 
Subject for story or essay this month, 
“The Price of Success,” and must con¬ 
tain not more than 150 words. Write on 
one side of paper only. 
Any boy or girl under 15 years of age 
may compete. 
All contributions must bear name, age 
and address of sender, and must be sent 
to “Junior Etude Competition,” 1712 
Chestnut street, Philadelphia, before the 
15th of December. 
The names of the winners and their 
contributions will be published in the 
February issue. 
SOMETHING I SHALL NEVER 
FORGET 
(Prize Winner) 
One fine morning in June, when Nature 
seemed at its best, I took a stroll into 
the woods. Suddenly I stopped and lis¬ 
tened. 
The sweetest and clearest of music 
reached my ears; it swelled loud and 
strong, then died away to the faintest 
of whispers. 
Amazed at such beautiful and yet pa¬ 
thetic playing, I hurried to the spot from 
whence the sound came, and there in a 
neat cottage, in front of a window 
framed with flowers, sat a boy about thir¬ 
teen. He had again started to play, and 
I watched with interest his pale hands— 
how skillfully they guarded the violin. 
He was an invalid, as I heard later. 
His mother then came to the window and 
kissed him, and I hurried away, knowing 
that in my path of life I could never for¬ 
get that music and the wan little sufferer 
by the window. 
Valeria Mettelka (Age, 14), 
Marshfield, Wis. 
SOMETHING I SHALL NEVER 
FORGET 
(Prize Winner) 
One morning my school teacher told 
us to write a composition on the subject 
“Why I should buy thrift stamps.” 
It was a good subject, but I couldn’t 
think of anything to write. In the midst 
of our study period the music teacher 
came in and told us that music was very 
necessary during war-time, and that 
we should not forget it, although we had 
many duties to perform. 
I had received my October Etude only 
a few days before, and had read the stor¬ 
ies on “Music as a Necessity.” 
After the music lesson I asked my 
teacher to let us write on that subject, 
and she consented. 
There were many good themes, and 
mine was published in the monthly paper 
of our school. I found that I owed my 
good fortune to the Junior Etude, and 
that is something I shall never forget. 
Frances Jones (Age, 14), 
Bowling Green, Ky. 
SOMETHING I SHALL NEVER 
FORGET 
(Prize Winner) 
One day as I was practicing my music 
lesson I heard a pattering of feet on the 
porch. I looked out, and saw a small boy 
looking into the window. He was cold 
and shivering. 
I told him to come in. He came in and 
sat on a chair near the piano. He asked 
me to. play for him, so I played a few 
pieces, and I noticed that he lis¬ 
tened eagerly. How he loved music! I 
thought of my brother’s violin, and I 
gave it to him, and he played a beautiful 
melody. Just then my brother came in 
and said his uncle had sent him a violin 
for his birthday, and so he gave the little 
stranger his old one. 
How delighted he was! After that he 
made his living by playing, and was very 
glad he looked into the window when I 
was practicing. 
Alice Fowler (Age, 11), 
Emlenton, Pa. 
HONORABLE MENTION 
Gladys Bass, Ruth Gotling, Rose 
Brown, Florine Elder, Marela Martin, 
Mary Dennis Murphy, Theresa Lakatos, 
Miriam J. Stewart, .Miriam Bernstein, 
Jessamime Greer. 
Puzzle Corner 
Answer to October Puzzle 
Flute ) 
Auber ( 
U > Faust 
Schubert l 
Trumpet ' 
HONORABLE MENTION 
Marla Martin, Doris Christe, Agnes 
Helen Maher, Leonard Derome, Samuel 
Levine. 
These were the five best, but nobody 
was quite right this time except one who 
forgot to give address! 
December Puzzle 
By Abbie Llewellyn Snoddy 
Fill in the blanks with musical terms. 
Dear Santa : 
It is high (1)- for me to 
write you a (2)-1-. As is only 
(3) - all our class want a full 
(4)  of presents for Christmas. 
John wants a new (5)-, Mary 
needs a (6)-pin, and Una would 
like a blue silk (7)-for her waist. 
Please bring a (8)-ring for Lou¬ 
ise, a pair of (9)-— for Tom to use 
in his father’s grocery store, and a nice 
(10)-knife for Will. Miriam 
needs a (11)-iron to launder her 
dolly’s clothes; and all the (12)- 
of the class want candy. 
If I have forgotten anyone it was 
purely (13)-—, so please bring 
each one what you think he needs. 
Lovingly, Nellie. 
Multo Mistaken 
By Herbert Bond 
An allegro young man came down the 
street with allegro assai steps. A bril¬ 
liant girl viewed him from above, agitato, 
not amore. She thought it was the fuo- 
coso young man who had made her 
angry. So she raised the window ani- 
mato and poured some agitato water on 
the young man. He looked up and said 
something staccato and accentuato. Then 
he started down the street accelerando. 
The agitato girl said she had the wrong 
man and looked at him amoroso. Then 
she started after him presto. She caught 
up with him and his face was very brav¬ 
ura, but she smiled and wiped the water 
off affectuoso and amoroso. This caused 
a ritardando of his anger, and she 
talked so amoroso and affectuoso and 
moved so grazioso that he brought his 
ibravura to al fine and acted dolce him¬ 
self. They went before an adagio man 
who walked very elegante and were made 
legato and they lived tranquillo ever 
after. 
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WuRUlZER You may have \| 
your choice of more ” 
than 2,000 instruments 
may*sen^k^ac'k'atour Si«nseI,UTrial does noTixstyou a penny. Don 
Convenient Monthly Payments 
tmo nontnrioo Ritreru known musical instrument sold to you at direct-from tne A/ 
Send the Coupon! ff.SK 
instrument you are interested in. There is no ot 
send you the bier 160-page book free and prepaid. S 
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. (£& ) £$£SSkv 
%o StradivariuS’ 
Violins (Z till) 
cMaskrpieces! 
Two-century-old creations from the hands 
of the inspired master—each “a thing of 
beauty and a joy forever.” And both prized 
exhibits in the famous Lyon & Healy collec¬ 
tion, of rare violins. 
In this notable collection there are other 
struments of extraoi 
sic quality that rangrfin price from $100 to 
$14,000. Catalog will be sent on request. 
Ulepamm/ by expert 
Your violin, worth hundreds or thousands, 
should be entrusted only to artists, such as 
we employ, if it needs repairs. Cost esti¬ 
mates cheerfully and promptly furnished. 
52-69 Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago 
CAN MAKE UP TO *60.00 A WEEK, OR MORE 
ling Christensen System of Ragtime Piano Playing 
ock to you. “Everybody’s crazy about rag.” Very easy to t 
od, even if pupil doesn’t know a note. Men, women, every* 
noney teaching in their own homes or studios. “My success * 
nsen System sounds like magic,” writes F. G. Corbett, t 
ircade, Cleveland. "I have 4 assistant teachers and a hn 
es Edw. J. Mellinzer, Holland Bldg., St. Louis. ’’The 6tst 
’ 2000 lessons personally. Ragtime is what pupils want,” w RA5 Maatnn fit. Ritffaln 
CHRISTENSEN 
Czar of Ragtime'' Christensen School of 
Please mention THE ETUDE 
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Your Musical Friends 
Will Appreciate Receiving as a 
Christmas Gift 
A Year’s Subscription to 
The Etude 
A Gift that is not a passing remembrance— 
Twelve times during the year your thought¬ 
fulness brings to a friend many inspiring, 
instructive articles and at least eighteen 
new musical compositions. This means 
throughout the year your gift will furnish 
many happy hours. 
rHE ETUDE CHRISTMAS GIFT CARD ANNOUNCING 
will arrive on Christmas morning along with the first copy. Just ser 
le recipients promptly with $1.50 each, ($1.75 in Canada). Ment*< 
Great Pianists on Piano Playing 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE Price $2.00 
Christmas Gifts that are keptyears afterward and read and re-read are so much better than 
the trinkets that are thrown away or wear out, that sensible people all turn toward them. 
“Great Pianists on Piano Playing.” while a handsome gift book, is a permanent 
record of the clearly expressed ideas of the following Virtuosi upon the art of 
playing the instrument. 
Accompanied by Portraits and Biographies of each Artist 
Bachaus 
Busoni 
Gabrilowitsch 
Godowsky 
Goodson 
Grainger 
Hambourg 
Hofmann 
Hutcheson 
Lambert 
Lhevinne 
de Pachmann 
Paderewski 
Pauer 
Rachmaninoff 
Reisenauer 
Samaroff 
Scharwenka 
Schelling 
Stojowski 
Zeisler 
This is a Christmas Gifl that no one interested in the Piano could fail to receive with delight. 
SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE 
THEO. PRESSER CO..- Philadelphia, Pa. 
When You Make Your Teacher 
A Christmas Present 
Ydur teacher has worked very hard to insure your progress during the past year. 
Christmas is the very best time to show your appreciation. Here is a list of gifts 
that any teacher would be glad to receive. Why not give your teacher a delightful 
surprise on Christmas morning. 
GIFTS SPECIALLY PRICED 
Under 50 Cents 
The subjects are Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, 
Handel, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Rubinstein, 
Tschaikowski, Schubert, Schumann and Wagner. 
Standard and Well-Known Piano Volumes, at 
Special Holiday Cash Prices 
Chaminade Album.  J8c 
Chopin Waltzes. .  
Moszkowski, Favorite Compositions. >»»<= 
Standard Advanced Album ... 35c 
Standard Brilliant Album. 35c 
GIFTS SPECIALLY PRICED 
50 Cents up to $1.00 
Imitation Bronze Phcques 
Special Holiday Cash Price, $1.00 each 
Round placques of Beethoven, Liszt, Mozart and 
Wagner. A welcome addition for the walls of a 
music lover’s studio or home. 
GIFTS SPECIALLY PRICED 
$1.00 and higher 
:ial Holiday C 
72 famous 
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces—ly Perry 
Special Holiday Cash Price, $1.20 
Great Pianists on the Art of Piano Playing— 
by Cooke 
Special Holiday Ca*h Price, $1.80 
Imitation Bronze Busts 
Special Holiday Cash Price, $2.00 
Eight inches high, three subjects—Beethoven, 
Mozart and Wagner. These are very desirable for 
studio decorative purposes. 
Complete History of Music—by Baltze’l 
Special Holiday Cash Price, $1.35 
Masters and Their Music—by Mathews 
Special Holiday Cash Price, $1.20 
Leather Music Satchel—Full Size 
Seal grain, silk lined, handles and s 
Black and Brown—$5.25 
Grove’s Dictionary of Music and 
"Cci, tally priced, $15.00 
THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
the BTVDl 
SPECIAL! 
Great Offer to Teachers 
and Musicians 
, . -v _ nnUnd Of promise. Making claims ia easy—“making good" „ An ounce of proof is worth P Music Teachers and Successful Musician* claim that they 
You’re welcome to these letters. We will »ena you »» 
wo realize that this is merely “hearsay evident 
' trutwul. 
any as you care to read. But. after all 
merelv “hearsay evmeucw ^ ..*.uy readers of this publication who have 
>nll knowledge of what it really means—for example-to no direct personal l  01 nat it re*.tjr --- - 
Study Sherwood Piano Lessons 
and Harmony Under 
Rosenbecker and Protheroe 
pupil of Liszt, endorsed by Paderewski. Letcbetiiky, 
.ists. to come right into your home and offer yon his pet- 
mu would eagerly and gratefully thank your lucky stats 
ira today, in every vital eeeaatiaL We bring for the opportunity. Yet that opportunity is your* Sherwood to you—Sherwood, the Great Master at his best UM 
life’s work as Teacher. Concert Pianist and Lecturer-in thu 
Sherwood Normal Piano Lessons and 
University Extension Lectures On 
the Art of Teaching Music 
& 
> of weekly Non ■ : of Tea , : _... . imutioM |>spore snd University.Extension contains the fundu mentals of a broad and solid musical edurs- 
ssful teaching. It contains the vital principles—the big things 
melody, phrasing, rhythm, tonejirodurtlon, Interpretation end le principles *~a~*-, harmony, l , .- 
b._a complete net ol phy»li_. 
ig the muscles of the lingers, hands, wrists, arms and budy. fully explained, lliusiratad 
clear by photographs, diagrams and draw ings. These physical exercises i' 
over 50 muscles of the arms and hands alone which are used In piano playing. 
I. strengthening si 
-WARNING- 
ig (by inferem 
-fright. The lesson*, embodying all of the invaluable principle* and m» 
that for over 30 years made Sherwood America’s famous Plano Teacher, ran be se 
only from this school. 
HARMONY 
A knowledge of Harmony k absolutely 
essential to round out your musical ac¬ 
tion. It adda wonderfully to youre 
. .. ment both as Teacher and Perfo: 
Without St you limp along on the crutch of “unpreparedne**.’’ We offer you a complete 
course of weekly Harmony Lessons at small coat In the privacy* of your own horn.- Thr* 
lessons, prepared by Mr. Adolph Roouiboeker. f 
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe. Eminent CompoMT, Choral Director and Teacher, can be 
secured only from us. 
cation.of dry-as^nstnsS^f1Su^^nJnt^^mi.'^ln^!l°4ri?“ho*mLT],T<mkrt2s?>»S5SI|lU^‘'gm!> >u.r 
attention and stimulates your ambition to succeed from the very Deifinmnir A unttm c*nr.if»!:oc. on 
ZfJSSBllK  “np‘* °ri*i“1 WOrk> d,vek>p* Wr koowUd** -d to-* •» «* *— 
Harmony Teaches You To 
History of Music 
Violin 
t, pupil of Dancla—Every phase of artistic vkdio play 
Advanced Composition 
b%«. d“ingu‘"hedD*hSri,Fahcfr0*- dvaneed musical course given by any rtSS'I^A „,**£!* *od Th» “ ** 
During the seven y 
Inquiring for full information e We Teel that the readers « 
remaining “mute.” And it Is 
America. 
'ppeared to this publication we tat* tod WTMflillv mMiLarf asi. c rsw^re t<f Off 
M Who Uttle realise the wonderful w 
Unprecedented Special Offer! 
,„J“i* 3it^ht d°wn 
Id feel perfectly __ __ __ __ _ ^ 
Kindly U?u“2a! from" T,"',"",'’'"'1'' ”.. H"S' 
precisely as you like, without the ajakjasTSfc^””^1** 6 lessons are pmithrb >S-p. 
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATC 
4956 Siegel-Myers Bldg. CLarence eddy d.7„ bERVATL 
 3 Chicago, I 
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Keep Whistling 
Scotty goes to his work these days 
limping—and whistling. A bit of a shell 
tore away the back of his shoulder at 
Vimy Ridge and when he was out of the 
hospital again a machine gun played 
havoc with his leg as he was going over 
the top. 
Scotty is a naturalized American, but 
he could not wait for us to get into the 
war, so he enlisted with the Canadians. 
He is back here now, because they can 
not use him any longer in the trenches. 
He will always be a little crooked and he 
will use a cane all his life. 
But Scotty does not whimper. He 
whistles with debonnair nonchalance. 
“The Campbells Are Coming,” as he 
hobbles down the street. He has had his 
big moments that some of us will never 
know, and he has paid a price for them. 
But Scotty is not doleful. His motto is, 
“Keep Your Grin Working.” 
The optimistic theory of life is a pretty 
good one. Even in the midst of a big 
world war a man can be far more efficient 
For his country if he stays cheerful. 
So keep whistling. 
Get the Best Piano You Can for Your Child 
Many a promising career has been 
ruined by thoughtless parents who have 
not had the foresight to secure a really 
good piano fob the child during the form¬ 
ative years. Leopold Godowsky, in an 
interview in the Washington Herald, 
says: 
“Given the pupil and the teacher, your 
next problem is the choice of a piano. 
Here many parents make a grievous mis¬ 
take. They say: ‘We will let Jane and 
Willie practice on this old piano that their 
mother used when she was a girl, and 
when they have learned to play we will 
get a better one.’ 
“The first thing that must be culti¬ 
vated in a child is its ear, its sense of 
tone. It must drink in to the full the 
beauties of tone. It must learn to dis¬ 
tinguish one tone from another. It must 
know and feel the difference in the small¬ 
est gradations of tone. It should develop 
a sense of absolute and relative pitch. 
“To train a child on a piano the tone 
of which has become dull and dead, and 
which is always sliding out of tune, is 
a serious error. To train the child's ear 
ard sense of beauty a piano of excellent 
tone should be secured—and it should be 
kept absolutely always in tune. This 
means tuning probably every three 
months. Listen! That is not extrava¬ 
gance. It is as good an investment as the 
piano itself, for it will double the life 
of your instrument." 
“Barber Shop Chords” 
This term is applied, in popular use, to 
those strange chromatic successions of 
close harmony (especially the so-called 
“French sixth”) which sometimes occur 
in the singing of a male quartet, when 
the singers are largely improvising their 
own parts. The writer formerly sup¬ 
posed it to be modern slang, and was 
greatly at a loss to conjecture its origin, 
but research shows it to have a most 
respectable antiquity, at least if anti¬ 
quity can confer respectability. 
In the days of Queen Elizabeth a lute 
usually composed part of the stock in 
trade of a barber; the waiting customer 
could while away time by discoursing 
music on the instrument. Consequently 
“Barber shop” acquired a signification in 
the musical art comparable to “Pompier" 
(fireman), among the painters of Paris. 
As this allusion may be unfamiliar to 
some of our readers, we would explain 
that the painting of pictures has long been 
a favorite pastime of the members of 
Paris fire companies, and that occasion¬ 
ally they have even held exhibitions of 
their work. As much of it is as might be 
expected somewhat crude and amateurish, 
the most insulting epithet one can bestow 
on a professional artist, is to call him 
a “pompier.’ 
However, notwithstanding its origin, 
the word “barber shop” is not always 
used in an opprobrious sense; often it is 
applied to really beautiful harmonic pro¬ 
gressions. 
When Haydn Was 
It is only in comparatively modem 
times that artists, musicians and men of 
letters have found it not only possible 
but expedient to live directly through the 
patronage of the public. It is a historical 
fact, we believe, that Dr* Samuel John¬ 
son was the first author of any eminence 
who succeeded in making a living through 
his business dealings with his publishers. 
It would be interesting to know who was 
the first composer of music who succeeded 
in doing so, but unfortunately data are 
- This relation of artist and patron was, 
not, however, an entirely ignoble one. espe¬ 
cially when there was worth of character 
on both sides. True, in many cases the 
artist was treated much like an ordinary 
servant, but there were honorable excep¬ 
tions, among them that of Haydn and 
Prince Esterhazy. 
The original agreement between them 
The musician, without surrendering his 
own inward ideals, should have the tact 
and wisdom on occasion to “meet people 
half way.” Francis Bacon, in his essay 
Of Boldness tells us how Mahomet made 
the people believe that he would call a 
hill to him and from the top of it offer 
a Musical Servant 
is still in existence, and reads in part as 
follows: 
“The said Joseph Haydn shall be con¬ 
sidered and treated as a member of the 
household. Therefore his Serene High¬ 
ness is graciously pleased to place confi¬ 
dence in his conducting himself as becomes 
an honorable official of a princely house. 
... He is to appear in the antccham- 
ber’daily, and inquire whether his high¬ 
ness is pleased to order a performance of 
the orchestra. ... He is to abstain from 
undue familiarity, not dispensing with the 
respect due to him, but acting uprightly 
and influencing his subordinates to pre¬ 
serve such harmony as is becoming in 
them, remembering how displeasing the 
consequences of any discord or dispute 
would be to his Serene Highness." 
In these surroundings Haydn passed 
thirty prolific years, full of restful and 
congenial activity. 
up his prayers for the observers of his 
law. The people assembled. Mahomet 
called the hill to come to him, again and 
again ; and when the hill stood still he 
was never a whit abashed, but said, “If 
the hill will not come to Mahomet, 
Mahomet will go to the hill.” 
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Watch Your Nerves 
by 
PAUL von BOECKMANN 
The greatest of all strains upon the 
human body is that caused by nerve 
tension. Instant death may result from 
great grief or a sudden fright. The 
strongest man may in a few months 
shrink to a skeleton through intense 
worry. Anger and excitement may cause 
an upheaval of the digestive and other 
organs. It is simple to understand, there¬ 
fore, that lesser strains upon the nerves 
must slowly but surely undermine the 
vital forces, decrease our mental keen¬ 
ness and generally wreck the body and 
health. 
In this simple truth lies the secret of 
health, strength and vitality. The noted 
British authority on the nerves, Alfred 
T. Schofield, M. D., the author of numer¬ 
ous wor's on the subject, says: “It is my 
belief that the greatest single factor in the 
maintenance of health is that the nerves 
should be in order.” 
It is in the nerves that Nerve Force is 
generated, that wonderful power which 
gives life and action to every cell of the 
human body. When the nervous system 
becomes fagged out, because of worry, 
overwork, abuse and other strains, the 
flow of Nerve Force becomes feeble, and 
we become feeble all over. When the 
flow is strong, we feel strong all over— 
mentally, physically and organically. This 
is an immutable law of Nature. 
Few people realize the powerful in¬ 
fluence the nerves have upon our well¬ 
being, and how they may torture the 
mind and body when they become de¬ 
ranged, super-sensitive and unmanageable. 
Few people realize they have nerves, and 
therefore heedlessly waste their precious 
Nerve Force, not knowing that they are 
actually wasting their “Life Force”, and 
then they wonder why they lack “Pep’’, 
have aches, pains, cannot digest their 
food, and are not fit, mentally and 
physically. 
Just think a moment what a powerful 
role your nerves play in your life. It is 
your nerves that govern the action of 
the heart, so that your blood will circu¬ 
late. It is your nerves that govern your 
breathing, so that your blood will be 
purified. It is your nerves that promote 
the process of digestion, assimilation 
and elimination. Every organ and mus¬ 
cle, before it can act, must receive from 
the nerves a current of Nerve Force to 
give it life and power. 
Your body and all its organs and parts 
may be compared to a complex mass of 
individual electric motors and' lights, 
which are connected with wires from a 
central electric station, where the electric 
power is generated. When the electric 
force from the central station becomes 
weak, every motor will slow down and 
every light will become dim. Tinkering 
and pampering the motors and light will 
do no good in this case. It is in the cen¬ 
tral station, the nervous system, where 
the weakness lies. 
I have devoted over thirty years to the 
study of physical and mental efficiency in 
man and woman. I have studied care¬ 
fully the physical, mental and' organic 
characteristics of over 100,000 persons in 
this time. As my experience grows, I am 
more than ever convinced that nearly 
every case of organic and physical weak¬ 
ness is primarily due to nerve exhaus¬ 
tion. Powerful and healthy looking men 
and women who did not show the least 
outward signs of weak nerves were found 
upon close mental and physical diagno¬ 
sis to have exhausted nerves. Usually 
Please mention THE ETUDE w! 
every organ was perfect and the muscles 
well developed, but there was not suffi¬ 
cient flow of Nerve Force to give these 
organs and muscles tone and power. 
How often do we hear of people run¬ 
ning from doctor to doctor seeking relief 
from a mysterious “something the 
matter” with them, though repeated ex¬ 
aminations’fail to show that any particu¬ 
lar-organ or function is weak? It is 
“Nerves”, in every case. 
We are living in the age of nerve 
strain, the “mile a minute life”. Every 
man, woman and child is over-taxing the 
nerves, thus wrecking that delicate sys¬ 
tem. Nerve strain cannot be entirely 
avoided, but it can be modified. Much 
can be done to temper the nerves against 
strain. Education along this line is im¬ 
peratively necessary if we are not to be- 
cotne a race of neurathenics (nerve ex¬ 
haustion). I have written a 64 page book 
which is pronounced by students of the 
subject to be the most valuable and prac¬ 
tical work ever written on nerve culture. 
The title of the book is “Nerve Force”. 
It teaches how to soothe, calm and care 
for the nerves. The cost is only 25 
cents, (coin pr stamps). Address, Paul 
*vori Boeckmann, Studio No. 69, 110 West 
40th St., New York. 
The only way to judge the value of 
this book is to read it, which you may 
do at my risk. In other words, if after 
reading the book it does not meet your 
fullest expectations, I shall return your 
money, plus the outlay of postage you 
may have incurred. I have advertised mv 
various books on health, breathing and 
other subjects in this and other maga¬ 
zines for more than 20 years, which is 
ample evidence of my responsibility and 
integrity. Over a million copies have 
been sold. 
You should send for this book to-day. 
It is for you whether you have had 
trouble with your nerves or not. Your 
nerves are the most precious possession 
you have. Through them you experience 
all that makes life worth living; for to 
be dull nerved, means to be dull brained, 
insensible to the higher phases of life— 
love, moral courage, ambition and tem¬ 
perament. The finer your brain is, the 
finer and more delicate is your nervous 
system, and the more imperative it is 
that you care for your nerves. The book 
is especially important to those who have 
“high strung” nerves, and those who 
must tax their nerves to the limit. The 
following are extracts from people who 
have read the hook and were greatly 
benefited by the teachings set forth 
therein: 
“I have gained 12 pounds since reading 
.tour hook, and I feel so energetic. I had 
about given up hope of ever finding the 
cause of my low weight.” 
■ “Your book did more for me for indi¬ 
gestion than two courses in dieting.” 
. T thought I had 
i simply a case of i 
-read your book a! 
A woman writes : “Your book has helped 
my nerves wonderfully. I am sleeping so 
well and in the morning I feel so rested ” 
"The advice given in your book on re¬ 
laxation and calming of nerves has cleared 
my brain. Before I was half dizzy all the 
time.” 
A physician says: “Your hook shows 
you have a scientific and profound knowl¬ 
edge of the nerves and nervous people. I 
am recommending your book to my pa- 
» A prominent lawyer in Ansonia, Conn., 
•a.vs : "Your hook saved me from a nerv¬ 
ous collapse, such as I had three years 
ago. I now sleep soundly and am gaining 
weight. I can again do a real day s 
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NEW WORKS. 
Advance of Publication Offers— 
, Special 
December, 1918. p^eJe 
Album of American Composers.50 
Birthday Jewels, Geo. L. Spaulding.20 
Bohm Album for the Piano. .35 
Celebrated Compositions by Famous 
Composers.35 
Comprehensive Violin Method, Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin.40 
David Bispham’s Album of Songs.50 
Eroticon, Emil Sjogren.25 
Hymn of Praise, Mendelssohn.25 
L’Art du Clavier, Lack.50 
Marches! Elementary Progressive Exer¬ 
cises for the Voice.25 
New Orchestra Folio, Parts.15 
New Orchestra Folio, Piano . .25 
Paul Wadis’ Album.25 
Pedal Book, Blose . . .50 
Scale and Arpeggio Studies for Violin, 
Book I, Blumenstengel.20 
Spaulding Album for the Pianoforte.25 
Trial By Jury, Sullivan.25 
Musical Literature 
What is busier than a book store just 
before Christmas? So many people ap¬ 
preciate books and there are so many 
books that are of such lasting value that 
they tnake ideal gifts. A good library is a 
far more creditable heirloom than fine 
furniture as it indicates the intelligence 
and the soul of one’s ancestors. The 
books you give now will reflect your 
taste and judgment for years to come. 
Unlike so many of the ordinary Christ¬ 
mas gifts they cannot be forgotten in a 
week or so. In another part of this issue 
you will find a list of musical books se¬ 
lected especially for this season from our 
large catalog. There is nothing that your 
musical friends would appreciate more 
than a good book, selections from this list 
makes Christmas shopping a pleasant 
matter of writing an order with the num¬ 
ber of books checked off on your list. 
Better look the list of books over care¬ 
fully, now, it will solve many Christmas 
buying problems. Then, books are about 
the easiest and safest things to send either 
by mail or express. 
Genuine 
Bronze Plaques 
We still have a number of artistic bronze 
plaques which we will dispose of at a 
considerable reduction. The stock is very 
limited and while they last they will be 
sold for $1.00 each. The regular cata¬ 
logue price is $3.00. We purchased all 
there was in existence and when the pres¬ 
ent lot is exhausted no more will be ob¬ 
tainable, as the molds were destroyed by 
fire. Of course, it is understood that 
these plaques are of the Great Masters. 
Musical Calendars 
Free 
With every cash order for Holiday 
goods received from now until December 
31, 1918, where it is asked for, we will 
include an attractive calendar for 1919. 
These calendars will be those which were 
the most popular ones for the current 
year. WTe have these for sale at the usual 
price of 10s each, $1.00 a dozen, but un¬ 
derstand we will include one in every cash 
order without charge if it is asked for. 
30th Holiday Offer 
The Government has advised the cur¬ 
tailment as far as possible of the buying 
of holiday gifts; therefore, we have made 
a very select list for our offer this year 
and only those works which we have found 
invaluable for gifts have been added. The 
list will be reliable. 
Subscription Price Advances 
on January 1, 1919 
On January 1, 1919, The Etude ad¬ 
vances its subscription price from $1.50 to 
$1.75 for each yearly subscription. Can¬ 
adian subscriptions will be $2.00, foreign 
subscriptions $2.47. 
The increased postage rate, higher oost 
of production, of paper, etc., have com¬ 
pelled this increase in price. We have 
made the increase as small as possible, 
although fully convinced that even though 
we had advanced the price to $2.00 a 
year every Etude friend, old and new 
alike, would have continued as a sub¬ 
scriber. 
We wish to call attention again to the 
fact that frequently during the year The 
Etude presents actual lessons from the 
world’s greatest teachers. Any one of 
. these lessons, if taken individually by the 
subscriber, would cost many times the 
price of an annual subscription. In addi¬ 
tion, the music section of 17 to 22 pieces 
, of music presented each month, gives 
Etude readers a remarkable value for 
their money. 
We will continue, as in the past, to 
make every issue of The Etude better, 
brighter and more helpful to students, 
teachers and music lovers. 
All subscriptions mailed up to Decem¬ 
ber 31, 1918, will be accepted at the pres¬ 
ent prices—$1.50 in United States and 
$1.75 in Canada. 
The Etude 
as a Christmas Gift 
We know of no better Christmas gift 
for a musical person than a year’s sub¬ 
scription for The Etude. In these days 
of sensible giving, we cannot urge too 
strongly the fitness of this magazine for 
this purpose. 
In no other way can the donor give so 
much at small cost nor the recipient get 
so much as twelve issues of The Etude, 
containing on an average twenty or more 
complete music compositions in each issue, 
actual lessons from world-famed teach¬ 
ers and valuable articles from the best 
minds in the world of music. 
The December—Christmas—number will 
be sent to each of your friends on Christ¬ 
mas morning together with an especially 
engraved card bearing your name as 
donor. 
‘ If you want your friends to think of 
you twelve times during the coming year, 
give them Etude .subscriptions for Christ- 
Remember The Etude advances its 
price to $1.75 a year ($2.00 in Canada) 
starting January 1st. 
Vest Pocket Edition 
of the Lives of the 
Great Composers 
No more desirable, no more interesting, 
and no more valuable, not nearly as val¬ 
uable, a small Christmas gift can be ob¬ 
tained for a musical person than one or 
all of the nine volumes which we publish 
under the title of “Petite Library,” giv¬ 
ing the lives of Handel, Haydn, Weber, 
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Liszt, 
Wagner, Mozart, by Edward Francis. 
These volumes, small as they are, contain 
125 pages and there is little that is neces¬ 
sary to know or which is interesting in 
the lives of the great masters that is not 
contained in these little volumes. They 
make a most excellent traveling compan¬ 
ion. The price postpaid, is 18 cents each 
in cloth. 12 cents each in paper, or a set 
boxed for $1.45 and 90 cents respectively. 
Christmas 
Music 
Those who have not yet made final 
plans as regards music for Christmas 
services should write at once for an as¬ 
sortment of anthems or solos for the oc¬ 
casion. We have an exceptionally inter¬ 
esting line of bright, tuneful and singable 
anthems adapted to the needs of choirs 
of all degrees of proficiency, and the most 
exacting choir master may readily supply 
his organization from the Presser catalog. 
On another page of this issue will be 
found a list of what we consider the most 
desirable material of this character. . 
All requests for Christmas music for 
examination are given immediate attention. 
Engravings of 
Composers 
These engravings are not ordinary 
commercial pictures but they are subjects 
in sepia. There are seven of these still 
left and we sell the set for only 25 cents. 
The subjects are Gounod, Paderewski, 
Grieg, Tschaikowski, Liszt, Moszkowski 
and Schumann, which we will sell for 
12% cents; the size is 9% x 12%. For 
studio decoration o» parlor decoration, 
they are very acceptable. They also make 
a very fine gift at Christmas time. For 
the small sum of 25 cents there is a great 
showing. As the number still on hand is 
limited we would advise early ordering. 
Advance of Publication 
Offers Withdrawn’ 
War conditions have not interfered with 
any part of our business more than in the 
actual publication of new works. It is 
most difficult to get printing and binding 
done in any quantity. This will account 
for some of the slowness in getting out 
our new works. By the time this issue 
reaches our subscribers we hope to be 
able to deliver the two following books: 
The Album of Piano Pieces by Women 
Composers. This will, without doubt, be a 
very interesting volume containing pieces 
by representative women composers and 
published in very substantial style. Retail 
price, $1.00. 
Tschaikowskyf Album for the Young. 
This is a delightful and original work, one 
of the best collections of pieces for young 
players we have ever seen. Our edition 
of this standard work has been carefully 
revised and edited and is well worth the 
examination of every teacher or person 
interested in teaching the young. Retail 
price, 75 cents. 
Leather Music 
Satchels 
Notwithstanding the fact that the war 
has interfered with the manufacture and 
sale of all leather goods, perhaps as much 
as any other commodity, it has been pos¬ 
sible for us to keep a fair stock of the fol¬ 
lowing satchels and rolls. The prices are 
not high, but we would advise early order¬ 
ing as we cannot promise that all of 
these numbers will remain in stock over 
the holidays. We will send these various 
satchels at the prices marked, which is a 
net price, postpaid if cash is sent with 
the order: 
t Sheet Music Size. 
Keratol. Silk Lined. 
Unilned. 
Net 
Prices Long Grain. 
Black or Brown. 
Cowhide. Smooth finish. 
Black or Brown  s.t 
Seal Grain. Leather. Silk Lined. 
Black or Brown. 3,( 
Combination Satchel. 
Carries the Music Flat or Folded Once. 
Seal Grain. Keratol. Silk Lined. 
Black only  
Long Grain. Leather Lined with Metal 
Seal (Srain. Silk Lined. Metal 
Leather Clasp .  
Cowhide. Smooth finish. Unilned. 
Seal Grain. Bound Edges. Metal 
Leather Clasp  
Full Sheet Music Size. 
Long Grain. Pol. Cobra. Dull or I 
ished. Unlined. Black only_ 
Seal Grain. Silk Lined. Handles and 
Straps. -Black or Brown. 
Seal Grain. Leather Lined. Handles 
and Straps. Black or Brown. 
" „ ' Unllned. 
Handles. Black o 
Music Rolls. 
Grain. Keratol. Silk Lined. Black $0.75 
Great Pianists 
Upon Piano Playing 
By J. F. Cooke 
Twenty-seven master pianists, many of 
them also famous teachers give in this 
volume information which many might not 
be able to get from twenty-seven lessons 
from these men and women. It has been 
the dream of the lives of thousands of 
students to take “just one lesson” with 
such masters as Carreno, Goodson, Hof- 
man, Bauer, Gain, Grainger, Hutcheson, 
Paderewski, Hambourg, Gabrilowitsch, de 
Pachmann and Zeisler, who are all repre¬ 
sented in this book. To possess such a 
volume, right at hand for constant read¬ 
ing and reference is a wonderful stimu¬ 
lus to tha student. As a gift it has an 
interest which very few books can equal 
owing to the varied and distinguished per¬ 
sonalties represented. Each of the con¬ 
ferences of the eminent pianists is pre¬ 
faced by a portrait and a biography. The 
special holiday price is $1.60, postpaid. 
The Standard History 
of Music 
By J. F. Cooke 
The very best advertisement of any book 
is continued in increasing demand. The 
Standard History of Music is the most re¬ 
cent book of its type and yet it has already 
“filled the bill” in very many classes of 
students who desire to study history of 
music in the most entertaining and prac¬ 
tical manner. While the book is in every 
sense a progressive text book it als’o 
makes an inspiring gift, particularly for 
the music student of from ten to fifteen 
years of age, the years when life is com¬ 
mencing to take on new art interest. 
Ample descriptions of the book may be 
found in many issues of The Etude. The 
special holiday price is $1.10, postpaid. 
Clarke’s Pocket 
Edition of the 
Dictionary of Music 
From our experience of the past cover¬ 
ing many years there is no more desirable 
small gift to a musical person and one 
that is more acceptable than the Diction¬ 
ary of Music and Musicians. Tens of 
thousands of the pocket edition of Clarke’s 
Dictionary have been sold for this pur¬ 
pose. The Pocket Edition contains 
everything that is usual. The larger edi¬ 
tion, of course, bound in red cloth is much 
more complete. The holiday price, post¬ 
paid, of the Pocket Dictionary is 20 cents, 
and of the large edition, 80 rents. 
Comprehensive Violin Method 
By Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank T. Benjamin 
The one method among all violin in¬ 
structors which is really adapted for “self- 
instruction.” A complete system of dia¬ 
grams and pictures shows not only the 
position of the violin and the hands in 
general, but the exact position of each 
finger on each string in all the scales. 
Busy teachers jvill lie glad of a book 
which does something toward lightening 
so pleasantly the labor of routine instruc¬ 
tion. Besides the usual scales and exer¬ 
cises the book contains 100 easy duets 
for violin and piano, including many old- 
time favorites. The more advanced exer¬ 
cises are selected from • standard works. 
Advance of publication cash price, 40 
cents, postpaid. 
Musical Jewelry 
Novelties 
For a number of Holiday Seasons our 
patrons have found the musical jewelry 
an inexpensive and extremelv attractive 
Christmas gift, a full list of which will 
appear on another page of The Etude. 
Ladies' collar or run s« 
—dark l>lue, light |,li 
black . 
Gold finisli .:.. 
Sterling silver . 
Cuff buttons and pin s 
Gold plated. 
Sterling silver. 
a juMniani o 
the etude 
Paul Wachs’ 
Album 
All lovers of good drawing-room music 
will be delighted with this new collection 
of the most popular pieces by Paul 
Wachs. Such numbers as Shower of 
Stars, Posy Fingers, Ballet Mignon, have 
been received with the greatest favor. 
This new collection has been most care¬ 
fully prepared and contains all the gems. 
The special In advance of publication 
price is 25 cents, postpaid. 
Hymn of Praise 
Symphony Cantata 
By Mendelssohn 
We have heard of a number of choral 
societies which have selected the Hymn 
of Praise for study during the coming 
season. This work contains some of Men¬ 
delssohn’s finest chorus writings, and is 
to be ranked in the same class with his 
Elijah and St, Paul. Besides the lovely 
orchestral introduction, there is an abun¬ 
dance of chorus work. The solo numbers 
being allotted to soprano and tenor, a 
quartet not being required. 
Our special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Celebrated Compositions 
By Famous Composers 
This new collection' now in preparation 
will comprise just such pieces as every 
pianist will wish to play, pieces which are 
a delight to the listener as well as to the 
player. In this volume such composers 
as Mendelssohn, Moszkowski, Jcqsen, Go¬ 
dard, Chaminade are represented. The 
pieces all lie in the intermediate grade, 3, 
i, and 5. Each piece has been carefully 
edited and revised. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 85 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Album of American Composers 
for the Pianoforte 
This new’ album affords an opportunity 
for grouping together some of the best 
works for the piano by distinguished 
American writers. As our catalogue is 
sufficiently rich in such compositions, we 
have a splendid field from which to select. 
The compilation of such a volume is a 
pleasure as well as a patriotic duty. More 
attention is now paid to the works of 
native American composers than ever be¬ 
fore. We feel sure that none will be dis¬ 
appointed in this volume. The pieces are 
chiefly of intermediate grade. 
The special price in advance of publi¬ 
cation is 50 cents per copy, postpaid. 
Eroticon 
Five Pieces for the Piano 
By Emil Sjogren 
This work, one of the most recent addi¬ 
tions to the Presser collection, is now on 
the press, but the special introductory 
price will lie continued during the current 
month. These Five Songs Without Words 
for the Piano represent the modem ro¬ 
mantic school and also the modem Scan¬ 
dinavian School in musical composition, an 
attractive and interesting combination. 
These pieces should be known by all 
pianists. They will all repay careful 
study. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid. 
Scale and Arpeggio Studies 
For Violin, Book I 
By A. Blumenstengl 
This set of studies is used by a major¬ 
ity of teachers for daily studies. The 
studies are all in the first position and this 
edition will be carefully edited by a 
master violinist and will tie made superior 
to others fti all respects. 
Advance of publication cash price, 20 
cents, postpaid. 
David Bispham’s 
Album of Songs 
This is a Collection of Master Songs. 
This volume has received the very best 
attention from this great singer and art¬ 
ist. The interpretation of each number 
will be indicated fully. It will assist very 
greatly both the singer and the student. 
Only those selections that have attained 
wide popularity with concert artists will 
be found in this volume. Those who sub¬ 
scribe for'it in advance will look for some¬ 
thing novel and practical, and they will 
not be disappointed. The advance of pub¬ 
lication price is 50 cents, postpaid. 
Birthday Jewels 
By George L. Spaulding 
This unique little volume contains 
twelve teaching pieces which may be either 
played or sung or both together. Each 
piece is named after one of the months of 
the year, together with its appropriate 
birthstone. The pieces are easy to play, 
but very melodious, similar in style and 
grade to those in Mr. Spaulding’s very 
successful book. Tunes and Rhymes. The 
pieces should be much appreciated by 
young students. 
Our special price in advance of publica¬ 
tion is 20 cents per copy, postpaid. 
Trial By Jury—Operetta 
By Arthur Sullivan 
We will continue during the current 
month the special introductory price on 
this jolly little operetta. Lovers of 
Arthur Sullivan’s music will find in this 
work some of his most characteristic bits. 
Tlie text is full of wit and humor and 
the music illustrates this aptly through¬ 
out. The work is easy of production by 
almost any body of amateurs, and it will 
invariably prove pleasing to audiences. It 
is sung throughout, with no spoken dia¬ 
logue. Our new edition has been pre¬ 
pared with the utmost care. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid. 
Spaulding Album 
For the Pianoforte 
The most popular albums that we have 
in our catalog are those by George L. 
Spaulding. This album which we now 
have in preparation will contain his latest 
and most popular compositions. They 
will all be within the range of second- 
grade pieces. 
Our special price in advance of publica¬ 
tion will be 25 cents a copy, postpaid. 
Pedal Book 
By Joh. M. Blose 
This work is progressing well toward 
completion. Dr. Blose intends to make 
this the most practical, the most ele¬ 
mentary and most useful pedal study 
book ever published. The treatment of 
this very important part of piano play¬ 
ing has up to the present time been most 
haphazard and unsystematic, so it is time 
that a practical and systematic work is 
put into the hands of the teachers. There 
are many artistic points in connection 
with the'pedid> the proper knowledge of 
which will greatly increase the value of 
the work of a teacher. 
Our special price in advance of publi¬ 
cation is 50 cents, postpaid. 
Marchesi Elementary 
Progressive Exercises 
For the Voice 
As Rossini stated, Mme. Marchesi’s 
method is “an exposition of the true art 
of the Italian school of singing, inclusive 
of the dramatic element.” Surely nothing 
more need lie said to endorse this excel¬ 
lent and practical collection of exercises, 
which are specially adapted for tiie needs 
of tne soprano and mezzo-soprano voice. 
Advance of publication cash price, 25 
cents, postpaid. 
L’Art Du Clavier 
By Theodore Lack 
Opus 289 
This is a modern technical work for the 
pianoforte. It consists of short exercises 
covering special points of technic. They 
are in the form of etudes, short and 
never more than sixteen measures in 
length. This work comes from one of the 
most modern French pianists, a teacher of 
wide experience. Any pianist of progres¬ 
sive standing will find in this book much 
that will prove new and interesting. It 
should not be attempted by anyone who 
has not had more than three or four years 
of experience at the keyboard. The work 
is very well advanced in the course of 
preparation and will be ready in a short 
time. Our special advanced price, post¬ 
paid, is 50 cents. 
New 
Orchestra Folio 
Our new orchestra folio is now about 
ready, but the special offer will be con¬ 
tinued during the current month, after 
which it will probably be withdrawn. 
This folio will contain many of the 
gems of our catalog, including such 
famous successes as “Comrades in Arms,” 
by Hayes; “Iris,” liy Renard; “Melody 
of Love,” by Engelmann; “Love and 
Roses,” by ltolfe; “Stand by the Flag,” 
by Stults. The orchestrations are all ex¬ 
ceedingly well made and are of easy or 
intermediate difficulty throughout. 
The special advance of publication price 
is 15 cents for each separate orchestral 
part and 25 cents for the piano part, 
postpaid: 
Bohm Album 
For the Piano 
This will be positively the last month in 
whicli this popular album will remain on 
special offer. It will be distributed to the 
advance subscribers for the holidays. This 
is the last month that the work can be 
had at this rate. It will contain the very 
best of this popular composer’s Parlor 
Pieces. The music will be of intermedi¬ 
ate grade, not beyond the fourth. Anyone 
of the pieces in this volume will cost in 
sheet form more than the entire volume. 
Our special advanced price for this month 
only is 35 cents, postpaid. 
Special Offer for 
Etude Renewals 
For the month of December The Etude 
offers its readers an opportunity whereby 
they may obtain excellent music collec¬ 
tions for a very small sum in addition to 
the yearly subscription price. Following 
is the offer in detail: 
Every reader renewing his or her Etude 
subscription, or sending us a new sub¬ 
scription during December may, by add¬ 
ing 15 cents to the price—total, $1.65 in 
United States, and $1.90 in Canada—have 
the year’s renewal or new subscription 
with a choice of one of the following 
albums: 
Album op Favorite Pieces. H. Engel- 
maim. 
Bach’s Two- and Thhee-Part Inven¬ 
tions. 
First Dance Album. 26 selections. 
Little Home Player. Piano or Organ. 
Popular Home Collection. 46 piano 
Selected Classics, Violin and Piano. 19 
pieces. 
All readers should take advantage of 
this bargain offer at once in renewing 
their own subscriptions as well as in ob¬ 
taining the subscriptions of their friends 
or pupils. Bear in mind that this is the 
last month in which an Etude subscription 
may be sent at $1.50 ($1.75 in Canada). 
Subscriptions mailed after December 31, 
1918, will be entered at the new price of 
$1.75—$2.00 in Canada. 
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Paper Bound Collections 
of Music for Christmas Gifts 
No one realizes more than we do the 
necessity for low-priced Christmas gilts 
for use by music teachers. Thousands of 
our collections are used every year for 
this purpose. Most of them are 50-cent 
Collections, now retailing for 00 cents and 
selling at a cash holiday price of 35 cents 
if ordered before December 31st and 
' is sent with the order. These 50-cent 
A word about our collections and why 
we sell them by the thousand, why we have 
a greater sale than for any other 50-cent 
collections. Every piece in every volume 
lias been tried and only those used which 
had already shown a sale in sheet music 
form. Most volumes are padded—a few 
pieces sell them. Every piece in every one 
of our volumes has more than the average 
merit and melody. 
We cannot take the space here to list 
them all and we would* therefore, refer 
you to the list of instrumental collections 
for piano solo, four hands, and miscellan¬ 
eous, as well as vocal collections found in 
the Thirtieth Annual Holiday Offer of 
Musical Gifts listed on the first inside 
cover of this issue. 
Seasonable Gifts 
For Etude Subscriptions 
A few of the many useful and valuable 
premiums given to Etude readers are 
listed below. Some of these make splen¬ 
did Christmas presents and they can be 
earned by devoting a few minutes’ time 
each day to visiting the musical people in 
your neighborhood and securing their 
Etude subscriptions or renewals. Other 
gifts are listed in our illustrated premium 
catalogue which will be sent free upon 
receipt of your postal card request. Here 
are a few of the premiums: 
For ONE Subscription, 
First Parlor Pieces. 
Selected Studies. Czerny-Liebling. 4 
vols., any one volume. 
Salt and Pepper Sets. Small, light and 
durable. These shakers would grace the 
table of any home; convenient for picnics 
and outings. 
Hanger Sets. Something new; collapsi¬ 
ble coat and skirt hanger; comes folded in 
small compact case. Can be carried in 
hand-bag. Indispensable on vacation trips. 
Lingerie Sets. Consist of a pair of 
lingerie clasps and two dainty oval-shaped 
pins. Useful and attractive. 
For TWO Subscriptions. 
Fantasies, Impromptus and Moments 
Musical. F. Schubert. 
Transcriptions from the Wagner 
Operas. Liszt-Wagner Album. 
Nocturnes. Chopin. 
Songs Without Words. Complete. 
Mendelssohn. 
Ash Trays. Solves the problem of a 
gift for the man who smokes. Round, 
dark wood base with crystal top. 
■ Manicure Brush. Fine horsehair brush, 
bristles twisted in wire so that tMy can¬ 
not come out; can be washed in hot"water 
or boiled. 
For THREE Subscriptions. 
Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios. 
J. F. Cooke. 
Organ Repertoire—Pipe Organ. 
Well-known Pianoforte Solos: How 
to play them. Chas. W. Wilkinson. 
Your Own Subscription Free for three 
others at full price. 
Crumb Sets; made in brass, satin finish. 
A beautiful and useful gift and a rare 
bargain for three subscriptions. 
You Can Yet Subscribe for One Year to The Etude at $1.50 
But after lanuarv 1st 1919 the prevailing high production costs and the increase in second class mailing rates necessitates the raising of the 
J y > ’ subscription price to $1.75 a year. 
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Magazine Bargains 
for Christmas 
The following short list offers a money- 
saving opportunity to every Etude reader. 
Each one of these clubs consist of The 
Etude and other leading jpagazines. The 
Etude is figured at its present price— 
$1.50 a year. These prices are void Decem¬ 
ber 31, 1918, and these club offers will be 
withdrawn. 
A prompt renewal of your subscription 
for The Etude forwarded with your order 
for other magazines, will enable you to 
effect a substantial saving. 
THE ETUDE . 1*1.50 
Peoples Popular Monthly. j Save 25c 
THE ETUDE . \ *1.85 
Today’s Housewife. j Save 40c 
THE ETUDE.. I *2.00 
McCall’s Magazine . J Save 50c 
l*2.50 
Today’s Housewife . 
1*2.50 
) Save 75c 
1*2.75 
I Save 75c 
l *2.75 
THE ETUDE . 
McCall’s Magazine. 
Peoples’ Home Journal . 
Today's Housewife. 
1*3.10 
j Save 90c 
THE ETUDE . ) H 35 American Magazine 1 To one- J 
Woman’s Home Com. J address .... )Save$I.15 
Special Notices 
55 ANNOUNCEMENTS 
I WANTED and FOR SALE I 
Rata 10c per word 
, Manhattan, Kan. 
Thir. fecit Viennae Anno 1770. In perfei 
condition. Nearly a hundred years in good 
professional use. Price, $400. Franz Paul, 
3928 Syosset Street, Woodhaven, L. J 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Rate 20c per word 
MUSIC COMPOSED—Send words. Man¬ 
uscripts corrected. Harmony, correspond¬ 
ence lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. A. 
ODD SIZE—Tape measure to be had for 
the asking. The Kranich and Bach Piano 
Co., New York, desiring to call attention to ■"The Smallest Ultra Quality Grand in the 
World,” is giving out a tape measure exactly 
the length of the piano to impress upon 
musicians its smallness. See advertisement 
FACE TO FACE WITH 
Molly Changes Her Mind 
By Lucile Collins 
“Oh, dear me,” sighed Molly, looking 
up from her knitting and giving a quick 
glance at the clock. “If I just didn’t have 
that horrid practicing to do I I would so 
much rather knit than practice, anyhow. 
All the girls are knitting and music seems 
such a task nowadays.” 
“Why, Molly!” said Aunt Alice, who 
had arrived only the day before from her 
distant home in Canada to make a long- 
promised visit. “I thought you loved your 
music and when I was here three years 
ago you really enjoyed practicing.” 
“I know, auntie,” interrupted Molly, 
“it isn’t that I don’t love my music, but 
somehow things are so different now. 
All the girls in our crowd are knitting 
for the soldiers and there is so much to 
be done that I can never find time to 
practice any more.” 
“Well, my dear, if you are willing, I 
am going to tell you a true story of some 
girls I know up in a Canadian town near 
my home, and I believe when I have fin¬ 
ished you will agree with me that music 
is decidedly worth while just now.” 
“Oh, please do, auntie, I love stories 
and especially true ones,” said Molly, 
nestling back in her chair and gazing into 
the open fire. 
“These little girls,” continued Aunt 
Alice, “were members of a music club and 
were enthusiastic little workers, too, but 
when the war first started they were 
anxious to do something to help the sol¬ 
diers, as you and your friends are, and 
so they began to knit, and, I am sorry to 
say, at the same time to neglect their 
practicing. 
War Not Everything 
“One day their teacher called a meeting 
of the club and told them that they had 
apparently forgotten what an important 
factor music was to be in the great war. 
“She said it was very sweet and 
thoughtful of them to knit for the sol¬ 
diers, but she wanted them to realize there 
was something else to be thought of too. 
She told them those soldier boys would 
not .always be across the sea—some day, 
some of them would be sent home badly 
wounded, hopelessly discouraged and 
sadly in need of cheer and comfort, and 
that they, as little music workers, must 
help to supply that cheer and comfort. 
Then she suggested that they begin right 
away to practice and prepare some gay, 
tuneful little pieces, duets and songs and 
have them all carefully learned, so when 
the first soldiers were sent home from 
the front their little club and its efforts 
might make them in some measure for¬ 
get the horrors of war. 
“Of course, they were all delighted with 
the idea and began work with renewed 
interest. I attended their first concert 
for the soldiers who came back, and it 
was a wonderful success and deeply ap¬ 
preciated. They gave several concerts in 
the town hall and several in private 
homes where the soldiers were too sick to 
be moved. 
“Now, Molly dear, do you think those 
girls ever looked back on the work they 
did as a task?” 
“Oh,” faltered Molly, “I just didn’t 
understand, auntie, but I do now. I’m 
so glad you told me about them. When 
our music club meets next week I am 
going to suggest that we do the same 
thing, and,” she added joyously, “Auntie, 
dear, I’m going right in and practice an 
hour before I do another inch of knit¬ 
ting.” 
Folios qf Music 
That Will Make 
Excellent Gifts 
for Students, Pianists, Vocalists, 
Violinists and Organists 
Specially Priced for Gift Purposes 
Thirty-five Cents Each, Postpaid 
Regular Price 60 Cents 
ALBUMS FOR BEGINNING, INTERMEDIATE 
OR ADVANCED PIANISTS 
POPULAR RECITAL REPERTOIRE 
Such pieces as Dvorftk’s “Humoresque’ 
and Schutt’s “A La Bien Aimee” are in¬ 
cluded in this album. There are thirty- 
one numbers, chiefly gcades four and 
fivp 
STANDARD BRILLIANT ALBUM 
Twenty-five pieces of a showy nature, 
yet not difficult. Desirable music that 
-—t for an evening’s enter¬ 
tainment at home. 
STANDARD ADVANCED ALBUM 
A collection containing twenty-eight 
classics and modern compositions. Dov¬ 
ers of good music should have this ex¬ 
cellent compilation. 
YOUNG PLAYERS’ ALBUM 
This is an album that no piano stu¬ 
dent ot the earlier grades should be 
without. It may sound unbelievable, 
but seventy melodious numbers are In 
this collection. 
PIANO PLAYERS’ REPERTOIRE 
Just the volume for any piano player. 
Fine material for light recital work or 
seif-amusement. Here one obtains thirty- 
nine pieces mostly lying In the third 
and fourth grades. 
forty-one pieces in this album. These 
pieces are suitable for the average player 
who seeks diversion at the keys of a 
STANDARD FIRST PIECES 
Full of melody and mostly lving ii 
*1'“ *—ond grade, ^ these seventy-tw 
POPULAR HOME COLLECTION 
Just such pieces as will please the 
average listener nnd prove grateful to 
the player. New and original, these 
forty-six pieces are not to be found In 
any other collection. 
STANDARD STUDENTS’ CLASSIC ALBUM 
In point of difficulty thia volume Is 
about the third grade. The Tery best 
composers, classical and modern, are 
represented in the forty-eight compos!- 
SOUVENIRS OF THE MASTERS 
By Geo. L. Spaulding 
Twenty-seven famous melodies In easy 
arrangements, each with appropriate In¬ 
troductory material and text for sing¬ 
ing, art lib. 
SCHOOL AND HOME MARCHES 
A bright and playable collection, not 
difficult, with numbers suited both for 
indoor and outdoor marching, calis¬ 
thenics, etc. 
OPERATIC FOUR-HAND ALBUM 
An excellent four-hand book, contain¬ 
ing Immortal melodies from the stand¬ 
ard grand operas. Altogether there are 
twenty-two numbers. 
STANDARD DUET PLAYERS’ ALBUM 
A collection of medium grade four- 
hand pieces In different styles. The 
twenty-nine numbers In this compilation 
will furnish excellent material for re¬ 
cital, diversion or study. 
FOR THE SINGER 
SINGERS’ REPERTOIRE 
There are thirty-six numbers In this 
album. A half dozen remarkably good 
sacred songs are Included. An album 
worthy of being In the library of any 
. - ’ the medium singer. The songs a 
THE STANDARD VOCALIST 
Selected for this collection are fifty 
sacred and secular songs of average com¬ 
pass and medium grade by the leading 
modem writers. There Is something for 
every possible purpose. 
STANDARD SONG TREASURY 
for medium voice, suitable f 
FOR THE VIOLINIST 
THE STANDARD VIOLINIST 
Thirty-two selections suited to all 
possible occasions and within the range 
of the average player. There is a 
separate violin part as well as the violin 
score in^ the piano part. A most desir- 
OPERATIC SELECTIONS 
for Violin and Piano 
The best melodies from all the stand- 
---* ’n a masterly man- 
MELODIES OF THE PAST 
’ By M, Greenwald 
Some of the most popular melodies of 
all times, arranged in an easv manner, 
each with one or more effective varia¬ 
tions. A good teaching book. 
SELECTED CLASSICS 
for Violin and Piano 
Practical and effective arrangements 
of the gems from the works of the great 
masters. Just the things one wants to Play. 
FOR THE ORGANIST 
THE STANDARD ORGANIST 
iere ar® *°rty-three moderate-length compositions suitable 
n all styles, making it Just the album for all organists. 
Send All Orders to 
Theodore Presser Go., Philadelphia, Pa. 
inMon THE ETUDE when addressing o 
the etude DECEMBER 1918 
Schools and Colleges <» 
NEW YORK STATE AND NEW ENGLAND 
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS 
Opposite Central Park, cor. 95th St., New York City RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director 
New York City’s most beautiful and home-like School devoted to Music and the Allied Arts with UNSURPASSED BEAUTY 
OF SCENE FACING CENTRAL PARK 
No advance in rates and with the same celebrated faculty including Arthur Friedheim, Ralfe Leech Sterner, Aloys Kremer, Harold A. Fix, Clarance de Vaux Royer, 
Illuminato Miserendino, Frank Howard Warner, S. Reid Spencer, Mable Rivers Schuler, Mme. Clara Lopez, Helen Wolvertonand others. 
dormitories in school buildincs and proper chaperonage with many social and recreation advantages, open the entire year, pupils may 
ENTER ANY DAY. TWO PUBLIC CONCERTS EVERY WEEK. TERMS, INCLUDING TUITION, BOARD, PRACTICING, ETC., ON APPLICATION. 
SEND FOR BOOKLET AND TEACHERS’ BIOGRA HIES 
MEHLIN PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY 
INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
FRANK DAMR0SCH, Director, “dgWSSSff- 
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MUSIC 
Midwinter Term Begins January 6th, 1919 
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean 
Send for Circulars and Catalogue 212 West 59th Street NEW YORK QITY 
Master School of Music 
110 REMSCN •TUCET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
Caine* taught by a competent and experienced faculty 
embrace nearly every pha* of muak—TVoretica^ Vocal 
tion, and the work i* planned to develop individual muri- 
cal lute and undeMtanding in each atudent. Dramatic 
training, rhythmic dancing, language*. Dormitory privi¬ 
lege*. For catalog addreaa the Regirtrar. 
The Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten 
The 
Musical Booklet 
Library 
Practical Subjects 
Covered by Specialists 
Very often the musician needs greatly 
special information upon special subjects in 
very compact form. Yet it is information 
that he cannot secure without going to an 
expensive teacher and paying considerable 
money. In the main THE ETUDE booklet 
library is designed to supply this need. 
Price per Booklet 
Ten Cents 
LIST OF SUBJECTS 
1 How Edward MacDowell Taught the 
Piano. By Mrs. Edward MacDowall. 
2 Progressive .Ways for Securing New 
Pupila. By Allan J. Eastman. 
‘ Making a Success of the Pupils’ Re¬ 
cital. By Perlee V. Jervis. 
4 TriUsand How They Should Be Played. 
By James Francis Cooke.* 
rst Step in the Study of the Pedals. 
By Carol Sherman.* 
6 Profitable Physical Exercises for Piano 
Students. By Dr. W. R. C. Latson.* 
Passing the Dead Line in Music Study. 
By Thomas Tapper. 
Peer Cynt. A Dramatic Prose Reading. 
Art. from Note, of Richard Mans¬ 
field. 
How to Use the Metronome Correctly. 
The Numbers marked with an asteri 
penally desirable for teachers who wi 
-” iry definite |nsO 
THEO. PRESSER CO. 
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE 
1710-12-14 CHESTNUT STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
BURR0WES COURSE of music study 
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction 
Heppr Pupils—Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers. Classes are doubled by use of this method 
°afppii'ca?our,to KATHARINE BURRO WES 
DETROIT, MICH. 
VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY 
Of importance to you if you wish to study 
Piano, Theory or Harmony 
The “Tek” Results tell 
19 reasons why the 
“Tek” excels the 
piano for practice 
Send for Literature and “Tek” Catalog 
A. M. VIRGIL, President 
11 West 68th Street NEW YORK 
of Improved Music Study 
for Beginners 
r 1000 Teachers—Classes Larger Every Year—Teacher* Earning $2500, $3000 and $4000 
a Year with the Dunning Work Alone—Why ia Thu ? 
DUNNING SYSTEM 
Because its a ualed Ol results obtained 
other plan for teaching begin) 
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING NORMAL CLASS FOR TEACHERS, New York City. Normal 
Claaaes, Los Angeles, Cal., February 8th, 1919. 
Mrs. Oscar E. Busby, Nashville, Tenn., July 22d; Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 16th; Mobile, 7.‘a., 
MrsTAnna Craig Bates, Normal Class, San-Antonio^ Addreaa 3303 Coke St.. Dal] 
Miss Mary E. Bred y 1st, 1919,'Muskogee, Okla. _ _ oledo, Ohio, Jam June 15th, 1919. Address 354 Irving St., Toledo, Ohio. „ , 
Mrs. Harriet Bacon MacDonald, Normal Class, Tulsa, Okla., January 6th, 1919, Chicago, 
March 3d, 1919. Address 3623 Pine Grove Avenue Chicago. 
Mis. Clara Sabin Winter, Normal Classes. Wichita, Kans., Sept. 3d; Topeka, Kan,., 
T, l Uh Address 117 E. Third St., Wichita, Kan. 
Mrs Carrie Munger Long, Normal Classes, October 15th, 1918, New Orleans, La., January 
15th 1919 Birmingham, Ala., March 1st, 1919. Address Congress Hotel, Chicago, Ill. 
Mrs. Jeanette C. Fuller, Normal Classes, July 1st, 1918, Rochester, N. Y. Address 50 Erion 
Mra.e^sltiyRPoeteV Mawn.' Normal Class.., Dallas, Texas, April 20th; Denver, Colo., June 
Mra! uirryA.'^PrenUc^N^md Cla^New York'c'ty, June 28th. Address 78 W. 103d St., 
Mr.eWM^tUeCDT'Willis, Normal Classes, Waco, Texas, August 5th and Sept. 16th, 191*. 
L Address 617 S. 4th St., Waco, Texas. 
Fall information and booklet of Foreign and American endorsers. 8 West 40th St., New York Cfty 
Etude Advertising is the Open Door to Musical Opportunity 
GOETSCHIUS’ 
SYSTEM OF HARMONY 
E. KILENYI, M.A. 
20 E. 90th Street New York City 
Endorsed by Da. Gostschids. Individual attention. 
- College of Fine Arts — 
Syracuse University 
igesfor the sjudy of music. 1 excel led adva.. .-0  
oi 20 specialists. Kcgul; 
he degree of Mus. B. Spcci 
°S7rac 
-Ithaca Conservatory of Music=, 
The Registrar, 1 De Witt Park, Ithaca, N. Y. 
Also Church and Concert Engagements 
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK 
CRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL 
Teachers’ Training Courses 
FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet 
CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
Training School for Supervisors of Music 
BOTH SEXES 
Voice culture, sight-singing, ear-training, harmooy, 
53 MAIN ST., POTSDAM, NEW YORK 
DR. N. J. ELSENHEIMER 
Composer, Pianist, Artist, Pedagogue 
Author ol Scale Climbing, a series of studies 
522 West 136th Street^ - New York City 
Business Address—439 Carnegie Hall, New Task City 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertiser!,. 
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and Colleges 
PENNSYLVANIA 
COMBS CONSERVATORY 
PHILADELPHIA 
THIRTY-FOURTH YEAR 
A Residential and Day School of unparalleled Facilities for the attainment of a complete 
A SCHOOL OF INDiviDUAL INSTRUCTION 
(Theoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privately and in Classes) 
faculty, original and scientific methods, individual instruction, high 
J moderate cost, combined with efficient management, the Combs 
ities not obtainable elsewhere for a complete musical education. 
e, Mus. Doc., Theory; William Geiger, Mus. Bac., Violin; 
o: Russell King Miller, Organ, and 75 assistant teachers. 
_Teachers. Public School Music Supervision. 
it. Four Pupils ’ Recitals a week. Two Complete 
iprocal relations with University of Pennsylvania. 
vatory in the State with Dormitories for Women 
ration. Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Success 
Illustrated Year Book Free 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director 0ffiCBroad'and8Reed Streets0"** 
ice; Herman Saodby, Violet, 
All branches. Normal Training Conrae ft 
Complete Military Band Departr 
Pupils’ Symphony Orchestras. B 
eChe only Consero n 
A School of I 
PITTSBURGH 
MUSICAL INSTITUTE, Inc. 
• The live school of the district 
4259 Fifth Ave. 
ZECKWER-HAHN 
PHILADELPHIA Ti*; 
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia 
Modern equipment, thorough instruction, 
eminent faculty. For prospectus, address 
B MURPHY, Managing Director 
Schools and Colleges 
OHIO AND INDIANA 
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC 
Elocution—MUSIC Languages 
Faculty of International Reputation 
Exceptional advantages for post-graduate and repertoire 
work. Department of Opera. Ideal local on and residence department with superior equipment. 
EUGENE YSAYE Season 1918-19 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
WARREN, OHIO 
THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL 
BRANCHES OF MUSIC 
Addr.se LYNN B. DANA, President Desk E, WARREN, OHIO 
rC. W. H. BANGS, President 
REX ARLINGTON, Director HUNTINGTON COLLEGE CONSERVATORY 
Music Department of Huntington College, Endowed, with absolutely no expense, so can offer very best 
of advantages at very low cost. Aim is to educate, not make money. Faculty of unquestioned standing. 
Courses Offered• VIOLIN, PIANO, VOICE, HARMONY, HISTORY OF MUSIC, PUBLIC 
courses unerea._ SChool music, languages, expression and dramatic art 
Special Coarse. Giving Teacher, Practical Work Applicable to Their Need. 
BOARDING FACILITIES EXCELLENT—NO BETTER ANYWHERE 
dSKK Address, Box 512 - - - HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
Tuition, *36.00 per 
Catalogue will be mailed 
THE EXPENSES ARE ’’the' lowest^ 
45TH YEAR—STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT A 
™, *39 to *51 p, 
er P. Kinsey, Vi 
Y TIME. 
AN IMMENSE SUCCESS 
Sung by Mme. Julia Culp and Other Great Artists 
By the Waters of Minnetonka 
An Indian Love Song By THURLOW LIEURANCE 
High Voice, in A (With Violin or Flute ad lit.) 
Low Voice, in G flat (With Violin or Flute ad lib.) 
Price, 60 cents Also for Piano Solo—Price, 40 cents 
Send for a Circular of Mr. Lieurance’a Complete Works 
THEO. PRESSER CO. ::::Philadelphia, Pa. 
Schools and Colleges 
middle: west 
Michigan State Normal College 
Conservatory of Music 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin 
and theory. 
Courses for training supervisors and 
teachers of public school music. 
Graduation leads to a life certificate 
valid in most states of the union. 
Total living expenses need not exceed 
five dollars per week. Tuition and fees 
exceptionally low. Write for catalog. 
Dir. CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN. 
Milwaukee-Downer College 
Department of Music 
Public School Mus: 
Science in Arts is < 
A diploma course is 
: specialists. 
address REGISTRAR 
WUV.OW—in Piano.Voice.Violin.Orgau. Theory, Public School Mu.ic and Dwwirlg 
Oral Interpretation, etc. Work based on 
best modern and educational principles 
Numerous Lectures, Concerts and Recitals 
throughout the year. 
Branch Studios. Excellent Dormitory Ac¬ 
commodations. Teachers’ certificates, tomas jmd degree. a u  
IDETR0IT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
in 
“Strongest Faculty in the Middle West” 
A School which offers every advantage 
incidental to a broad musical education. 
Fifty artist teachers. Highest stsndards. 
Artistic environment. 
For Catalog Addroua 
GRACE CHAMBERLIN, Business Manager 
1117-1119 WOODWARD AVENUE - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
INJ. «J. COREY 
Pianist, Organist and Musical Lecturer 
38 WOODWARD TERRACE. Detroit. Mich. 
Lake Forest 
University School of Music 
Certificate. Special courses in Keyboard Harmony History of Music and Appreciation. School orchestra! 
MARTA JIII.IMIWSKI., B.A.. Illr. Bo, 105, I.nL, F„re,t. III. 
Lawrence Conservatory 
One of the foremost 
Conservatories of 
the Middle West 
DEAUTIFUL location; excellent buildings; 
faculty of well-known artists; courses 
in all branches of Music, theoretical and 
applied; beautiful dormitories; connected 
with a high-grade college; reasonable terms. 
APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
Minneapolis School of Music, 
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART 
WILLIAM H. PONTIUS CHARLES M HOLT Director, Dept, of Muelc Director, Dr»m»tic Art 
60-62 Elerenth St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
LARGEST SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN THE WEST 
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART 
60 Artist Teachers Year Book Free on Request 
1__ _ ' 1 
“Send Me a Rose from Homeland’ 
By J. F. Cooke Price 50c 
As introduced by Mme. Schumann-Heink, David Bispham, Henri Scott, 
Sousa s Band and many successful artists and organizations 
AH,„, . %ht 
U„ Voic Hi!h Voi«. B.„i Owta,„. Mised W M.kCh.™. 
Published by Th.o, Presser Co. : Philadelphia, P. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
TEE etude 
Schools and Colleges 
CHICAGO AND CALIFORNIA 
gd CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE 
[ The Leading and Largest School of Music in America—53d Year 
WINTER TERM NOW OPEN 
Unsurpassed faculty of 100 eminent instructors 
COURSES and private lessons in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, School of Opera, Orchestral 
Instruments, Expression and School of Acting. Teachers’ certificates for teachers of Piano, 
Voice, Violin and Public Sjhool Music. Diplomas and Medals awarded. Public Recital weekly in 
our own Recital Hall, seating 800 people. Unrivalled Free Advantages. Dormitory accommodations. 
60 Free Scholarships and 140 Partial Scholarships given to worthy talented students by compet¬ 
itive examination Enrollments at any time. Next Summer Normal Session June 30 to August 9, 
1919. (Six weeks) 
MASON & HAMLIN CO. offers special prize of $1500.00 Parlor 
nriTw) Piano tn heat rtUvor in Pnaf riradnalmn Pl .nc 
. --iest player i  ost Gra ua 
CABLE PIANO CO. offers special priz< 
Piano to best player in Graduation or Seni< 
prizes to vocal and violin students. ;; ( 
of $1,000.00 Parlor Grand ■ Diploma Classes. Special 
implete catalog on request, 
520 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
>r. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritui 
__ AMERICAN 
CONSERVATORY 
E&nbSSl of MUSIC croze. Modern La- is one of the largest Eighty artist- instructors' 
tation. A partial list follows: 
Karleton Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Wilhelm Model¬ 
ed by authority of the State of 
*'— M—" *-“**-- Kimhnll Haui A,u.*ui.i|s. 
catalog and general information, address 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC Chicago, Illinois (COLUMBIA 
SCHOOL, OF"’ 
*1USIC 
Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin 
Public School Music Methods 
Normal Training, Advanced Inter- 
pretation and Post Graduate Courses. 
Kindergarten, Ear Training, Sight Read¬ 
ing, Orchestra Conducting, History of 
Music, Demonstration Children’s Classes. ■ Free year book. ■ Students’ Orchestra and Chorus. L COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Box 87. 509 So. Wabash Ave.. Chicago. T ■ zj 
Louise Burton 
SOPRANO 
Available for Concerts, Ora¬ 
torios and Costume Recitals. 
icture Playing 
IYCEUA\ 
QpflS ER.VATOR.Y 
degrees conferr 
.IAS DAY, DIRECTOR 
Preparation for a Definite W 
. faculty, teaching every brant 
i Dramatic Art. Diplomas gi 
'create Keyboard a 
IrlceZsioVto *220.00. 
1 Teachers ' - “ 
EFFA ELUSTPERFIELD 
loVwCTttMh’streeti’N.w York City 
> • . rp * WHO CAN QUALIFY FOR 
nvate 1 eachers Associate Faculty Membership 
. Jar CONSERVATORY ADVANTAGES 
erely ’’giving lessons," and then "more lessons.’’ 
ess Pres. E. H. SCOTT, Kimball Hall. Chicago. 
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ESTABLISHED 1857 
IPFAROHY CONSERVATORY 
M 1 Ltr\DVJU 1 BALTIMORE, MD. 
7 HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America. 
handsome Catalogue to the 
BROS. EPSTEIN 
One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the United States 4525 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo. 
Mrs. CROSBY ADAMS 
Private and Class Teaching 
Musical Technique Interpretation 
Address: MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA 
Atlanta Conservatory of Music 
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
IN THE SOUTH 
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere 
Fall Session Begins September 2d, 1918. 
Students may enter at any time. Send for 
Catalog. GEO. F. LINDNER, Director 
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia 
Hahn Music School 
Chas. D. Hahn, Director 
The School for your Daughter 
Our catalogue tell. why 
3919-. Juniua Street. D.llaa, Tex. 
NO TEACHER 
Should despair of finding the ex¬ 
act educational material desired 
without first writing our Service 
Department. 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Professional Directory 
AMERICAN PROGRESSIVE PI 
BEEGHWUUD; Xe. 
combs:: 
DUNNING Carre Louise Dunning, 8 
rinni OPERA SCHOOL. Voice training for FABRI wttavss.JS’fiM 
HAWTHORNE 
KRIENS1 
™0ULT0N ,StF 
NEW YORK ’ 
VIRGIL' 
AMERICAN: 
BROWN’ 
CINCINNATI S 
COLUMBIA' 
dahm-petersen: ACADEMY OF MUSIC T, California 
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OP MUSIC 
KNOX* Wm. F. ltentley. Director 
MARLOWE RR'ITTJ.. PujjU of LeBchetdrky if Jdio Greater WMUIer^lofiege’ 
WESTERNs ite of Music and Dramatl 
BRYANT SOUTHERN CONSERVATORY OP MUSIC. re Ward Bryant, Dir. 1 m I CONVERSE COLLEGE’ 
“DREAMING OF LOVE AND YOU” 
Word, by EDWARD LOCKTON Mu.ic by ARTHUR F. TATE 
FOR HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW VOICES FOR VOCAL DUET—Price, 60 cent. 
Price, SO cent, each FOR PIANO SOLO, OR VIOLIN AND 
FOR MEDIUM VOICE, WITH VIOLIN PIANO 
Price, 60 cents Price, SO cente each 
Send for our Thematic Catalogs and Circulars of Song, by Successful Modern Writer. 
THEO. PRESSER CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Music Teacher’s Class Book 
A little pocket note-sized volume, bound in boards that takes the place 
of nine separate record and account books. 
There is 1—An index of pupils. 2—Memo of time for lesson and 
account. 3—A ledger. 4—Sheet music account. 5—Teacher's account 
with business houses. 6—Record of daily earnings. 7—Memoranda. 
8—Bill forms. 9—Receipt forms, ft is a wonderfully convenient record 
and saves many a dollar which might otherwise go unaccounted for. 
Price, 60 cents Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia 
Please mention THE ETUDE 
r r> .PS ~ ' 9 
L---_silsM^i_——-^—* 
Concise Index of The ETUDE for 1917 
SJSfSP? 
tmmu 
m.n*i 
HANDSOME GIFTS 
for ETUDE Subscriptions USEFUL and valuable articles for personal and 
household use, as well as desirable music works, are 
given as rewards to those Etude friends who send 
us subscriptions. There is no spare-time employment 
more congenial and profitable than securing Etude sub¬ 
scriptions and renewals. 
We can show here only a few of the gifts; our illus¬ 
trated premium catalogue shows all of them. Send a postal 
for your copy. 
NON-TARNISHABLE PLATINOID PICTURE FRAMES 
> No. 1 for One New Yearly Subscription, and choice of sizes 2 and 3 
r Two Yearly Subscriptions 
s are substantially built, made of the 
non-tarnishable Platinoid, hacked 
and will prove a most worthy orna- 
Y number in ordering. 
No. 1. Height 6 inches. Width 4J4 inches. 
No. 2. Height inches. Width 5 inches. 
No. 3. Height 8 inches. Width inches. 
SERVICE PINS 
BON-BON DISH 
In a novel and 
Interior golc 
lined. Size / 
Msiwsassi 
CLOTHES 
BRUSH 
Substantially 
made of heavy 
bristles, twisted 
in wire—the 
“can’tcomeout” 
way. Practically 
indestructible. 
A useful gift. 
Three subscriptions. 
SOLID GOLD 
LAVALLIERES 
Lavallieres — the most popular 
form of adornment at the present 
time. The following de¬ 
sign has been selected for 
its simplicity and attrac¬ 
tiveness. Warranted solid 
gold, fine in manufacture 
and finish. 
Three subscriptions 
Diamond shape, with 
amethyst and four pearls 
and one large baroque 
pearl. Pendant measures 1 inch. 
FOUNTAIN PENS 
g fountain pen, the self-filling attach- 
y to operate. 14 kt. gold pen. 
Our Most Popular Premium 
Send us three subscriptions for The Etude at the full price, 21.50 
(21.75 in Canada) and earn your own subscription for one year, ei 
new or renewal. Must be sent before January i, ipiQ, at these pri 
1712 CHESTNUT STREET 
The Etude 
Co., Publishers 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Unusual Year-End Bargains 
In Leading Magazines 
December 31, 1918, is the last day on which THE ETUDE may 
be ordered at $1.50; and other magazines also advance their prices 
at the beginning of the new year. This offer presents your final 
opportunity to subscribe for THE ETUDE and other favorite 
magazines at lower prices. THE ETUDE urges its readers to take 
advantage of these offers without delay. 
Send all orders and remittances directly to THE ETUDE. We 
guarantee that no publisher or responsible agency can quote lower 
prices than these. Please add Canadian or Foreign postage for 
each magazine on subscriptions .to be sent outside of United 
States and its possessions. 
Mf CALLS] THE ETUDE . . .]$1§0 
People’s Popular Monthly j 
THE ETUDE . . J$1 
Woman’s World f 1 
65 
THE ETUDE 
Today’s Housewife 
. . .|$185 
j . ( l ) Save 40c 
THE ETUDE 
McCall’s Maga 
THE ETUDE . . 
McCall’s Magazine 
Today’s Housewife 
THE ETUDE . . 
Modern Priscilla . 
THE ETUDE . . 
People’s Home Journal 
Today’s Housewife 
THE ETUDE . . 
Christian Herald 
THE ETUDE . . 
THE ETUDE . . 
People’s Home Journal 
m 
THE ETUDE 
McCall’s Maga 
)$200 
IS 
$250 
$250 
:$2- 
1*322 
$3io 
$310 
$325 
THE ETUDE . . 
Collier’s Weekly . 
3M.U0 
THE ETUDE 
Review of Revi 
THE ETUDE 
McCall’s Maga 
Youth’s Companion 
THE ETUDE 
American Cool 
Woman’s Home Cc 
THE ETUDE . 
Pictorial Review 
Modern Priscilla 
THE ETUDE . 
Christian Herald 
THE ETUDE '0 
American Mi 
Woman’s Home 
THE ETUDE 
World’s Work 
THE ETUDE 
Delineator j ' 
Everybody’s j 
$3- 
m 
$p 
s4- 
$42$ 
$,135 
THE ETUDE . . . 
Woman’sHomeCompanion 
Youth’sCompanion(new) . 
$460 I 
Save 90c | 
THE ETUDE . . . 
Review of Reviews . 
Christian Herald 
$goo 
S«e $1.50 
THE ETUDE . . 
Pictorial Review . .'^022 
Y Dinned’8 } Idd°rZ)^ «•» 
SEND ORDERS ONLY TO 
The Etude, Thco. Presser Co., Publishers 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
written Dy KoDt. w. t-namDers 
Corinne has the papers but it looks as if she would lose them. Stili, Co- 
rinne, is plucky, and can be depended upon to use her wits in a tight 
place. In the next scene—but then you’ll see what happens yourself. 
Ingtctm's wmv&ed Cz&am 
Brooklyn, N. Y., 
Nov. IS, 1917. 
F. F. INGRAM CO. 
I look upon Ingram’s Milk¬ 
weed Cream as a tried and 
true friend. I have used it 
daily for a very long time and 
I am fully appreciative of the 
great help it has been in keep¬ 
ing my complexion in good 
condition. It is the fact that 
Ingram’s Milkweed Cream is 
distinctly healthful to the 
skin as well as cleansing and 
softening that leads me to 
^•r 
The flight of time cannot be stayed but Ingram’s Milkweed Cream 
will keep you youthful in appearance long after youth has passed. 
Its exclusive therapeutic quality tones up the delicate texture of 
the skin and keeps it in a healthful condition. It clears the tiny 
pores and banishes imperfections. 
Begin the use of Ingram’s Milkweed Cream at once. Use it 
before retiring and upon rising in the morning. It is softening as 
well as cleansing. Since 1885 it has been the favorite beauty aid 
of thousands of discriminating women. 
Buy it in either 50c or $1.00 size 
Mail Coupon Today 
Ingram's 
2^7k£o/« . 
rSouvuainc 
FACE POWDER 
A complexion powder especially 
distinguished by the fact that it 
stays on. Furthermore, a powder 
of unexcelled delicacy of texture 
and refinement of perfume. Four 
tints — White, Pink, Flesh and 
Brunette—SOc. 
Inffrttm's 
J?ou<re 
Just to show a proper glow use a touch of 
Ingram’s Rouge on the cheeks. A safe 
preparation for delicately heightening the 
natural color. The coloring matter is not 
absorbed by the skin. Delicately perfumed. 
Solid cake. Three shades — Dark, Light 
and Medium—SOc. 
There is 
Beauty 
I enclose a dime, in return for which please send me 
your Guest Room Package containing Ingram’s Face 
Powder and Rouge in novel purse packets, and Milk¬ 
weed Cream, Zodenta Tooth Powder, and Perfume in 
Guest Room sizes. 
FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO. 
Established 1885 
43 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A. 
Windsor, Canada 
ralasian Agents, T. W. Cotton, Pty. Ltd., Melbourne, Aus 
A SHORT CRITICAL BIOGRAPHY OF 
FRANZ PETER SCHUBERT 
Bom in Vienna. Jan. .list. 1797: died in Vienna. Nov. 19th. 1828 
Schubert was the son of a schoolmaster. His 
father and most of his brothers were much in¬ 
terested in music and he received good instruc¬ 
tion at home. At nine, he sang in the church 
choir and Holzer, the choirmaster, taught him 
piano, organ, singing and harmony. 
When eleven years old, he became a member 
of the Imperial Convent, a school for educating 
choir-boys for the Court Chapel. Here he had 
excellent musical advantages and remained sev¬ 
eral years, until his voice changed, spend¬ 
ing Sundays and holidays at home. Tong 
before this age, however, he began to com¬ 
pose songs and little instrumental pieces, 
and he continued to pour them forth all his life 
in a steady stream, writing over 1000 songs, be¬ 
sides piano pieces, orchestral compositions, 
chamber music for string quartet, piano trio and 
other combinations, sacred music, operas and in¬ 
cidental music for dramas. 
Indeed it is certain that he was too prolific 
a writer for his own good, both artistically and 
financially. On the few occasions, when he was 
in funds, as for instance from a successful con¬ 
cert, he had no thought of saving, but shared 
his money liberally with his friends, most of 
whom were equally poor in purse with himself. 
Schubert was modest and retiring in disposi¬ 
tion, wholly without self.-conceit, and he never 
attempted to further his own prospects by seek¬ 
ing influential acquaintances. His exterior by 
no means answered to his genius. His general 
appearance was insignificant, his height not much 
over five feet one inch, his figure stout and 
clumsy, his complexion dull, his cheeks full, his 
eyebrows bushy and his nose insignificant. His 
hair, however, was thick, black and handsome 
and his eyes often brightened up attractively. 
Schubert has been truly and poetically de¬ 
scribed as “that composer, who dipped his pen 
in the moonlight.” His life, aside from his 
music, was uneventful. Grove’s Dictionary con¬ 
tains over fifty pages devoted to Schubert and 
probably there is no better biography of him in 
existence, yet most of it consists of a description 
of Schubert’s various pieces and of facts regard¬ 
ing the time and place at which they were 
written. 
Among Schubert’s most famous songs may be 
named The Frl-King, The Wanderer, Who Is 
Sylvia?, Hark, Hark, the Lark, Serenade, the 
song-cycle The Fair Maid of the Mill and an¬ 
other almost equally popular song-cycle The 
Winter Journey. Possibly one should add The 
Heather Rose, Tho’rt My Repose and Ave Maria. 
Of his piano pieces, the Impromptus and the 
Moments Musicales, together with the difficult 
but very beautiful Fantasia in C major, often 
called the Wanderer Fantasie, are most familiar. 
Liszt made several very effective piano transcrip¬ 
tions of his songs, which are good recital num¬ 
bers. 
Of the ten symphonies he wrote, only two are 
at present in vogue, the C major and the Unfin¬ 
ished or B Minor Symphony, but both of these 
are of the highest type of beauty. 
His operas wrere never a success—in fact for 
the most part, never came to a performance—but 
his incidental music for the drama Rosamonde is 
still greatly admired, and often heard at con¬ 
certs. Of his string quartets, the one in D minor 
is the finest, though it found no publisher until 
after his death. 
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